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FREMONT ARTS COUNCIL’S  

SOLSTICE PARADE 
SATURDAY 3PM

SOLSTICE MUSIC FESTIVAL 
OPENS FRIDAY 6PM

SHOPPING CRAFTS DRINK DOGS YOGA & MORE

FREMONT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

FRIDAY,
JUNE 19th 

Presidents 
 United States 

of America

Deltron 3030
RA SCION, 
AYO DOT & THE UPPERCUTS 

SATURDAY, 
JUNE 20th 

the 

AYRON JONES AND THE WAY, FOX AND THE LAW

OF
THE

Home Sweet Home* Publish The Quest* The Dip* Rippin Chicken * Marmalade* McTufF
The Fabulous Party Boys * Weatherside Whiskey Band * Deception Past 

 The Warren G. Hardings * The Student Loan * Wild Rabbit * Poor Man’s Whiskey
Lineup subject to change.

Solstice music festival’s

Redhook 
Main stage

Opens at 6pm

Opens
at 6pm

FREE

SATURDAY, 

ALl
AGES
ALl
AGES

$25 SINGLE
DAY PASS

$45 Two-DAY PASS,
$5 MORE DAY OF SHOW

For tickets and other Solstice Mus ic Festival venues v is it 

 FremontSolsticeFair.com

Playing on the Reyka vodka 
waterfront stage
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FRIDAY, MAY 29 The week continued in 
Hawaii, where today a fisherman attempted to 
catch a swordfish and wound up fatally stabbed 
by a swordfish. Details come from CNN, 
which identifies the fisherman as 47-year-old 

Randy Llanes, 
an experienced 
fisherman and 
c a p t a i n  o f  a 
deep-sea fish-
ing charter, and 
the swordfish as 
six feet long and 
weighing about 
40 pounds. How 
it played out, ac-

cording to CNN: Llanes shot the swordfish 
with a spear, after which the swordfish fatally 
stabbed Llanes in the chest. Condolences to all.

SATURDAY, MAY 30 Speaking of trag-
edies set in Hawaii: Today we turn to Aloha, 
the new Cameron Crowe film that first 
earned public notoriety during the Great Sony 

E-mail Hack of 2014, 
which found evidence 
of now-former Sony 
chief  Amy Pascal 
denouncing the in-
production film for 
its “ridiculous script” 
that makes “no damn 
sense.” Yesterday, 
Aloha opened in cin-
emas and cemented 
Pa s c a l ’ s  r e p u t a -
tion as a producer 
who knows her shit. 
“Crowe seems to have 

expunged all evidence of his distinctive film-
making talents,” wrote Indiewire. “Equally 
hobbled by an amateurish script and vaguely 
defined characters, the movie’s long list of me-
diocrities have an anonymous quality, as though 
the director has been completely reborn as a 
hack.” Beyond its lack of style and coherence, 
Aloha was also called out for its remarkable 
approach to race, from the “whitewashing” 
of the Hawaiian population (which is 75 per-
cent non-Caucasian) to the ridiculous cast-
ing. “Aloha actually features one of the more 
prominent Asian/mixed-heritage female leads 
in any studio movie in recent memory,” wrote 
Jen Yamato at the Daily Beast. “She just hap-
pens to be played by Emma Stone.”

SUNDAY, MAY 31 Speaking of insane 
scenarios, the week ended at the intersection 
of Broadway and East Pine Street in Seattle, 
where early this morning, witnesses called 
police to report watching a bicyclist crash into 
a jaywalking pedestrian, after which the cy-
clist repeatedly stabbed the pedestrian with 
a knife. “The two involved men were found 
shortly after police arrived—one with a folding 
knife and one with abdominal stab wounds,” re-
ported KIRO. “The man with stabbing wounds 
was transported to Harborview Medical Center 
for treatment of non-life-threatening injuries. 
The 40-year-old cyclist was booked into King 
County Jail for investigation of assault.” 

Be careful out there. Send hot tips to last-
days@thestranger.com and follow me on Twit-
ter @davidschmader.

Find pregnant hands at  
THESTRANGER.COM/SLOG

and if you include the planetary crisis of cli-
mate change, it may well be that the challeng-
es we face now are direr than any time in our 
modern history.” Continuing with, “The issue of 
wealth and income inequality is the great moral 
issue of our time, it is the great economic issue 
of our time, and it is the great political issue of 
our time—and we will address it.” And, while 
railing against the democracy-imperiling de-
cision in favor of Citizens United: “What the 
Supreme Court essentially said was that it was 
not good enough for the billionaire class to own 
much of our economy. They could now own the 
US government as well.” Sanders wrapped 
up his speech with a call to create a country 
with respectable health care and benefits for 
veterans, equal rights for everyone (“no mat-
ter their race, their religion, their disability, or 
their sexual orientation”), and health care for 
all. “That is the nation we can build together,” 
said Senator Sanders. “I ask you to join me in 
this campaign to build a future that works for 
all of us and not just the few on top.”

•• Speaking of the planetary crisis of cli-
mate change, this entire week will be filled with 
heartbreaking updates from Texas (where 
floods created by a record-breaking month of 
rainfall swept away hundreds of homes and 
killed at least 22 people) and India (where 
brutally high temperatures melted roads, 
scorched crops, killed wildlife, and led to the 
deaths of more than 2,000 people).

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27 In stupider 
news, the week continued with the busting of 
FIFA, the multibillion-dollar organization that 
governs association football (aka “soccer” and 
“the world’s most popular sport”), which was 
today hit with federal corruption charges in the 
United States. “The indictment names 14 peo-
ple on charges including racketeering, wire 
fraud, and money-laundering conspiracy,” 
reported the New York Times. “In addition to 
senior soccer officials, the indictment is also 
expected to name sports-marketing executives 
from the United States and South America 
who are accused of paying more than $150 
million in bribes and kickbacks in exchange 
for media deals associated with major soccer 
tournaments.” Finally, soccer gets interesting.

THURSDAY, MAY 28 In grosser news, 
one week after the Josh Duggar revelations, 
this week brought another beloved right-wing 
figure stained by allegations of child sexual 
abuse. Actually, that’s not fully accurate, as 
Josh Duggar transcended allegations with a 
somewhat vague admission that he had “acted 
inexcusably.” (On Twitter, writer Tim Appelo 
offered this translation: Josh Duggar: 5 Vic-
tims and Counting.) Whatever the case, today 
we’re dealing with Dennis Hastert, the Illinois 
representative who became the longest-serving 
Republican Speaker of the House in history, 
and who was today indicted by federal prosecu-
tors for lying to the FBI about $3.5 million 
he agreed to pay to an undisclosed person to 
“cover up past misconduct.” Tomorrow, CNN 
will offer details on the alleged misconduct: 
“Hastert was paying a former student to keep 
quiet about allegations of sexual abuse from the 
time when Hastert was a teacher and wrestling 
coach in Illinois… A federal law enforcement 
official confirmed to CNN early Friday evening 
that the former student was a male and a minor 
when the alleged abuse took place.” Hastert is 
free on bail, and “investigators decided not to 
pursue a possible extortion case in the matter,” 
CNN will report tomorrow. Stay tuned!

MONDAY, MAY 25 This week of defen-
sive swordfish, lousy cinema, and widespread 
deadly weather kicked off in Turkey, where a 
Muslim televangelist ascended to religious-
kook superstardom by asserting that men 
who masturbate will wind up with pregnant 
hands. Details come from Hurriyet Daily 

News, which identifies 
our handy televangelist 
as Mücahid Cihad Han, 
who was fielding view-
ers’ questions during 
a broadcast yesterday 
when a male caller 
asked about the pro-
priety of masturbation. 
Han began by citing 
Islam’s strict prohibi-
tion against masturba-

tion and then got into specifics: “Moreover, 
one hadith states that those who have sexual 
intercourse with their hands will find their 
hands pregnant in the afterlife.” Han tied his 
pregnant-hand theory to the teachings of Mu-
hammad. “The Koran has no clear reference 
to masturbation, and the authenticity of many 
hadiths is questionable,” reported Hurriyet 
Daily News. Thank you, Mr. Han, for proving 
that batshit televangelists aren’t just Christian.

TUESDAY, MAY 26 The week continued in 
Vermont, where today Bernie Sanders kicked 
off his presidential campaign with a speech 
packed with statements of the sort you don’t 
normally hear from sitting senators hoping 
to become leader of the free world. Three of 
the most striking: “My fellow Americans: This 
country faces more serious problems today 
than at any time since the Great Depression, 

To submit an unsigned confession or accusation,  
send an e-mail to ianonymous@thestranger.com. Please 

remember to change the names of the innocent and guilty. 

LAST DAYS
The Week in Review  BY DAVID SCHMADER
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YOUR LIES PUT ME  
IN JAIL
You epitomize the worst kind of liar: 
the malicious liar. You had me arrested 
by lying to the police. You never know 
the havoc someone can wreak on your 
life until you’ve been the target of a 
false accusation. After 24 hours in jail, 
I had to spend $2,500 and fight for the 
next eight months to clear my name 
against a harassment charge brought 
by the city on behalf of you. All for 
what? Spite? I wish I’d had my day in 
court with you. I would have looked 
you in the eye and told you exactly 
what I think of you: You’re mentally 
unbalanced, and our entire friend circle 
knows you’re a lying piece of shit. Enjoy 
being alone and friendless.

—Anonymous

One 
HULK’S 
Opinion

RAAAUGHRRRR!! HULK AT WIT’S END! Wait… Hulk take deep breath… 
Hulk start over. Okay. Because Hulk so lonely, Hulk decide to adopt 12-year-
old orphan. STOP SAYING THIS TERRIBLE IDEA. It good idea, because Hulk 

no longer lonely… but now Hulk FURIOUS! It all started when Hulk change adopted 
daughter name to “Lisa Hulk.” Lisa Hulk say, “But I already have a name—it’s Chris-
sy!” Hulk say, “Hulk your father now, Lisa Hulk! And Hulk no like Chrissy! It remind 
Hulk of mean girl in high school. Besides, Chrissy Hulk sound stupid!” Then Lisa Hulk 
stomp off to room and slam door.

But that just start of Hulk problems! Lisa Hulk blast Maroon 5 and text friends 
all day long! “Adam Levine am idiot and him music am derivative!” Hulk yell for 
umpteenth time. “And if Lisa Hulk have time to text, Lisa Hulk have time to take out 
compost!” Once again, stomp, stomp, stomp, SLAM. “Lisa Hulk! Hulks no slam doors 
in this house!” Then Lisa Hulk stick head out of room and roll eyes at Hulk. This 
make Hulk want to SMAAAAAASH!!!

Hulk try to be good daddy, but Lisa Hulk never want to talk to Hulk. “How Lisa 
Hulk’s day?” Hulk ask. “Mmm-nnnn-uhhh,” Lisa Hulk say. WHAT THAT EVEN MEAN?? 
The only time Lisa Hulk talk to Hulk when her ask about Hawkeye. “Are you gonna 
see Hawkeye today, Daddy?” “When’s Hawkeye coming over, Daddy?” “Can Hawk-
eye teach me how to shoot arrows, Daddy?” “SHUT UP ABOUT HAWKEYE ALREADY, 
LISA HULK!” Hulk yell. “Hawkeye wear Oakley sunglasses that make Hawkeye a big, 
dumb choad!” Stomp, stomp, stomp. “AND DON’T SLAM THE…” SLAM!!

Lisa Hulk hate Hulk’s recumbent bike. Lisa Hulk hate Hulk’s collection of 1970s 
jazz vinyl. Lisa Hulk even hate puny Bruce Banner! (That one thing Lisa Hulk and 
Hulk agree on.) Otherwise? LISA HULK HATE EVERYTHING ABOUT HULK! Except 
maybe time when Lisa Hulk “fell asleep” in Avenger jet. Hulk carried Lisa Hulk into 
house and tucked Lisa Hulk in bed. Lisa Hulk smile a little at that, Hulk think.

But today? Lisa Hulk rack up $300 credit-card bill at Forever 21! WHERE AM YOU, 
LISA HULK? DADDY HULK WILL SMAAAAAASH!!
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Meet Hulk Daughter… 
Lisa Hulk!

KALEIDO-
SCOPICALLY 

DESPISED

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=mailto:ianonymous@thestranger.com
mailto:days@thestranger.comand
http://thestranger.com/SLOG
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SYDNEY SOFA SALE $699
Our popular Sydney collection has a mid-century appeal with features 
including tapered wood legs, button-less tufting, and slender arms. 
Stocked in gravel and grey fabrics, and grey faux-leather.  Matching chair 
and ottoman also stocked.  Other fabrics and leathers available by special 
order.  Accent pillow sold separately.  Imported.  Exclusively ours.  
80” x 37” x 35.5”h.  List $1295. Pricing good through June 30th

Also available at special savings: 
SYDNEY SECTIONAL SALE $999 List $1895

See the whole collection at KASALA.COM 

@kasalafurniture 

http://kasala.com/
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40%

Help them find hope, acceptance, and stability.

of homeless 
youth are 
LGBTQ 

www.youthcare.org/40percent

NEWS

making at least $15 by 2021. 
And on June 22—which will be nearly 

three months since the city’s minimum wage 
started rising—the new city department that’s 
supposed to make sure workers actually get 
paid these new higher wages will finally get a 
leader: Dylan Orr, a 35-year-old former policy 
adviser in the US Labor Department’s Of-
fice of Disability Employment Policy. (He was 
appointed to that post by President Barack 
Obama in 2009.) At the Labor Department, 
Orr worked first as assistant to the assistant 
secretary of labor, then as chief of staff in the 

department’s Office of Disability Employment 
Policy. He was also the first openly transgen-
der person appointed by any US president. 

Mayor Ed Murray announced on May 29 
that he’d be appointing Orr—he doesn’t need 
city council approval for this pick—to lead Se-
attle’s new Office of Labor Standards (OLS), 
which is tasked with enforcing not only the 
minimum wage, but also paid sick and safe 
time and laws against wage theft.

It was a big get for Murray, but the process 
that got Orr the job has left confusion, frus-
tration, and a potentially strained relationship 

between Murray and the labor community.
Here’s what went down: In April, after 

struggling to find interested candidates and 
advertising the job on Craigslist (among other 
places), a job-recruiting firm hired by the city 
passed along about 10 finalists to a dozen-
member committee made up of labor, business, 
and nonprofit representatives tasked with 
narrowing down the pool. The group recom-
mended four people they thought the mayor 
should hire. Then Murray appointed Orr, who 
hadn’t been on the list of finalists.

Initially, the mayor’s spokesperson, Viet 
Shelton, described this as a fluke of timing. 
Orr had applied for a different job in the city, 
Shelton told The Stranger, and the mayor had 
picked him for the OLS director’s spot instead 
because of his “outstanding résumé and pro-
fessional experience.” But in an interview after 
his hiring had been announced, Orr said he did 
in fact apply for the OLS director job initially. 

I t’s been more than two months since Seattle’s minimum 
wage bumped up to $11 an hour, the first step in a staggered 

series of increases that will have every employee in the city 

“That was the job I applied for,” Orr said. 
“I recognize I wasn’t one of the folks [selected 
by the search committee].” 

Members of the committee say they had 
broad consensus among labor, business, and 
nonprofit representatives on the finalists 
they chose.

“I’m still waiting to hear why the candi-
dates we forwarded weren’t good enough for 
the job,” said Sarah Cherin, political and pub-
lic policy director at UFCW 21 and a member 
of the committee, “when we felt we had very 
good candidates with experience enforcing 
wage-an-hour laws, which is what that office 
is tasked with.”

Orr’s Labor Department work was mostly 
around policy, not enforcement, although he 
said he “worked hand in hand” with enforce-
ment staff in the department.

Business representatives, meanwhile, are 
at ease with the mayor’s move. 

“I know there has been some concern that 
we may have wasted some time, but that 
happens in the hiring process,” said David 
Watkins, past president of the Seattle Hotel 
Association, who was on the search commit-
tee. “It happens all the time. That’s expected.”

In planning for his new job, Orr emphasizes 
finding a balance between labor and business 
interests and educating both businesses and 
employees. That will indeed be important if, 
for example, businesses push for complaint-
based enforcement of the minimum wage, in 
which they’re only investigated for not follow-
ing the law if someone complains about them, 
while labor pushes for something more proac-
tive. But exactly how Orr will bring about his 
desired labor-business balance remains vague.

“My vision is to put the Office of Labor 
Standards on the map,” Orr said, “both for 
workers and advocates and also for labor and 
business. I don’t really see those interests as 
being oppositional.”

Seattle Finally  
Hired Someone to 
Enforce Its New 

Minimum-Wage Law
Business and Labor Agreed on Four Finalists, 

but the Mayor Picked Someone Else
BY HEIDI  GROOVER

DYLAN ORR The mayor’s pick to make 
sure Seattleites get the wages and benefits 
they’re owed.

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.youthcare.org/40percent
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(5/15) UW School of 
Environmental and Forest 

Sciences presents
The UW Climate Change Video 

Awards with Annie Leonard

(5/16) PSSO presents
Spring Concert

(5/17) Seattle Festival Orchestra:
Bienvenue en France!

(5/18) ParentMap presents
‘Having It All’ Film Premiere

(5/18) ParentMap presents
John Gottman

Making Love Last and 
Marriage Work

(5/18) World Science Festival 
Watch Party

at Ada’s Technical Books

(5/19) Saigon’s Golden Dragon 
Water Puppet Theatre

Bonus Matinee Performances!

(5/20) KUOW presents
David Barsamian

Terrorism, Propaganda, 
and US Middle Eastern Policy

(5/20) Ignite! Seattle 27

(5/21) Martin Ford
How to Stop Robots From 

Stealing Jobs

(5/22) Camp Jitterbug presents
Jump Session Show

(5/26) Seattle Atheists:
Rebecca Vitsmun

Building A Humanist Disaster 

(5/27) Eugenia Cheng
‘How to Bake Pi’

(5/28) Richard Thaler with 
Nathan Myhrvold

Human Error, Redefining 
Behavioral Economics

(5/29) World Science Festival 
Live Stream

Planet of the Humans: 
The Leap to the Top

(5/30) World Science Festival 
Live Stream

Wizards of Odds

(5/31) World Science Festival 
Live Stream

Time is of the Essence...Or is It?

(6/1) Colin Dueck
‘The Obama Doctrine’

and 2016 Elections

(6/2) Hampton Sides
The USS Jeannette’s 
Trailblazing Voyage

(6/3) SAMA presents
Kathryn Korch and Beth Meyer

How to Talk to Your Kids 
About Drugs

(6/3) Ben Stewart
Fighting for the Environment 

Against All Odds

(6/4) Occupy.com presents
Lawrence Lessig 

and Marianne Williamson
‘Killswitch’ Premiere 

& New Hampshire Rebellion Fundraiser

(6/4) Sy Montgomery
Examining an Octopus’ 

Character, Intellect

(6/5) Rick Araluce 
with Juan Alonso-Rodriguez

Journey Into the Mind 
of A Visual Artist

(6/6) Town Green Day of Service
Lettuce Link at Marra Farm

(6/6) Columbia Choirs presents
SpringSong

(6/6) Kshama Sawant 
Re-Election Campaign presents
Chris Hedges, Kshama Sawant, 

and Jill Stein
Rally to Re-Elect Kshama Sawant

(6/8) Chris Hedges
Defining ‘The Moral Imperative 

of Revolt’

(6/8) Paul Thompson
Reintroducing ‘Food Ethics’ 

to Agriculture 

(6/10) Richard Haag & Thaisa Way
Modern Impacts of Pacific 

Northwest Landscape Design

(6/11) Seattle Arts & Lectures:
Judy Blume In Conversation 

with Nancy Pearl

(6/11) Bryan Denson
‘The Spy’s Son’ 

and the Limits of Patriotism

(6/12) Lisa Shannon
Stories of Survival 
in Modern Congo

(6/13) Seattle Girls’ Choir:
All-Choir Spring Concert

(6/13) Brazilian Nights presents
Choro Das 3 and Choroloco

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

WWW.TOWNHALLSEATTLE.ORG
  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

���������1/�����������P�6�3��15�����   1 6/1/15   2:37 PM

http://occupy.com/
http://www.townhallseattle.org/
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DISCOVER JAPAN MORE WITH 
Direct inquiries to H.I.S. Seattle Branch: 

206-682-0850 • http://hanavi.his.travel
610 Maynard Ave S, Seattle WA, 98104

Japan Air + 
Hotel packages, 
Japan Rail Pass, 

everything to 
customize your 

unique Japan 
experience

 BN JOB: 15M334 MEDALLION #: 116524 FILE NAME: 116524.CROSS.15M334.V1R1
CLOSE DATE: 5/26/15 RUN DATE: 6/03 - 6/04/15 SIZE: 4.75” X 6.625”
TODAY’S DATE: 5/15/15 CHARACTER COUNT: 120 TOTAL NUMBER OF AUTHORS: 1
PUBLICATION: SEATTLE WEEKLY & THE STRANGER

Project Manager
Rosa Almodovar
(212) 929-9130 ext:1123 

K LAYOUTREG RND: 1VER: 1

Reboot with Joe: Fully Charged 
Discussion / Book Signing

Wednesday, June 10th, 7PM
401 Northeast Northgate Way
Seattle (206) 417-2967

The bestselling author and
creator of the Reboot diet
outlines his seven-part plan for 
long-lasting health and wellness.

Get more info and get to know your favorite writers at  BN.COM/events
All events subject to change, so please contact the store to confirm.

6.
62

5"

4.75"Mon-Fri: 10am-8pm/Sat-Sun: 10am-6pm

PAMELA BANKS SLAMS KSHAMA 
SAWANT FOR FUNDRAISING IN NYC 
Pamela Banks—the Urban League of Metro-
politan Seattle president seen as city council 
member Kshama Sawant’s most formidable 
challenger in this fall’s election—seized on 
a recent Sawant campaign event in New 
York City to make her case that Sawant is 
disconnected from her district. (Banks 
and Sawant are both running to represent 
newly created District 3, covering Capitol 
Hill and the Central District.) Sawant was in 

New York City over the weekend of May 30 
for the annual Left Forum and for a fund-
raiser organized by that city’s chapter of her 
party, Socialist Alternative. Because of the 
trip, she missed a council meeting about 
the mayor’s proposed $930 million transpor-
tation levy, including an analysis of how the 
levy will affect vulnerable populations. “She 
can talk a good game about equity,” Banks 
said about Sawant in a press release, “but 
you can’t make an impact for the people 
of Seattle when you’re raising money in 
Manhattan.” Sawant’s campaign manager, 
Philip Locker, says Sawant’s absence doesn’t 
mean she’s ignoring the levy. “We’ve had 
to clarify this before to our slower friends 
in the establishment,” Locker says, “but 
Kshama can multitask.” HEIDI GROOVER

ANOTHER GAY BASHING ON CAPITOL 
HILL Chip Perala, a registered nurse and 
10-year resident of Capitol Hill, doesn’t want 
to make a big deal over what happened 
on May 2 when he says he was suddenly 
gay bashed during the middle of a sunny 
afternoon. A military veteran, Perala says he 
actually feels embarrassed about it. “I always 
thought that if it happened to me,” he said, 
“I would fight back. But it happened so 
fast that I didn’t get a chance.” Perala said 
that as he was walking on Bellevue Avenue, 
two men walked past him and then tripped 
him from behind, causing his face to slam 
into the concrete. After that, they kicked 
him. Perala heard one of the men yell, 
“Faggot!” The men ran off, and a bystand-
er rushed from his car to get Perala, dazed 
and bloody, to his apartment, Perala said. He 
said the police officers who took his report 
of what happened were kind and profes-
sional. The Seattle Police Department said 
it’s investigating this incident as well as a re-
port it received later that weekend of a man 

who spit on a gay couple and shouted 
slurs. The department recently launched its 
Safe Place program, which designates cer-
tain businesses on Capitol Hill as spots one 
should duck into if feeling threatened on 
the street. Reports of bias-motivated crimes 
(hate crimes) have been steadily on the rise 
in Seattle for the past year. ANSEL HERZ

KING COUNTY TELLS SHELL TO TAKE 
ITS SHIT ELSEWHERE The Polar Pioneer, 
the Arctic drilling rig sitting in the Port of 

Seattle’s Terminal 5, needs to dispose 
of its human waste. But on May 27, 
King County industrial waste officials 
denied a waste permit application 
to dump the rig-related excrement 
into a nearby manhole. This isn’t 
exactly a major setback; the Polar 
Pioneer can keep taking its waste to 
a permitted facility instead. But King 
County executive Dow Constantine did 
find the rejection noteworthy, judg-
ing by his comment—made in a press 
release announcing the poop-permit 
denial—that we need to embrace 

the “promise of a clean energy future.” 
The bigger news, though, is what the state’s 
Department of Natural Resources will do 
about the Polar Pioneer taking up space 
in the public waterway next to Terminal 5. 
After warning Shell that allowing this kind 
of mooring violates the state constitution in 
the long-term, the DNR received a response 
from Shell on June 1 explaining that the Polar 
Pioneer would stay until the end of June and 
likely come back in November. That okay with 
you, state? SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

SMOKING IS ABOUT TO BE BANNED IN 
CITY PARKS The acting superintendent of 
Seattle’s parks department made it offi-
cial May 29, when he approved a smoking 
ban recommended by the Board of Park 
Commissioners and supported by Mayor Ed 
Murray. The rule will prohibit all smok-
ing (except e-cigarettes) in city parks. The 
problem: Rules like that can be used dispro-
portionately against homeless people, who 
often have nowhere else to go. That’s why, 
after an outcry from groups like Real Change 
and the ACLU of Washington, park commis-
sioners removed the $27 fine for smoking 
from their original proposal, clarified that 
they won’t be banning anyone from parks 
for smoking, and said the department will 
form a committee to track whether the rule 
is being used unfairly. Still, after a verbal 
warning and two written warnings, per-
sistent smokers can be arrested. (This is 
the same process used for other park rules.) 
Real Change advocacy program manager 
Alex Becker told reporters after commis-
sioners approved the rule that while the 
changes were a partial victory, his organiza-
tion is “disappointed this could still be used 
as another way to criminalize people who 
are homeless.” The ban will take effect 
around July 1. HEIDI GROOVER

(LEFT) COURTESY BANKS CAMPAIGN/(RIGHT) KELLY O

Pamela Banks and Kshama Sawant.

There’s more at stake in the way the 
mayor went about this than hurt feelings. The 
Office of Labor Standards is unprecedented in 
Seattle and tasked with enforcing some of the 
most crucial labor laws in the city. Yet it’s roll-
ing out at a glacial pace, creating skepticism 
about how effective it will be. This controversy 
over Orr is just one more reason for concern.

“He seems like a genuinely nice guy,” one 
labor source close to the process said about 
Orr, “but he’s been put in an impossible posi-
tion now. The constituencies he will need to 
do his work have very little faith in the pro-
cess that got him there, and the larger [Office 

for Civil Rights, which houses the Office of 
Labor Standards] is viewed widely as having 
no credibility on enforcement.”

Dave Freiboth, executive secretary of the 
Martin Luther King County Labor Council and 
a member of the committee, told The Stranger 
the mayor’s hiring “corrupts the whole pub-
lic engagement process.” But now Freiboth is 
ready to move forward and continue to work 
with the mayor—if more cautiously. “This is the 
administration that gave us the first real min-
imum-wage increase in the country,” Freiboth 
said, “so fundamentally we’re going to maintain 
a good working relationship.” n

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://hanavi.his.travel
http://bn.com/events
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T
he environmental science I 
studied in college kept me up at 
night. As a journalist covering 
an enormous and mystifying 
Arctic oil-drilling rig sitting 
next to Elliott Bay years later, 
I’m now taking notes on how 

other people are thinking about climate 
change, talking about the future of energy 
production and global emissions, and mak-
ing their voices heard in public, too.

Months of following the local, national, 
and international debate about the Arctic 
drilling fleet made me want to go back to the 
people who started the original conversation 
about burning fossil fuels, the people who’ve 
been warning us about the climate for years, 
the people whose opinions are checked by a 
very solid foundation in the facts: the scien-
tists. The Pacific Northwest has some of the 
top climate scientists, public-utilities plan-
ners, and public-health researchers in the 
country. They’ve built up a body of knowl-
edge larger than we’ve ever had before 
showing us the impacts—and adaptations 
we can use in response to those impacts—of 
human activity today.

Looking at an Arctic drilling rig and 
wondering about the effects of continuing 
to emit greenhouse gases at the going rate 
in this very moment and in coming years—

something called the “business as usual” 
emissions scenario—I wanted to understand 
what the impacts of “business as usual” 
would look like on the ground in Seattle. I 
wanted to get the clearest picture I could by 
listening to experts about what would hap-
pen to Seattle 50 or 100 years out.

If we’re talking about the future impacts 
of human activities that we’re engaged in 
right this second, “We really start to see the 
effect of those decisions after the 2050s,” 
says Lara Whitely Binder. She’s an outreach 
and climate-adaptation specialist at the Uni-
versity of Washington’s Climate Impacts 
Group (CIG). “Those are really influenced 
by the decisions we have or have not made 
in the last few years or the coming years,” 
she says.

She agreed to help me tease out what the 
cost of doing little or nothing to limit global 
emissions today and in the future would look 
like during a typical Seattle summer in the 
2050s. (I chose the decade.) Seven other cli-
mate scientists and public-health research-

ers agreed to help as well, and so did Seattle 
Public Utilities. (Also of help: the CIG’s 130-
page report “Climate Change Impacts and 
Adaptation in Washington State: Technical 
Summaries for Decision Makers” and the 
271-page “Climate Change in the North-
west: Implications for Our Landscapes, Wa-
ters, and Communities.”)

After talking with these scientists, it’s 
pretty straightforward to see how a “busi-
ness as usual” trajectory threatens snow in 
the mountains, the vast regional ecosystem 
that snow supports, and the very founda-
tions of life in the sea. If the climate spirals 
out of control, Seattle may survive, but el-
ements of the city’s economic and cultural 
backbone—winter recreation, the salmon 
industry, the shellfish industry—could dis-
integrate.

In that kind of future, everything you 
think of when you think of Seattle might 
have to change. “At some point, it becomes 
transformative,” Eric Salathé, a research 
scientist with the CIG and the US Depart-

ment of the Interior Northwest Climate 
Science Center, tells me. “If Seattle’s like 
Phoenix at some point, we can go along. But 
at some point, we alter our infrastructure so 
much that it changes our culture.”

Other regions of the world won’t have as 
much opportunity to adapt as Seattle does. 
Some may experience near-total destruction 
in the latter half of the century. “If you live 
in the Maldives or sub-Saharan Africa, it’s a 
different story,” Salathé says. “Some places 
won’t be able to grow food.”

That said, not all the local impacts of cli-
mate change will be negative for everyone. 
Some types of local industry stand to benefit 
from business as usual, at least in the short-
term. As the Arctic melts, for example, in-
dustry may be watching the Seattle water-
front open up to new kinds of job growth. If 
global demand for fossil fuels keeps apace, 
Seattle could be poised to become a gateway 
to domestic oil and gas extraction in the Arc-
tic like no other metropolis. And compared 
to any other place’s summer, for example, 
Seattle’s could still be the most beautiful 
by 2056. Summertime average temperature 
would hover around 80, and it’d be dry. Peo-
ple could access hiking trails earlier in the 
spring and later in the fall than ever before.

Then again, people might not want to go 
hiking out east. The presence of smoke 

MALCOLM SMITH

WHAT SEATTLE WILL LOOK LIKE AFTER 2050  
IF WE DON’T GET REAL ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE

Here’s What the Data Tell Us | BY SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

If we do nothing, the neighborhoods of South Park and 
Georgetown—including Boeing Field—will be flooding 

daily by 2104, according to scientific projections.
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from wildfires could make it hard to 
breathe, and wildfires and landslides could 
shut down some of the most popular trails 
anyway.

Smog could also get worse (though that 
would partly depend on the future popularity 
of electric vehicles), especially in the summer. 
It’s likely that by the 2050s, most people in 
Seattle would decide they need air condition-
ers. Not everyone would be able to afford air 
conditioners, of course, which is why the city 
might have to do things like bus old people 
from the old folks’ homes to the mall, one of 
the few air-conditioned public spaces in the 
city. That hypothetical was floated by Tania 
Busch Isaksen, a research scientist at the 
University of Washington’s School of Pub-
lic Health. There would be a serious medi-
cal justification for busing old people to the 
mall, too: Recent public-health research led 
by Busch Isaksen shows heat waves modeled 
under the high end of “business as usual” 
emissions killing and hospitalizing an in-
creasing number of people in King County, 
particularly seniors and people with diabetes.

“The reason why that’s important to us 
here in the Pacific Northwest is we live in a 
very temperate climate, and so we’re not ac-
climated to these high temperatures,” Busch 
Isaksen says. “So when we have a high heat 
event, it’s a big deal.”

Farmers in Yakima would have to get cre-
ative about conserving water in the 2050s, 
but even with new conservation efforts, they 
could still very well be struggling. The ones 
with newer claims to water in the state would 
get less than 70 percent of the water they 
normally use more than a third of the time, 
according to the peer-reviewed research of 
Julie Vano, a postdoctoral fellow and hydrolo-
gist at Oregon State University. In the 2070s, 
unless farmers undertake big adaptation 
changes, they’d be looking at the possibility 
of water shortages nearly four out of every 
five years.

Seattle Public Utilities managers have 
already been smart about saving drinking 
water, and they’ll continue to carefully track 
wildfire data over the next several decades, 
says Paul Fleming, head of Seattle Public Util-
ities’ Climate Resiliency Group. The possibil-
ity of a wildfire sneaking over the crest of the 
Cascade Mountains—which could happen in a 
more extreme climate-change scenario—and 
dumping ash or allowing runoff into the Cedar 
River Watershed, Seattle’s unfiltered source 
of drinking water, could be problematic.

And skiing? Forget about most skiing. 
During a 2050s winter, snow would mostly 
fall as rain, and higher stream flows (cou-
pled with erosion) could wash away salmon 
spawning nests. During the summer, more 
salmon would die off from the stress of lower 
stream flows and higher temperatures. Low-
er stream flows would also tax the Columbia 
River basin’s hydropower system, and be-
cause of the air conditioners, paradoxically, 
the city would demand more of that power 
than ever. As a result, the city would perhaps 
have to buy more power, maybe from a coal 
plant.

The totality of the system would be 
stressed. And extreme events would collapse 
the system more and more often.

As the Antarctic ice shelf sloughs off, 
SPU’s sea-level-rise projections show neigh-
borhoods in South Park and Georgetown 
facing daily flooding by 2104. In the mean-
time, storms that sweep into the mountains 
on the Pineapple Express from Hawaii 
would turn severe, sometimes dumping six 
or more inches of rain over King County for 
24 hours straight, says Salathé. (For all the 
clichés about how much it rains in Seattle, 
our rains are not intense like that.) The city 
is already planning for these future changes, 
but depending on the amount of time the city 
has to deal with them, the future rain floods 

could still overwhelm the drainage tunnel 
network underneath the city, gushing sewage 
and street junk into an increasingly polluted 
Puget Sound.

By that point, of course, the ocean would 
have absorbed many more decades’ worth of 
increasing carbon emissions, acidifying the 
water. Oyster larvae wouldn’t be able to form 
their shells. The state’s formerly $270 million 
a year farmed-shellfish business would be a 
serious question mark.

The magnitude of these changes and the 
unprecedented difficulty of the choices we 
face in dealing with them are not new news. 
Climate scientists have increasingly been 
warning the public about climate change 
for the last 20 years. Every passing second 
is always exactly the right time to make the 
change, and every passing second is always a 
little too late.

But the debate has changed. Before 
world leaders meet in Paris this November 
to (hopefully, finally) sign a binding interna-
tional climate treaty, they’ll have to deal with 
a number of new arguments. One is whether 
keeping temperatures below the interna-
tional community’s famous ceiling—two de-
grees Celsius of global warming—can still be 

achieved (in May, the Guardian published a 
piece about an internal document reportedly 
showing that Shell, for instance, doesn’t think 
it can). Another is whether politicians will 
still be able to organize climate action that 
isn’t tied to that particular “two degrees” 
figure, or whether shorter-term geopolitical 
concerns, like the hunt for more unconven-
tional fossil-fuel sources within the United 
States, stifle serious commitment.

And maybe international leaders will also 
start facing the premise of the controversial 
“keep it in the ground” argument. It’s one 
that suggests tapping unconventional oil 
and gas from risky frontiers—like the Arc-
tic—invites a future in which limiting global 
warming increasingly becomes impossible. 
Easy-to-access oil and gas will be burned 
first, obviously—as a Nature article earlier 
this year affirmed, based on earlier research 
showing that more fossil fuels in the ground 
than can be burned responsibly already ex-
ist. But that same study also showed that a 
future scenario in which the expensive, diffi-
cult-to-access stuff is being burned—like oil 
from the Arctic—is one that has effectively 
given up on limiting global warming below 
two degrees Celsius.

The scientists I spoke to also emphasized 
what they don’t know. There’s still so much 
we’re only beginning to understand about 
the cost of unprecedented changes to public 
health, to our social fabric, to our own psy-
chological well-being. “The whole economic 
discussion typically omits the social cost of 
carbon,” says Philip Mote, director of the 
Oregon Climate Change Research Institute. 
“That is, what are the costs to society, glob-
ally, and to the environment of not doing any-
thing? We tend to say, ‘Well, we’ll invest this 
amount of money in this energy source and 
it’ll pay off,’ but what are the costs of flood-
ing some low-lying island nation? Or having a 
heat wave in India?”

We don’t have all that information yet. But 
we do have—have had—more than enough to 
make decisions now. 

If Puget Sound  
continues to acidify,  

by 2104, oyster larvae 
won’t be able to form 

their shells.

A NEW FIREARMS STORE IN SEATTLE

Specializing in Sporting Firearms, 
Shooting & Reloading Equipment

We welcome new shooters and everyone curious about shooting sports!

Our entire inventory is available on our web site: 
www.preciseshooter.com 

7503 Aurora Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103 • 206.489.4907

WWW.SLAVETOTHENEEDLE.COM
TATTOO BY GREG COLLIGAN

BALLARD 
206-789-2618 

WALLINGFORD 
206-545-3685  
 

Experienced sta� to help beginners
Large selection of flavors and hardware

Gift Certificates Available 
Locally owned 

FUTURE-VAPOR.COM
Hours: Mon-Fri 10-9 | Sat-Sun 11-8 | 18+

206.323.9654
1828 B 12th Ave Seattle, WA 98122
2 and a half blocks North of Pine St

www.middlewayacupuncture.com
360.336.6129

New Class Starts Every September

Monthly Weekend-intensive Format
Small Classes
Nature-based Curriculum
Classical-inspired 5 Element Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese Medicine Acupuncture

MIDDLE WAY
ACUPUNCTURE INSTITUTE

“America’s Greatest Lawn” 
–WeSeedAmerica.com

a 150-acre public garden 
on bainbridge island.

www.bloedelreserve.org

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.middlewayacupuncture.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.preciseshooter.com
http://www.slavetotheneedle.com/
http://future-vapor.com/
http://weseedamerica.com/
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RALLY
THIS SATURDAY!

FEATURING

TOWN HALL SEATTLE

8TH  AVE & SENECAKshamaSawant.brownpapertickets.com

Paid for by Vote Sawant P.O. Box 85862 Seattle WA, 98145

$15      
admissi� Nobody turned away

6:30 PM

http://kshamasawant.brownpapertickets.com/
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LEO SAUL BERK STRUCTURE AND ORNAMENT
Now On View

Leo Saul Berk: Structure and Ornament is organized by the Frye Art Museum and curated by Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker. 
The exhibition is funded by the Frye Foundation with the generous support of Frye Art Museum members and donors, 
4Culture, and the Raynier Institute & Foundation through the Frye Art Museum | Artist Trust Consortium. Seasonal 
support is provided by Seattle O�ce of Arts & Culture and ArtsFund. Media sponsorship is provided by Seattle Met.

Leo Saul Berk. Structure and Ornament (detail), 2014. Plywood and Acrylic. 120 x 213 x 59 in. Photo: Leo Saul Berk always free   |   fryemuseum.org  

http://fryemuseum.org/
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L
ast week, President Obama 
asked Twitter users to send him 
questions about climate change, 
and Twitter users were happy to 
oblige. Some needled him about 
his support for Arctic oil drill-
ing, others complained about 

climate-change deniers, and one asked him 
to deal with student-loan debt instead. He 
did his best to keep up, explaining that 
Arctic oil drilling is happening whether we 
like it or not, so we might as well set the 
highest possible standards, and from there 
the conversation devolved into a debate 
about the NBA Finals.

In contrast, if you press Republican 
presidential candidates like Marco Rubio or 
Carly Fiorina on climate change, they just 
scoff. “Our climate is always evolving, and 
natural disasters have always existed,” says 
Rubio, which is a bit like saying cigarettes 
aren’t harmful because people have always 
died of cancer.

“Companies shouldn’t cave in to the 
demands of climate-change scientists,” says 
Fiorina, probably hoping that nobody will 
point out that she nearly destroyed the last 
company she led.

None of the other Republican candidates 
can be bothered to worry about the gradual 
destruction of the planet, either. That may 
just be shrewd political calculation, since 
it seems most voters simply don’t want to 
hear about climate change. 

According to a March survey from Gal-
lup, only about 2 percent of Americans say 
that the environment or pollution are the 
most important problems facing the coun-
try. Among voters who are concerned about 
the environment, issues like smog and 
endangered species tend to elicit more con-
cern than the broader problems of climate 
change itself. In other words, it’s easier to 
feel bummed out about African lions going 
extinct in our lifetime than the water wars 
that will take place after we’re dead.

News networks are complicit: According 
to Media Matters for America, only MSNBC 
spent more than a few minutes talking about 
climate change during the 2012 election. 
Hey, the potential destruction of all life on 
Earth is a big story, sure, but it’s so com-
plicated and it’s kind of a bummer! Better 
devote another hour to whatever the hell the 
Duggars are!

Worryingly, Hillary Clinton’s campaign 
hasn’t made much noise about climate 
change, either. She’s definitely saying more 
than her Republican opponents, to be fair. 
She supports the reduction of power-plant 
emissions under the Clean Air Act; her 
campaign chairman, John Podesta, was 
previously a climate-change adviser for 
President Obama; and she doesn’t try to 
pretend that nobody could possibly under-
stand the science. “Sea levels are rising; 
ice caps are melting,” she says. “If we act 
decisively now, we can still head off the 
most catastrophic consequences.”

Oh, but wait—former secretary of 
state Clinton also supported Gulf Coast oil 

drilling and gave a thumbs-up to fracking 
overseas. Under her leadership, the US 
State Department colluded with energy 
companies to expand fracking operations 
in other countries, the facts of which were 
disclosed later by WikiLeaks. It would be 
nice to believe that this was secretly a form 
of clever espionage (we’ll weaken hostile 
foreign powers by causing earthquakes in 
their countries and setting their tap water 
on fire!). But the Clinton Foundation also 
raked in millions of dollars from oil con-
glomerates, so it’s more likely just a case of 
millionaires doing favors for millionaires.

And when it comes to the Keystone XL 
pipeline, she’s adopted a stance not unlike 
her Republican adversaries: clamming up. 
“You won’t get me to talk about Keystone 
because I have steadily made clear that I’m 
not going to express an opinion,” she told 
an audience a few months ago. Oh okay! 
That settles that! Guess we’ll just talk about 
something else then!

Here’s why presidential rhetoric on cli-
mate change is so important: Local jurisdic-
tions depend on federal support to prevent 
and prepare for climate disasters. For the 
last seven years, cities all over the country 
have been gobbling up millions of dollars 
in grants to prepare their infrastructure 
for floods, droughts, storms, and blackouts. 
Under the Obama administration, agencies 
like the Environmental Protection Agency 
and the Department of Transportation have 
managed to cut a lot of red tape on projects 
ranging from reducing car dependency to 
keeping seawater out of reservoirs.

Seattle, for example, got $6.1 million 

from the Department of Energy that 
helped pay for various climate-related 
projects, such as the distribution of water-
saving showerheads and weatherization of 
low-income homes. Seattle’s Center City 
protected bike lane project got $5 million 
from the federal government. The Seattle 
Streetcar Broadway Extension project got 
$10 million. The city also received technical 
assistance with energy audits of Capitol Hill 
Housing units.

The city’s also working on projects 
to increase storm-water storage, so we 
don’t wind up having to kayak to work 
through downtown. Other ongoing projects: 
modeling future energy needs to prevent 
blackouts, building storm-monitoring sta-
tions, creating a food distribution plan in 
the event of climate disaster. All of these 
projects could benefit from federal help.

But that help could go away—or at  
least be harder to come by—if the next  
president’s official position is “climate  
shmimate.” It’s hard to predict exactly 

how that federal support to local jurisdic-
tions would change under, say, President 
Jeb Bush. We know he’s a denier (“It is 
not unanimous among scientists that it is 
disproportionately man-made,” he said in 
2011), but would he leave federal aid to 
communities intact? Or cut it a little? Or 
copy Florida’s insane policy and ban any 
mention of climate change? There’s no way 
to know, in part because he simply hasn’t in-
dicated what his plans are. And why would 
he, if voters don’t care either way?

Getting the candidates to talk about 
climate change would require either a com-
plete reversal of voter priorities—perhaps 
triggered by some catastrophic meteoro-
logical disaster, which sure would be fun—
or pressure from special-interest groups. 
Of those two options, the latter involves 
far less loss of life and limb and is already 
under way: Last week, the California State 
Parent Teacher Association adopted a reso-
lution urging schools to add climate change 
to existing curricula.

“Children represent a particularly 
vulnerable group already suffering dispro-
portionately from both direct and indirect 
adverse health effects of climate change,” 
the PTA wrote.

As forces for political change go, an an-
gry mob of teachers is probably preferable 
to another Hurricane Katrina. But which do 
you suppose would be more effective? Hell 
will likely freeze over before Rand Paul 
deigns to respond to a strongly worded let-
ter from the California PTA. And even then, 
he’d probably chalk up the freezing over of 
hell to natural causes. 

“Companies 
shouldn’t cave in 
to the demands of 

climate-change 
scientists,” says 
Carly Fiorina.

NONE OF THE 2016 REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL 
CANDIDATES CARE MUCH ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE

Distressingly, Most Voters Across the Country Don’t Either | BY MATT BAUME

SCOTT OLSON / GETTY IMAGES
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STRANGERSUGGESTS SO MUCH MORE AT
THESTRANGER.COM/EVENTS 

Queer Vision 20/20: ‘Different 
from the Others’ FILM/MUSIC

This is the first in a series of four screenings, happen-
ing every Thursday in June, celebrating 20th-century 
queer cinema. This first showing will feature live musi-
cal accompaniment by local musician Jess Wamre for the 
black-and-white film Different from the Others. Filmed 
in 1919 in Weimar Republic–era Germany, Different was 
one of the first sympathetic depictions of homosexu-
ality on film, and subsequently became one of the many 
“decadent works” destroyed by the Nazis when they came 
into power. One copy survived, and you should watch it—

celebrate the present with this haunting vision from a very repressive past. (Northwest Film 

Forum, 1515 12th Ave, nwfilmforum.org, 7 pm happy hour/8 pm screening, $11) KELLY O

THU
JUNE 4

‘Love, Theft and Other Entanglements’ SIFF

This is a suspenseful story with some deadpan humor set in the middle of the Israeli/Palestinian struggle for coexistence. Trying 
to earn enough to leave the difficult life of the Palestinian territories, Mousa doesn’t want to have to work a hard construction 
job and would rather steal cars for bigger money. He is kind of a selfish guy who has made some dubious choices in the past, 
but you still feel bad as things go wrong and he gets mixed up in some business that’s way out of his league. Shot in beautiful 
black and white, it is contemporary Palestinian neorealism. (Pacific Place, 600 Pine St, siff.net, 7 pm, $13) GILLIAN ANDERSON

WED
JUNE 3

SAT
JUNE 6Re-Locate MUSIC

Surely you’ve heard: Local indie radio darling KEXP is 
moving headquarters from a natty little building in South 
Lake Union to a brand-new space within Seattle Center, all 
the better to handle the needs of the city’s most diverse, 
consistent, and vital frequency. This limited-time monthly 
dance night at scene stalwart Re-bar aims to help fund-
raise for the transition effort, and tonight features the 
excellent curatorial abilities of DJs Riz, Kid Hops, and 
Rhythma. Like that guy in Field of Dreams probably said, 
“If you spin it, they will come.” (Re-bar, 1114 Howell St, 

rebarseattle.com, 10:30 pm, $10, 21+) KYLE FLECK

‘Graziella’ SIFF

Graziella (Rossy de Palma, she of the gorgeous Spanish 
nose from the early Almodóvar films) is a prisoner working 
in a boarding school in the off-season. She meets Antoine, 
another prisoner working as a handyman, and they make 
a restrained, quiet connection—not easy for people 
who have been locked up. They’ve returned to their home 
village on work release, but the people there have long 
memories. Their bond develops gradually, but it isn’t your 

typical redemption story. The film doesn’t play it lightly; these are people 
with real trauma in their pasts, people looking for a future. (SIFF Cinema Up-

town, 511 Queen Anne Ave N, siff.net, 3:30 pm, $13) GILLIAN ANDERSON

‘Sue de Beer:  
The Ghosts’ ART

Settle into the slightly eerie atmosphere of Raisbeck 
Performance Hall for New York artist Sue de Beer’s 
30-minute, two-screen experimental video The Ghosts, 
which is edited like a flicker film, using persistence of 
vision to unsettle and settle images. It involves a “com-
pletely irresponsible” hypnotist who can go into your 
past and retrieve what you’ve lost, and make you 
experience it again as if for the first time. It stars Jon 
Spencer (of the Jon Spencer Blues Explosion) as a Wall 
Street money manager, and the New York Times said it 
was “more Proust than Poe” but, still, both. (Raisbeck 

Performance Hall, 2015 Boren Ave, blackboxfestival.org, 

noon–5 pm, free, June 4–7) JEN GRAVES

Washington’s First Dinosaur 
SCIENCE

Did you know they finally dug up a piece of a dinosaur 
bone in Washington State a few years back? The thing is 

basically the length of my forearm, and it looks more or less like a rock, 
but it’s more than that, just like those pieces of the Berlin Wall on 

eBay are more than just chunks of cement. Rocks become 
magic when they have stories, and this rock has one. 

Paleontologists have determined the piece to be a 
partial left femur bone of a thero-

pod dinosaur. Which means it’s 
some sort of two-legged 
carnivore—probably some-

thing pretty sick, like a tyranno-
saur. Mad respect for this rock! 

(Burke Museum, UW Campus, burkemuseum.

org, 10 am–5 pm, $10) KRISHANU RAY

SUN
JUNE 7

Flora’s Cheese Ice Cream CHOW

With Kurt Farm Shop on Capitol Hill, Vashon Island cheese maker Kurt Timmermeister turns his attention toward ice cream, and the results are fantas-
tic: rich, beautiful stuff made from the sweet, fatty milk of his Jersey cows. Timmermeister is not playing it safe with flavors—yes, there’s strawberry, 
blackberry, and chocolate sorbet, but also bay leaf, tomato jam, and salted plum. But the best is Flora’s Cheese, which no one else on earth could 
make: pale, golden cream studded with nubs of salty, slightly tart cheese that tastes best in a simple cake cone. (Kurt Farm Shop, 1424 11th Ave, 

Suite C2, kurtwoodfarms.com, 11 am–6 pm) ANGELA GARBES

TUE
JUNE 9

FRI
JUNE 5

MON
JUNE 8

Neutral Milk Hotel
MUSIC

Jeff Mangum, the brain behind mythic 
indie-rock troupe Neutral Milk Hotel, 

inspires a level of devotion usually reserved for 
ultra-reclusive authors and reincarnated lamas. 
After 1998’s In the Aeroplane Over the Sea stunned 
and haunted the plaid-and-glasses crowd, Mangum 
went nomad: He traveled across Europe, developed an 
interest in Buddhism, and generally got up to the 
sorts of things artistic affected types are wont to do 
when shunning the spotlight. Now he’s back with 
band in tow, so catch the idiosyncratic brilliance 
while you can. He’s been known to disappear on us. 
(Paramount, 911 Pine St, stgpresents.org, 8 pm, 

$30.25–$32.75, all ages) KYLE FLECK

JUNE 8

http://thestranger.com/EVENTS
http://nwfilmforum.org/
http://siff.net/
http://rebarseattle.com/
http://siff.net/
http://blackboxfestival.org/
http://kurtwoodfarms.com/
http://stgpresents.org/
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The Berk family moved to Aurora, Il-
linois, in the winter of 1980. It was 10 

degrees and the only heating in the house 
was under the floor, so that’s where the fam-
ily slept, camped out in the living room. Six-
year-old Leo Saul Berk went to sleep with one 
idea of what a house was and woke up with 
another. Now it’s 35 years later, and Berk is 
a Seattle artist, and he says the house is what 
made him into one. He has a new body of work 
about that time, a memoir in sculpture on dis-
play at the Frye Art Museum.

The house was built for fantasy, with parts 
borrowed from World War II Quonset huts 
and B-17 bombers and walls made of black 
coal and discarded gobs of industrial 
green glass. Its shape was a mush-
roomy dome hunched on the ground 
like a cover waiting to be lifted to re-
veal a platter of amazing. The Berks 
moved in and set down a Hills Bros. 
coffee can to catch the water that 
leaked continuously from the roof.

In architectural circles, it’s called the Ford 
House. Flamboyant architect Bruce Goff de-
signed it in 1948 for flamboyant artist Ruth 
Ford, who lived there and, after a time, hung 
a sign out front that said, “We don’t like your 
house either.”

She and her husband left in the 1960s, and 
the house changed hands a few times. By the 
time Berk’s parents happened to drive by in 
1980, the house was languishing in foreclo-
sure. Their real-estate agent warned them it 
was impractical. Anybody could see that.

Berk’s art is, in many ways, very much un-
like the house. Put it on your street and you 
will not need a “we don’t like your art either” 
sign. Berk is the public artist whose work was 
selected for the University of Washington 
light-rail station now under construction. For 
the last 15 years, he’s shown smooth, highly 
controlled, expensively finished art at high-
profile local institutions. (The 2010 Arts In-
novator Award for $25,000 helped fund this 
body of work.)

Berk is not the first artist to respond to the 
Ford House. In 2008, Stephen Prina made a 
35 mm film consisting of five smooth track-
ing shots around the circular interior of the 

house, accompanied by original mu-
sic composed by the architect. (In 
addition to designing unusual build-
ings, Goff also composed for an un-
usual instrument, the player piano.)

Berk made a somewhat similar 
video—a camera facing upward 
makes a single rotation around the 

central dome of the house’s roof—that man-
ages to leave out all the weirdness, and the 
fascination. Instead of Goff ’s player-piano 
compositions, Berk gives us Bach, played on 
the house’s grand piano. Apparently, the in-
strument is painted orange, but we never get 
to see it. 

In helpfully intimate wall labels, the artist 
writes in the first person about how fragile 
and delicate the art actually is. He says his 
large wood-and-resin sculpture based on the 
red Quonset hut ribs of the house’s dome is 

barely balanced and could fall over. I never 
would have guessed just by looking at it. The 
sculpture is commanding and sharp, a monu-
ment to the precision and predictability made 
possible by bringing 21st-century computer 
design and cutting technology to Goff ’s sur-
prising and imperfect original.

The first sculpture you see is based on 
Goff ’s early plan for his domed roof. It called 
for a pattern so complex that the hand builder 
couldn’t make it. But using computer technol-
ogy, Berk made a mini-neo-dome. It hangs 
on the wall of the museum. The open center 
of the house’s dome roof is a skylight. In the 
sculpture, the open center is white wall. It’s 
deflating to see wall where sky should be. Goff 
has been museumized.

The Frye underemphasizes the multi-
sensory pieces that are the heart of Berk’s 
emotional revisitation of his childhood home. 
(I’m not sure what an earlier exhibition last 
summer at Milwaukee’s INOVA was like.) 
One video captures an accident of perception. 
When he went back to the house as an adult, 
he drew a bath in his old bathtub, which is 
black, walking away while the bath filled and 
returning to find the water speckled with cal-
cium deposits. Gross, he thought at first. But 
standing above the faucet, he caught a view 
that made the calcium look like stars in the 
black water, swirling above a globe of gleam-
ing white (the skylight reflecting from above). 
Berk switched on the camera.

He let the mesmerizing calcium cosmos 
hover in the frame for a few minutes. Then he 

reached his hand into the water and pulled out 
the plug, the everyday human world break-
ing the spell, underscored by the tragicomic 
sound of the gurgling water going down. But 
after he removed his hand, the smooth sky-
like surface of the water was restored, and 
the draining water shimmied like a tornado. 
I felt a new spell cast over me as I was watch-
ing. I’ll be damned, I thought, if this isn’t a 
magical house with the power to make a hand 
reach right into the sky. (Now if I could only 
switch off the Bach. More gurgle, less Bach.)

By 1980 when the Berks arrived, the 
copper chimney of the house was aged and 
dulled. To re-create its pristine, Edenic ap-
pearance, based on a Life magazine photo 
of the house in 1950, Berk built a towering, 
gleaming metal cone that sits beneath a stark 
spotlight. The effect is chilling, not warming.

A different artwork captures the warmth 
of the house that Berk repeatedly describes, 
and which he feels toward this place he clear-
ly loves: a handwoven rug, made by Nepalese 
weavers based on a thermal image Berk took 
of the radiant floor where his family once hud-
dled. The heating coils are glowing ghosts in 
fiery colors against a black background. The 
hot soul of the house is in full flare.

Goff ’s house has no openable windows and 
few (if any) straight lines. The outside world 
is drawn in through expansive skylights and 
the translucent chunks of green discarded 
glass embedded in the exterior walls. All the 
naked materials must bring on a drug-like ef-
fect. Certain walls are made of coiled marine 
rope, which for durability is treated with pine 
tar. Berk makes a sculpture from the rope, 
and the art emits a great pungency. The spirit 
of an organic designer like Goff should go up 
your nose, and in your ears. It shouldn’t be 
limited to looking.

Architectural history has come around to 
Goff ’s side. His designs anticipated green 
building and leave evidence of the alternative 
modernity-not-taken. The Ford House is now 
enshrined and preserved, and that’s a good 
thing. But Goff didn’t mean it as a shrine, 
which Berk only sometimes gets across. Goff 
meant his house as a living place and a place 
to live. Berk had the rare privilege of seeing 
its splendor and decrepitude up close, and his 
best works shiver and emanate, rise up to the 
stars, and spiral down the drain, giving off 
that double whiff of grandeur and compost. 

BOOKS

No Excuses 
Necessary

The New Anthology 
Please Excuse This Poem 
Seeks a New Audience for 

Contemporary Poetry 
BY ALEX GALLO-BROWN

The paradox of contemporary American 
poetry is well documented: More people 

than ever before are writing, workshopping, 
and publishing poetry—and almost no one 
is reading it. To be an accomplished poet in 
2015 must feel a little like having mastered 
the erhu or the banjolele, an archaic musical 
instrument that most of society has forgotten 
exists.

A new anthology, Please Excuse This 
Poem: 100 New Poets for the Next Genera-
tion, attempts to alter this equation, in part 
by targeting young readers—the book is 
aimed at readers 14 and older—and in part by 
providing an extensive survey of some of the 
most engaging poetry around. Dorothea 

ART & PERFORMANCE
Art…below   Books…this page   TV…page 22

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST / PHOTO BY MARK WOODS

LEO SAUL BERK’S ‘STRUCTURE AND ORNAMENT’ Precisionism. 

The Ford House Was a Very, 
Very, Very Strange House

Seattle Artist Leo Saul Berk Has a New Show About Living There
BY JEN GRAVES

REVIEW

Leo Saul Berk: 
Structure and 

Ornament
Frye Art Museum
Through Sept 6
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Seattle Drum School of Music
N. Seattle: 12510 15th Ave NE - 206.364.8815

Georgetown: 1010 S. Bailey - 206.763.9700  
SeattleDrumSchool.com

Summer Enrollment 
Starts Now! 

Rock Band &  
Drum Camps 
July - August 

 We teach guitar, bass, piano,  
voice, trumpet, trombone,  

  woodwinds, and drums (duh!)

Indian Tabla Drumming Master  
Coming to Capitol Hill

Maestro Anindo Chatterjee  
Solo Performance
PREPARE TO BE BLOWN AWAY!
Opening Gagandeep Singh- Mandolin
with Ravi Albright- tabla
Saturday, June 20th, 7 PM
GALLERY 1412, 1412 18TH AVE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT WWW.ACITSEATTLE.ORG

1021 6th Ave. S. Seattle, WA 98134
206-623-2740 aliquidators@gmail.com

NEW LOCATION - NOW OPEN!

Underground Gallery

FINE ART NUDE 
STUDIO PORTRAITS
by Malcolm Edwards

PIONEER SQUARE STUDIO
214 1ST AVE S #B12, SEATTLE, WA
206-340-9395

Lasky, Terrance Hayes, CAConrad, and 
Jericho Brown are a few of the poets featured 
in the anthology who can claim large, almost 
reverential followings within the poetry com-
munity and near-total obscurity without.

 “We were both troubled teenagers who 
felt, in some part, saved by poetry,” write edi-
tors Lynn Melnick and Brett Fletcher Lauer 
in an open letter on thevolta.org. “We wanted 
to create an anthology that would have spo-
ken to our younger selves… as dorky and 
wide-eyed as it sounds, we want to make 
poetry ‘cool.’” It follows that the works they 
present tend toward the ribald and risqué.

Many of the poems engage with sex, often 
a teenager’s first encounter, as in James Al-
len Hall’s “We Fall in Love with Total Strang-
ers,” in which the speaker, a 15-year-old boy, 
meets an older man in a hospital bathroom 
and shares a kiss that feels like “steel / soft-
ening in wettest dark.” In “Sex Ed,” Erika 
Meitner argues fiercely with the conservative 

pedagogy of a sexual-
education classroom, as-
serting, “We don’t need 
to ask forgiveness for 
exploring fingers, / rov-
ing lips and tangled lips, 
for baseball metaphors 
/ and base desires, for 
holding each other close 
/ in darkness.” And in 
“Let a Room Be Made as 
Dark as Possible,” Emily 

Kendal Frey addresses the teenager’s most 
likely sexual partner of all—one’s self: “You 
fuck yourself late at night / thinking of some-
one / just beyond imagination / third-grade 
teacher minus the smell / Tom Hanks or an 
equally partially comforting presence.”

It’s not all sex, however. There’s also hu-
mor (Mark Bibbins’s “Concerning the Land 
to the South of Our Neighbors to the North”), 
politics (CAConrad’s “America You Don’t 
Give a Damn About Their Dead”), heart-
break (Kate Litterer’s “There I Was Unre-
quited”), history (L. Lamar Wilson’s “We Do 
Not Know Her Name”), and religion (Phillip 
B. Williams’s “Prayer”). In fact, the anthol-
ogy’s biggest strength may be its diversity. 
The poets here are black, white, Latino, 
Asian, and Native American; gay, straight, 
and transgender; able-bodied and disabled; 
and from all different social classes. (The one 
area in which the collection lacks diversity 
is education; nearly all of the poets included 
hold advanced degrees in creative writing.) 
The selections also represent notably differ-
ent styles. For example, Timothy Donnelly’s 
“Claire de Lune,” which uses the antique 
form of the villanelle, follows closely behind 
Heather Christle’s “Acorn Duly Crushed,” 
which begins “Dear stupid forest. / Dear to-
tally brain-dead forest.”

For inexpert readers and writers of po-
etry, a category that contains most of us, 
such variety of style, form, subject matter, 
and identity can only feel like an invitation. 
The poetry world may be a miniscule one, the 
anthology seems to be saying, but if it can ac-
commodate poets as diverse as Jenny Zhang 
(“Don’t fucking text your friends when I’m 
reading a poem it took two years to write”), 
Eduardo C. Corral (“In Colorado My Father 
Scoured and Stacked Dishes”), and Matthew 
Dickman (“Ghost Story”), then there surely 
must be enough room for different sorts of 
readers, too.

“Most poets begin writing poetry in se-
cret,” poet and translator Carolyn Forché 
writes in the book’s introduction. “As with 
love and other experiences there is a first 
time and it is remembered.” The same is 
surely true for reading poetry. It’s easy to 
imagine young readers, and maybe older 
ones too, turning to this anthology for their 
first (voluntary) encounter with poetry and 
coming away with a hunger for more. 

TV

 The Most 
Transgressive 

Show on TV
Don’t Let Cannibalism, 
Gore, and Psychological 
Violence Stand Between 

You and Hannibal
BY MAGGIE SEROTA

There are a million reasons why someone 
would bypass the show Hannibal en-

tirely without giving it a sliver of a chance. For 
starters, we’ve already seen the whole serial-
killer-hiding-in-plain-sight theme on Dexter, a 
show that subjected us to the laughable prem-
ise of the serial killer we could root for because 
he kills only the people who really deserve it. 
Never mind the fact that the show was driven 
by a hokey voice-over and outstayed its wel-
come by a good three seasons or so.

A major stumbling block to Hannibal is 
that it requires us to reimagine a character that 
has already had a definitive portrayal. Anthony 
Hopkins’s performance in Jonathan Demme’s 
The Silence of the Lambs was so captivating 
that Dr. Hannibal Lecter became an iconic 
film villain, undeterred by his appearances in 
the lesser films that followed, Ridley Scott’s 
Hannibal and Brett Ratner’s Red Dragon. 
(Not to mention the criminally underrated 
Brian Cox version of the character in Michael 
Mann’s overlooked 1986 film Manhunter.)

Plus, there’s the fact that TV shows 
based on successful movies are always crap-
shoots. Sure, Buffy the Vampire Slayer and 
M*A*S*H outdistanced their source mate-
rial, but does anyone remember Robocop: 
The Series? How about the 1990 series The 
Outsiders? The annals of television history 
are littered with born-dead shows like The 
Young Indiana Jones Chronicles and Ferris 
Bueller, in which larger-than-life characters 
were unsuccessfully whittled down to epi-
sodic scale. Then there is the question of the 
eating of human flesh, but we’ll get to that.

If any of the above reasons have prevent-
ed you from tuning in thus far, it’s time to cut 
that out right now. All you’re doing is depriv-
ing yourself of the most visually arresting, 
boundary-smashing programming ever com-
mitted to video-that-looks-better-than-film, 
let alone broadcast on network television. 
(You’re also the reason the show hovered 
above the cancellation bubble during its two 
seasons. Once you get on board, you’ll be suit-
ably ashamed of yourself for putting the rest 
of us through that anxiety.)

But for now, I’ll just be jealous. Anyone 
who is about to discover show creator Bry-
an Fuller’s take on author Thomas Harris’s 
characters—a combination of Lynchian psy-
chological atmosphere and Cronenberg-style 
body horror—for the first time is very lucky 
indeed. Here’s what you’ve been missing.

At the start of season one, Dr. Hannibal 
Lecter, an esteemed forensic psychiatrist and 
trusted consultant to the FBI, is called in to 
supervise the brilliant FBI profiler Will Gra-
ham (Hugh Dancy), who is all but emotionally 
crippled by an empathy disorder that allows 
him to delve into the minds of murderers in 
order to solve crimes. As portrayed by Dan-
ish actor Mads Mikkelsen, Lecter is the soul 
of composure and refinement, impeccably 
dressed, erudite, multilingual, with perfect 
hair and cheekbones that seem to have been 
carved out of granite. Oh, and by the way, 
this patron of the opera also moonlights as 

REVIEW

Please Excuse 
This Poem: 
100 New Poets 
for the Next 
Generation
Edited by Brett 
Fletcher Lauer, 
Lynn Melnick
(Viking, $16.99)

“America’s Greatest Lawn” 
–WeSeedAmerica.com

a 150-acre public garden 
on bainbridge island.

www.bloedelreserve.org

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=mailto:206-623-2740%CB%9Caliquidators@gmail.com
http://seattledrumschool.com/
http://www.acitseattle.org/
http://thevolta.org/
http://weseedamerica.com/
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17171 Bothell Way NE, Lake Forest Park
www.thirdplace books.com

Jack Nisbet 
Ancient Places 
(Sasquatch)
Saturday, June 13 @ 6:30pm
Nisbet uncovers touchstones across the Pacific Northwest that 
reveal the symbiotic relationship of people and place in our corner 
of the world. He is the author of Sources of the River and  
The Collector.

Jason Matthews 
Palace of Treason 
(Scribner)
Wednesday, June 10 @ 7pm
From the Edgar Award-winning author of Red Sparrow, comes a 
new novel with star-crossed Russian agent Dominika Egorova and 
CIA’s Nate Nash. Jason Matthews is a retired officer of the CIA’s 
Operations Directorate.

Stephanie Kallos 
Language Arts 
(Houghton Mi�in)
Tuesday, June 9 @ 7pm
Join us for a special evening with  bestselling local author, and 
Third Place favorite Stephanie Kallos. As a special treat we will be 
joined by Third Place alum Cheryl McKeon as our guest host for the 
evening and kick off the festivities with music by The Rejections.

http://books.com/
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OPEN JUNE 3RD - JULY 5TH!
LOCATED NEXT DOOR TO OUR MAIN STORE!

HOURS: 
WEDNESDAY 12-6 PM    THURSDAY 12-6 PM 
FRIDAY 12-6 PM         SATURDAY 12-5 PM 

SUNDAY 12-5 PM   AND BY APPT.

FEATURING DISCOUNTS AS HIGH AS 90% 
NEW ITEMS ADDED DAILY!

(206)-443-1316 1919 3RD AVE 
DEALERS WELCOMe

a serial killer who goes by the nickname 
the Chesapeake Ripper, harvesting the flesh 
and organs of his victims to cook and eat, 
taking special delight in serving them to un-
suspecting dinner guests.

The scenes of Lecter cooking are so beau-
tifully shot, it’s easy to forget that he’s work-
ing with human flesh. This is the darkest ele-
ment of the show’s appeal. The meals Lecter 
prepares are the result of unspeakable vio-
lence, yet the preparation and presentation 
are visually stunning. Fuller not only doesn’t 
hide the gory cannibalism—he makes it look 
delicious. This could be the most transgres-
sive act in the history of network television.

The more violent and gruesome the sub-
ject matter—a corpse’s back flesh splayed out 
into angel wings, a row of bodies serving as 
the host for an elaborate mushroom garden—
the more beautiful the cinematography seems 
to become. The frame is always impeccably 
composed, and the color palette meticulously 
chosen to complicate the aesthetics of the bru-
tality and carnage. You find yourself stunned 
by the visuals before you realize what you’re 
actually looking at. “Dear God, that pile of 
errant limbs has been stitched together into 
one giant human totem pole!” (Important side 
note for fans of True Detective: Hannibal did 
the body impaled on antlers first.)

But it would be selling Hannibal short 
to suggest that transgressive horror is all 
that’s going on. The cat-and-mouse interplay 
between Lecter and Graham makes for riv-
eting drama. Mikkelsen invests Lecter with 
effortless grace and reptilian detachment, 
allowing him to manipulate everyone around 
him with a stealth that befits a truly brilliant 
psychopath. In season one, Lecter develops a 
close relationship with the erratic and vulner-
able Graham while acting as his psychiatrist, 
exploiting his frailties in order to set him up 
to take the fall for the grisly murders Lecter 
has been committing all along. The tension of 
knowing how the story has to end—thanks 
to Thomas Harris’s novels—without ever 
knowing what to expect next is an agonizing 
slow burn sustained and modulated inge-
niously from episode to episode across both 
seasons, the first of which ends with Graham 
dressed in an orange prison jumpsuit, greet-
ing his friend-turned-nemesis in a scene that 
mirrors Clarice Starling’s first encounter 
with Dr. Lecter in The Silence of the Lambs.

Graham manages to win his acquittal in 
season two only after Lecter deliberately 
leaves a trail of bodies to prove that the 
Chesapeake Ripper is still at large. More cat 
and mouse. Lecter recognizes that Graham 
is the only person smart enough to catch 
him, and the idea seems to delight him, 
which infuriates Graham. With the help of 
his boss, FBI special agent Jack Crawford 
(Laurence Fishburne), Graham devises an 
elaborate ruse to ensnare Hannibal, leading 
to a bloodbath at the grisliest dinner party 
to date. The second season ended on a cliff-
hanger, leaving us in suspense about who 
survived and who succumbed to being gut-
ted and stabbed in the neck.

As for Lecter, he was last seen sipping 
champagne in the first-class cabin of an 
international flight, accompanied by his 
enigmatic former psychiatrist, Bedelia Du 
Maurier (Gillian Anderson), who is either 
his accomplice or his hostage. Knowing the 
pair’s troubling history, it could go either 
way. Given the rumor that the Red Dragon
story line is expected to tie up the last half of 
the forthcoming season, this may be the year 
we see Lecter’s plans unravel as he finds out 
how it feels to meet his match.

There are 26 episodes in seasons one and 
two combined. Each one runs 42 minutes, 
for a total of just over 18 hours of Hannibal
to ingest before you’re truly qualified to dig 
into season three, which premieres on NBC 
on Thursday, June 4. 
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could pull it out of Puget Sound yourself and 
grill it over a beach fire. But when she tried 
to find fresh herring to serve at her Nordic-
inspired pop-up restaurant, Tumble Swede, 
earlier this year, she was surprised to find that 
it was nearly impossible. “I had to hunt high 
and low to try to find herring for the restau-
rant,” said Lexi. “It was super frustrating. 
People assume that it’s around, but it’s not.”

Until relatively recently, herring was a 
culturally significant fish and a staple of the 
Seattle diet. Early Scandinavian settlers of 
our region ate tons of it, as it was cheap and 
plentiful. In addition to being extremely tasty, 
it’s also really good for you—chock-full of vi-
tamin D and brimming with omega-3 fatty 
acids. As an inexpensive protein source, her-
ring is wonderful. 

But while it’s possible to buy kippered fillets 
from Bavarian Meats in Pike Place Market and 
pickled herring at Fresh Fish Co. in Ballard, 
finding herring that hasn’t been salted, pick-
led, or vacuum-packed and shipped in from the 
Atlantic has become far more difficult.

Why, in Seattle—one of the world’s major 
seafood hubs—can we not get a simple fillet 
of herring?

In the last few decades, Puget Sound 
herring stocks have declined dramatically. 
Between 1973 and 2013, the total catch in 
Washington State went from 3,130 metric tons 
to 189, according to the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration. There are a va-
riety of theories as to the cause of this decline: 
Pollution in Puget Sound, development near 
spawning grounds, increased preda-
tory activity, and climate change are a 
few. Likely, it’s a combination of these 
factors, but regardless, the end result is 
that herring is really only fished locally 
for bait these days, if at all.

As troubling as our local herring 
stocks’ decline is, it’s just one of the many 
reasons keeping herring off our dinner 
tables. Alaska has plenty of herring, but 
it’s not being shipped here. Instead, it’s 
going to Japan, where herring roe is a 
traditional gift for Shogatsu (Japanese New 
Year) and weddings. It is commonly referred to 
as “yellow diamonds,” and its consumption por-
tends family prosperity and numerous progeny. 
It fetches luxury prices.

For years, Japan had plenty of its own her-
ring. But demand for imported herring in Japan 

Why Is Herring So Hard to Find?
A Movement Is Under Way to Bring Back the Bony Fish—Once 

a Staple of the Seattle Diet and Plentiful in Puget Sound 
BY TOBIAS COUGHLIN-BOGUE

W hen Lexi, who owns Old Ballard Liquor Co. and goes by 
only her first name, was a kid growing up in the 1970s, 

herring was abundant in Seattle. She remembers when you 
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EAT MORE HERRING Warner Lew holding herring in front of the Poseidon. Pickled herring from the Fresh Fish Co. in Ballard.

took off in the ’70s, when a treaty with the So-
viet Union prevented Japanese fishermen from 
harvesting herring in the Sea of Okhotsk. With 
no real domestic herring fishery left to pro-
tect, the Japanese government loosened up its 
import quotas, opening the door for suppliers 
from Alaska and Canada to get into the lucra-
tive Japanese market. And, unfortunately for 
us, that’s where they’ve stayed. 

Bruce Schactler, director of food aid for 
the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute and 
avid proponent of Alaskan herring, told me 

that around 90 percent of Alaska’s yearly al-
lowed herring harvest goes to Japan for roe 
extraction. The remaining 10 percent is used 
primarily for bait or fish meal, though a small 
amount of it does make it into our bellies.

Also compounding herring’s scarcity is the 
general lack of demand for the fish. Despite 

Michael Pollan’s urging that we eat more 
small, oily fish, Americans just don’t seem to 
like them. Flip Sturdivant, one of the fishmon-
gers at Jack’s Fish Spot in Pike Place, told me 
that they’d recently had to throw out a bunch of 
sardines, which failed to sell out at the stupid-
low price of $2.99 per pound. Before tossing 
the sardines, they cooked a few up. “They were 
delicious,” he said, but explained that for the 
average customer, “if it’s bone in, I’m out.” He 
didn’t think he’d be able to sell herring, a noto-
riously bony fish, even if he had it. 

Neal Brebner at Pure Food Fish Market 
concurred, explaining that they used to carry 
pickled herring, but stopped carrying even 
that because it just wasn’t selling. I asked 
him if the local Scandinavian population 
ever asked for it. “They’re all dead, or they 
shop in Ballard,” he quipped. And even in 
Ballard, where Ethan Stowell offers pickled 
herring on the menu at Chippy’s as a nod to 
the neighborhood’s Nordic heritage, it’s not 
wildly popular. “We have it because it’s tradi-

tional, but it doesn’t sell,” Stowell said. 
The awful truth is that we just 

don’t seem to care anymore. Warner 
Lew, fleet manager for Seattle’s Icicle 
Seafoods and self-described “herring 
evangelist,” pointed out that we im-
port an insane amount of shrimp from 
Asia, and we turn around and ship off 
the majority of Alaskan herring back 
across the Pacific. 

What the fuck, America? The rest 
of the world loves this fish—for good 

reason—yet we’re not eating it. 
But we could be. Alaska’s herring stocks 

are well-managed and capable of supporting 
several robust fisheries. Lew told me that 
Alaskan fishermen pulled 20,000 tons of her-
ring out of the water this year. Alaska sets 
limits on the percentage of total herring 

Pollution, development  
near spawning grounds,  

increased predatory activity,  
and climate change are a few 
reasons herring stocks have 

declined in Puget Sound.
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biomass allowed for harvest to prevent 
overfishing, which is strictly enforced by 
state fish and game officials, said Lew. (The 
limit is 29,000 tons.)

“We’ve got herring, and we’ve got it 
coming down to Seattle; it’s just that com-
panies like Ocean Beauty don’t think there’s 
a market for it,” Lexi told me, referring to 
the difficulty of obtaining Alaskan herring. 
“They’ve got a 1,200-pound tote here, but 
they don’t want to break it out and process 
it. The middleman is preventing the suppli-
ers and consumers from getting the product 
in the middle.” 

The amount of herring that a big seafood 
retailer would have to sell to recoup the costs 
of storage and cleaning is pretty significant. 
I couldn’t get an exact number from any of 
the three large retailers I spoke with, but 
they were all clear 
that a box here and 
there wouldn’t cut it. 
Lew emphasized that 
Icicle had plenty of 
herring, but that prof-
it started at the “two 
truckloads” level.

Lexi said she ex-
hausted her extensive 
Rolodex of Ballard 
fishing-industry contacts and finally obtained 
a few cases of herring from Schactler in the 
nick of time for her pop-up—where it re-
ceived raves from diners. She also gave out 
samples to local restaurateurs in hopes of 
creating a market. 

One restaurateur who’s already a herring 
fan? Renee Erickson. The owner of the Whale 
Wins and the Walrus and the Carpenter once 
bought a whole tote of herring herself, which 
she kept in cold storage and had her staff 
clean and prepare. Erickson got access to 
the herring through Lew, who “showed up at 
[the] Walrus [and the Carpenter] with a giant 
lug of herring” that was originally destined 
for Asian markets. Erickson is uniquely posi-
tioned to do what most people can’t do: make 
herring available and make it sexy.

An unabashed herring lover, Erickson has 
quite a bit of influence on our city’s taste in 
seafood. When diners go to one of her res-
taurants, they don’t turn their noses up at 
anything, because everything is good. Bon 
Appétit listed the Walrus and the Carpenter 
as one of the 20 most important restaurants 
in America, and specifically mentioned a 
smoked herring tart. 

Eli Dahlin, chef at Damn the Weather and 
former chef de cuisine at the Walrus and the 
Carpenter, put it thusly: “At the Walrus and 
the Carpenter, we had a lot of trusting custom-
ers who just came for an out-of-the-ordinary 
experience. I wouldn’t try to put it on the 
menu [at Damn the Weather] because I don’t 

have that trust with my customer yet. She 
could popularize it more than I ever could.” 

Erickson is eminently aware of her role as 
a tastemaker in the realm of seafood, joking 
that diners come to her restaurants expecting 
“interesting seafood items [and] we use that 
to experiment on them.” She adds, referring 
to herring, “It’s amazingly delicious in a way 
that people don’t really think about.” How 
does she win people over? “Add butter to it!” 

Herring butter toasts are just one of the 
many mouthwatering dishes she prepares. 
Even her simple instructions for roasting the 
fish—stuffed with lemon, fennel, and garlic, 
seared in a cast-iron skillet, and then roasted 
in the oven—made me ravenous.

Is Erickson’s love of esoteric fish pay-
ing off? Dahlin thinks so. “Just in the eight 
years I’ve been here, I’ve seen attitudes shift 

a lot—toward things 
that are more inter-
esting, away from the 
black cod, salmon, 
and halibut,” he said. 
“That market will al-
ways exist, but there 
are more foodies now 
than there ever have 
been. People who 
want to try something 

new or something weird or something differ-
ent.” Jon Franklin, a fleet manager at Trident 
Seafoods, told me that success in smaller 
markets, like specialty retail and food ser-
vice, bodes well for the larger market.

So what can you do to help bring about 
the triumphant return of local herring? Eat 
it! People like Lexi, Lew, Schactler, and Er-
ickson are working to put it in front of you. 
Erickson has plans to buy her second tote 
and is going in with Lew to have some of it 
smoked in a certified facility so she can sell it 
to the public. Lexi took Schactler’s samples 
and put together Seattle’s first annual “Her-
ring Week,” which runs June 8 to 14. Fillets 
of frozen Pacific herring will be available at 
two Scandinavian groceries (Scandinavian 
Specialties in Ballard and Marina Market in 
Poulsbo) and in specials at several local res-
taurants (Chippy’s, Anchovies & Olives, Little 
Uncle, Palace Kitchen, the Walrus and the 
Carpenter, Sushi Kappo, and Schooner Exact 
Brewing Co. here in Seattle, along with Sogno 
di Vino in Poulsbo). More info can be found on 
the Seattle Herring Week’s Facebook page.

When I first spoke with Lew on the phone, 
I told him I had a can of his extra-salty 
smoked herring stashed in my pantry that I 
was saving for some special dish. I expected 
some typical Seattle nicety in reply, but in-
stead I got this wise admonition: “No, no, no! 
You’re the problem. Don’t save it; eat it!” And 
so I did, with scrambled eggs and scallions. It 
was fucking delicious. n

“Herring is  
amazingly delicious  
in a way that people  

don’t really think about,” 
says Renee Erickson. 

KELLY O

GOOD FOR YOU Extra-large herring caught in the waters of Bristol Bay, Alaska.
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EATER’S 
DIGEST 
BY ANGELA GARBES

VENDEMMIA AND SALTED SEA OPEN, 
EDOUARDO JORDAN’S SALARE TO 
HOST PREVIEW
Vendemmia (1126 34th Ave, 466-2533) 
from chef Brian Clevenger (Staple & Fancy, 
Tavolàta) has opened its doors in Madrona. 
Given Clevenger’s past work experience, 
it’s no surprise the menu features hand-
made pastas, with a heavy emphasis on 
seasonal vegetables (the restaurant takes 
its name from the Italian word meaning 
harvest). The seats most likely to be cov-
eted? The five at the chef’s counter (facing 
Vendemmia’s open kitchen), available only 
by reservation, for which Clevenger will 
write a different four-course, $50 menu 
every day. 

In Columbia City, Salted Sea (4915 
Rainier Ave S, 858-6328), a seafood and 
raw bar on the ground floor of a new 
building where Angie’s Tavern used to 
be, opens its doors on June 3. The menu 
includes raw oysters with accompaniments 
like rhubarb mignonette and Bloody Mary 
granita, small plates such as green curry 
mussels, and entrées like the Salted Sea 
banh mi, featuring panfried oysters.

Edouardo Jordan (most recently of Bar 
Sajor) will open his Ravenna restaurant Sal-
are (2404 NE 65th St) on June 12, but in the 
meantime, you can check out both the food 
and the restaurant space when the One 
Night Only Project holds a Salare preview 
dinner on June 4. For $100 (which includes 
tax, tip, and wine pairings), you can dine on 
spot prawns, salmon rillettes, halibut with 
fiddleheads and sea beans, and oxtails with 
pea vines. (The ridiculously delicious-sound-
ing menu comes with the disclaimer that it’s 
all “subject to change at chef’s whim,” but 
that actually makes it more exciting.)

MAMA’S IS CLOSING
Mama’s Mexican Kitchen (2234 Second 
Ave, 728-6262), a Belltown institution serv-
ing burritos, enchiladas, and refried beans 
buried under blankets of melted cheese 
since 1974, will close this fall, reports the 
Seattle Times. Owner Mike McAlpin sold 
the building to a Chinese development 
firm for more than $4.5 million in March. 
The new owners plan to raze the building 
and replace it with an eight-story, mixed-
use structure. While it’s sad to see Mama’s 
go, McAlpin, who has run the restaurant 
with his family since 1976 and wants to 
retire, has a pragmatic take on it. “Other 
places have closed down and life goes on,” 
he told the Times.

PEDDLER BREWING OPENS BEER 
GARDEN, SEAPINE BREWING PLANS 
EXPANSION
Every week brings news of more growth 
in Seattle’s microbrewery scene. Ballard’s 
Peddler Brewing Company (1514 NW 
Leary Way, 362-0002) has opened its new 
beer garden just in time for summer. The 
patio features four taps, seating for 400 (!), 
and lawn games like cornhole (!!).

Sodo’s Seapine Brewing Company 
(3828 Fourth Ave S, 682-7985) also plans 
to expand. According to cofounder Adam 
Smith, they’re increasing production and 
moving from their current cozy, wood-
cabin-esque, 750-square-foot space into 
a 6,000-square-foot operation on Utah 
Avenue South. When they open in mid-
August, they’ll be in good company near 
Epic Ales, Gastropod, and new gluten-free 
brewery Ghostfish. n
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hit Seattle music like an earthquake. The sim-
ile isn’t meant to overstate the magnitude of 
loss felt by those who knew and loved him—
significant though it was—but to convey the 
disorientation that prevailed in the days that 
followed. Did that really happen? Can it re-
ally be true that this sweet, optimistic guy 
with the infectious smile is gone? At 39? Did 
you feel that?

A lot of people did, and those feelings 
were and are complicated 
by the fact that the cause 
of death has still not been 
determined; autopsy re-
ports often take weeks, even 
months to complete. So the 
grief remains, accompanied 
by unresolved questions and compounded by 
small, unexpected reminders that arrive like 
aftershocks. One such jolt came from a listing 
in this week’s music calendar. Thursday, June 
4: Hugh Cornwell at the Funhouse. Darius 
had been Cornwell’s touring drummer for the 
past couple of years. This was to be the first 
show of a West Coast tour. Had events not 
taken this unthinkable turn, Darius would be 
playing in Seattle this very week.

Cornwell is a veteran artist with an impres-
sive pedigree. He was a founding member of 
the legendary Stranglers (yes, that’s his lead 
vocal on “Peaches”), a band that arose from 
the original UK explosion of 1977 and kept 
right on playing throughout the prolonged 
British midwinter of Margaret Thatcher’s 
1980s, outlasting punk contemporaries, like 
the Clash, and the more blatantly commer-
cial bands that came up in their wake, like the 

Police. Cornwell left the group in 1990 and 
embarked on a solo career with a sideline in 
writing novels and screenplays, appearing in 
films and TV, and generally leaving a trail of 
interesting work behind him (even as an ersatz 
version of the Stranglers continues to play the 
international punk-nostalgia circuit). His most 
recent album, Totem & Taboo, was recorded 
by Steve Albini and released in 2013.

Since his band was the last one Darius 
played in—they completed 
a short Japanese tour just 
three weeks ago—and 
considering the sobering 
coincidence of the upcoming 
Funhouse booking, it seemed 
only right to ask Cornwell 

about their experiences together and how he 
was dealing with the loss, both emotionally 
and practically. He graciously obliged, speak-
ing by phone from his home in London, a few 
days before flying to Seattle to start the tour.

How did Darius come to be the drummer 
in your band?

About five years ago, the Posies recorded 
an album [Blood/Candy, 2010] in Spain, near 
Cadiz. I know the owner of the studio, and 
it was suggested that I come in and sing on 
one of the tracks [“Plastic Paperbacks”], so I 
did that, and they loved what I did. So sub-
sequently, when they came over to Europe 
to tour with this album, they invited me to 
come on and play with them onstage in Paris 
and London. And I said that would be great. 
They also learned a couple of songs from my 
album Hooverdam as well, and we had great 

Stranglers Founder and Solo Artist 
Hugh Cornwell Remembers His Late 

Drummer and Friend Darius Minwalla
BY SEAN NELSON

fun. The Paris show was notable because we 
all went to a bistro afterward, and Darius’s 
bag was stolen. His passport, his computer, 
his wallet, his credit cards, his phone—just 
everything was in that bag. And the next day 
they were due to play in London. I went back 
to my hotel not knowing if the tour was going 
to continue or not. The next day, he went to 
the American consulate, and of course they 
said it would take six weeks for them to issue 
him a new passport. But unknown to every-
one else, or to me anyway, Darius’s mother is 
English. She lives in Portsmouth. So he tod-
dled along to the British consulate, and they 

gave him a new UK passport in two hours, 
and the London gig went on with no trouble.

So basically the ultimate tour nightmare 
and a perfect happy ending all in the space 
of less than 24 hours.

Exactly. I really got on well with him right 
away. He was such a lovely, lovely guy—mag-
netic personality, very helpful, very positive, 
and a great drummer. We got to talking about 
touring America. Clem Burke had been play-
ing drums for me at that time, and I’d been 
very lucky that he hadn’t had any Blondie com-
mitments, ’cause as soon as one comes up, he 

Hugh Cornwell
w/Vaporland, the Tom Price 

Desert Classic, F-Holes
Thurs June 4, the Funhouse 
at El Corazon, 8 pm, $12 

adv/$15 DOS, 21+

HUGH CORNWELL (L) and Darius Minwalla (R), a funny sort of family.

O n May 20, Darius Minwalla, drummer for the Posies and 
longtime fixture of the local music community, died suddenly 

at his home in Vancouver, BC. Two days later, news of his death

ain’t gonna be available. I asked Darius if he’d 
be interested should that situation arise, and 
he very enthusiastically said he would. So we 
kept in touch over the next two or three years, 
and then the moment happened. Clem had an 
overlapping Blondie tour, and Darius was free. 
That was 2013. We had a fabulous time. And 
though we didn’t spend a lot of time together, 
when you’re on a tour bus with someone, you 
really get to know each other. It’s very intense. 
And then we just did a tour of Japan two weeks 
ago. I was bloody playing with him onstage two 
weeks ago. It’s such a shock. It’s still sinking 
in that he ain’t gonna be around anymore. It’s 
quite stunning. To everybody.

Did anything seem unusual about him while 
you were in Japan? Was he playing well?

His playing was fantastic! He’d done his 
prep, and he was match-ready. He’d mentioned 
that he’d had a bad fall in Vancouver last year 
and broken a couple of ribs, but he seemed to 
have recovered. I was fully expecting to go out 
and have a blast with him next week.

You haven’t had much time to find a re-
placement for these US shows. Was there 
ever a question of canceling or postponing?

Well, I mean, I had to think about it long 
and hard, because it really was such a shock. 
I talked about it with my manager, and with 
Steve Fishman, who plays bass with me, and 
collectively we thought that Darius was so en-
ergetic and positive that we realized that he 
wouldn’t want us to cancel. He’d want us to go 
out and play the shows. He was so supportive 
and inclusive. With that in mind, we asked 
around and managed to find a guy called Seve 
[Sheldon, from the Portland band the Wild 
Ones]. I’m going to go out a few days early and 
do some work with him.

You’ve been a rock musician for a long 
time, and I can only assume this isn’t the 
first time you’ve had to deal with this kind 
of loss, both professionally and personally. 
How does it affect your attitude going into 
a tour?

I mean, I was the last person to play with 
him. It’s really weird. The Posies hadn’t played 
together since last October, I think. I’ve had a 
few tearful moments when I’ve been alone. He 
really was like part of my family in a funny sort 
of way. I mean, I didn’t really know him for very 
long, but he’d just become part of my family. I 
used to call him Doctor D, and he used to call 
me The Professor, you know? We had nick-
names for each other. He fit in perfectly with 
us. It was amazing. And we had the Rush treat-
ment late at night on the bus, heading off to a 
new town… (Luckily, he also loved the Who, 
which was great for me.) But you know, we got 
close in a funny sort of way. I’m gonna dedicate 
a song to him wherever we go. When we hit the 
stage, I’m gonna be playing my heart out for 
him. He’s not forgotten.

There’s a lot of stuff I’d love to ask you 
about your career, but it’s really hard not to 
keep talking about Darius, partly because 
the loss is so fresh, but also because I can’t 
tell you how many conversations I’ve had in 
the past week with Seattle people who talk 
about him much the same way you’ve been 
doing—that sense of not having spent much 
time with him, but still feeling like you really 
knew him turns out to be a huge part of his 
legacy.

I’ll tell you what: He really included people. 
This became clear to me when we went around 
America touring, because he really knew a lot 
of people. He had great friends, and he wanted 
me to know them, and them to know me. He 
brought people together. That’s a really, really 
lovely quality. Not everybody has it. n  

Read more at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

“I was bloody playing with 
him onstage two weeks 

ago. It’s such a shock. It’s 
still sinking in that he ain’t 
gonna be around anymore. 

It’s quite stunning.  
To everybody.”

KEVIN NIXON JULIAN OCHOA

MUSIC

http://thestranger.com/MUSIC
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L ast month, when Waxahatchee rolled 
through town, I was just as excited to 

watch opener Girlpool as I was to see Katie 
Crutchfield play “Under a Rock” live. After 
releasing their self-titled EP via Wichita last 
fall, Girlpool decamped from their native Los 
Angeles and moved to Philadelphia—where 
they worked on their debut album with Kyle 
Gilbride of Swearin’. Turns out, 
nothing will make you come to 
terms with the small amount of 
space you inhabit in this world 
like a 3,000-mile move. The title 
track is a reflection on the ways adult respon-
sibilities have begun to encroach on childish 
whimsy: “I just miss how it felt standing next 
to you/Wearing matching dresses before the 
world was big.” When you’re young, your 
personal experience seems like an absolute. 
But this record is about how it feels when you 
reach the overarching epiphany of adulthood: 
You are not the center of the universe. Before 
the World Was Big finds guitarist Cleo Tuck-
er and bassist Harmony Tividad mourning 
the lost innocence and self-assuredness that 
accompany youth.

Percussionless duos aren’t unheard of, 
but Girlpool have strong reasons for not 
wanting a drummer in the band. “The ab-
sence of drums adds a focus to the lyricism,” 
Tividad told Philadelphia’s City Paper ear-
lier this year. “We really put a lot of care 
into saying words that 
are true to us, and the 
absence of drums lets 
people see that and focus 
on them as well.” The 
debut album finds them 
engaging with a quieter 
sound and softer har-
monies than they did on 
their debut EP. They’re 
stretching the range of 
their technique beyond the high-pitched 
wails that got them noticed, a decision well-
suited to the growing maturity of their 
subject matter. Before the World Was Big 
is less preoccupied with teenage hormones 
and more concerned with a sense of self-
worth. “Crowded Stranger” and “Emily” 
tackle the anxiety over the changing nature 

of friendships and the monotony of dealing 
with other people’s disappointing actions. 
“Pretty” addresses regret over a missed ro-
mantic opportunity—but more for the loss 
of potential intimacy it represented than 
for the sexual gratification it might have 
offered. (Although, on occasion, I miss the 
brash, sexual humor of earlier songs like 

“Slutmouth” and “American 
Beauty.”)

The track I kept return-
ing to is “Dear Nora”—whose 
title is a reference to Katy 

Davidson’s Portland-based band from the 
late 1990s. It begins and ends with the lyr-
ics “There’s a lot that’s changed this year/I’m 
still thinking about swimming in Seattle.” 
Tucker and Tividad have a subtle knack for 
setting scenes with brief description, draw-
ing attention to key offbeat details—a swim, 
a song on the radio, switching drivers “in the 
middle of the highway.” But it’s the slow, sad 
draw of their voices, and the repetition of 
the song’s opening lyrics, that convey long-
ing. However, they’re careful not to overstate 
their romanticized nostalgia for this road 
trip, and it’s this keen sense of perception 
that keeps the music from venturing into syr-
upy sweet or naive territory.

Ultimately, I kept comparing a line from 
“Chinatown” (“I’m still looking for sureness 
in the way I say my name”) to one in the 

track “Cherry Picking” 
(“The truth is that I am 
working for myself and 
only me”). Tucker and 
Tividad are still figuring 
out how to move through 
the world with grace 
and self-possession, so it 
makes perfect sense to 
have two such contrary 
statements exist back-to-

back on the record. Growing up is a continued 
reckoning with doubt and loss, but hopefully 
you stumble across a sense of independence 
in the process. It helps if you can make some 
kick-ass music while doing so. n

Grow up at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

GIRLPOOL
Before the World Was Big

(Wichita Recordings)

Harmony Tividad and Cleo 
Tucker Approach Adulthood 
on Girlpool’s Debut Album, 

Before the World Was Big
BY L INDSAY HOOD

This record is about 
the overarching 

epiphany of adult-
hood: You are not the 

center of the universe.

NEUMOS
FRIDAY JUNE 5

Evening Bell
Annie Ford Band

with 

COUNTRY LIPS
THE DUSTY 45s

http://thestranger.com/MUSIC
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dinner & 
show

TO ENSURE THE BEST EXPERIENCE 

PLEASE ARRIVE EARLY
DOORS OPEN 1.5 HOURS PRIOR TO FIRST SHOW

ALL-AGES (BEFORE 9:30PM)

thetripledoor.net 
216 UNION STREET, SEATTLE

206.838.4333

• 6/3 eli meisner trio • 6/4 the vexations 
• 6/5 blond gypsies / dan rapport trio 
• 6/6 si limon • 6/7 hwy 99 blues presents: 
rl heyer & friends • 6/8 crossrhythm 
sessions • 6/9 singer-songwriter 
showcase featuring: march to may, 
wren and hierophant • 6/10 zach bruce 

next • 6/12 seattle boylesque festival 
• 6/13 marty balin (of jefferson airplane) 
• 6/14 school of rock • 6/15 the kinsey 
sicks • 6/16 raul midon • 6/18 joey arias 
“billie holiday centennial concert” 
• 6/19 john doe w/ jesse dayton 
• 6/20 bluestreet jazz voices • 6/21 the 
campbell brothers “a love supreme” 
• 6/22 freshlyground • 6/23 the 
assad brothers with romero lubambo 

WED/JUNE 3 • 7PM & 9:30PM 
INTO THE SUN TOUR 2015

robben ford

THU/JUNE 4 • 7:30PM

ari hest w/ zarni 

FRI/JUNE 5 & SAT/JUNE 6 • 8PM

eric & encarnación’s 
flamenco de raiz

SUN/JUNE 7 • 7:30PM

tommy simmons 
w/ kara hesse and  
tim rose

MON/JUNE 8 • 7:30PM

oz noy w/ jeff 
sipe, james genus

TUE/JUNE 9 • 7:30PM

ron sexsmith  
w/ alice phoebe lou

THU/JUNE 11 • 7:30PM

world party  
w/ gabriel kelly

A licia Bognanno occasionally wonders 
if people will think she’s a mess, but 

takes comfort in knowing everyone goes 
through their own shit. The singer/guitar-
ist/producer puts herself out there with raw 
lyrics and garage-rock sounds. Also, she’s 
got balls. For Bully’s debut al-
bum, Feels Like (out June 23), 
the four-piece recorded live at 
Steve Albini’s Electrical Audio 
in Chicago, doing as few takes 
as possible. That’s Bognanno, 
drummer Stewart Copeland, guitarist Clay-
ton Parker, and Reece Lazarus on bass. Once 
performances were captured, songs were 
mixed on the spot to retain the urgency of the 
music. The rawer, the better for Bully. What 
jumps out is Bognanno’s graveled scream. 
She’s sultry and puckish at lower levels, but 
when she hits a scream, it’s pure punk volt-
age. (You’ll hear some Pixies-type tones.) 

Bognanno is in her element when she’s 
performing live. Bully’s shows have been 
building speed over the last year. In their 
hometown of Nashville, Tennessee, they 
were even named top local band in Nashville 
Scene’s 2014 best-of issue. 

Bognanno spoke from Chicago. She was 
outside, strolling through Lincoln Park. A 
large Forever 21 store was near. 

Will you be shopping at the Forever 21? 
I will not be shopping at the Forever 21, 

no. I might stop in to see if they have any tank 
tops. I don’t really have any summer clothes 
for this tour. 

I used the word “puckish” in describ-
ing your vocals and wanted to get your 
feedback. It means: mischievous, naughty, 
rascally, impish, cheeky, playful, and wick-
ed. Also elfin.  

Cool. I love it. I approve. Good word 
[laughs]. I appreciate your research. 

How do you mine for words when you 
write? 

Usually, I’ll write two songs at a time. I’ll 
be messing around with the guitar. A couple 
words will come naturally, depending on what 
I’m playing, and then I’ll go from there. There 
were times with this record where I was trying 
to find what to say, or unhappy with the things 

I had written. And I would step 
back and ask myself, “What am 
I really trying to say?” Initially, 
I might overcomplicate things. 
I’ll try to make it too witty or 
something and realize it’s not 

working, I need to just go simple. 

What’s a song where you decided to go 
simple? 

I’d say “I Remember.” I don’t think people 
will have to think too deeply into that one to 
understand what the song’s about. The lyrics 
are pretty clear. 

In that song, you’re talking about puking 
in a car. Is that a beer-beverage story? 

Possibly [laughs]. It was a rough night, a 
long time ago. 

Alicia, did you funnel 11 beers in some-
one’s car and vomit? And write a song 
about it? 

No. Okay. Yes! At a frat party! Getting 
fratty. That’s what that whole song’s about. 
Just kidding.

You could always just say it’s a societal 
metaphor for overconsumption and how 
the Earth Mother is eventually going to 
vomit everything back up. 

True. I’ll keep that in mind next time 
someone’s getting a little too personal with 
questions. I like how you work Earth Mother 
into that. 

In “Trying” there are lyrics about missing 
your period. I think most guys don’t ever 
fully understand what women deal with 
there. How often do people ask you about 
those lyrics? 

Bully’s Alicia Bognanno 
Can Be a Mess, but 

She’s Got Balls
BY TRENT MOORMAN

BULLY Alicia Bognanno and unidentified bandmate discuss tour routing.

All the time. People say, “Your lyrics are 
very honest.” Yeah, I don’t know what goes on 
in a guy’s mind when it comes to women get-
ting their periods. Being late happens all the 
time too. Rarely does it happen in the cycle on 
the same exact day. I’d say most people have 
had to deal with the stresses that come with 
being late once or twice. 

In “Milkman” you say you could be a 
milkman. What do you mean by that? Being 
a milkman is a rare profession these days.  

In general, that song is about choosing 
your career path. I think there are times 
when you want to do one thing but end up do-
ing something else. Milkman was a job that 
popped into my head for that song. I like the 
idea of being a milkman [laughs]. Delivering 
milk to people on their porch. You say hi to 
them and visit for a minute. It seems slightly 
romantic too. 

Bully just toured in the UK. What was 
your favorite spot?

I personally liked Glasgow the best. It 
was so pretty. The show there went really 
well. I was so surprised how cold it was this 
time of year. It was our first time having a 
tour manager, because we couldn’t drive 
over there. Even the shows in small towns 
where there were only 20 people were good. 
It was like, “Wow, I can’t believe people in 
this really tiny town know about Bully.” 

You interned at Steve Albini’s studio 
before Bully recorded there. What was 
something you learned? And how did 
you apply that knowledge to your own 
recordings? 

There was a story someone told about 
the studio when it first got going—that even 
on the days when no sessions were booked, 
they would work on something anyway. They 
would never be idle. The people who work 
there are very loyal in that sense, in regard to 
their work ethic. It’s hard to find these days. 
I think about that ethic all the time and strive 
to have it and want to work hard at something 
I love. Why wouldn’t you want to record at a 
place like that? 

On the technical side, I learned a lot 
watching bands come in and out and do 
what they need to do in a short amount of 
time. Bands would come in and commit to 
what they were doing and not get caught up 
in doing a bunch of different takes and hav-
ing a bunch of different options. I learned 

from seeing people who knew what they 
wanted. They’d come in, get it done, then 
take their tapes to get mastered. I think 
that’s cool, seeing as how we’re in such a 
digital time now. 

Please finish this sentence: I enjoyed 
going to the Sizzler all-you-can-eat buffet 
with Courtney Love, but…

But I didn’t like it when they put onions and 
tomatoes on my veggie burger. I was hoping 
you’d ask me something about Courtney Love. 

I was hoping you’d have her eat key lime 
pie and then light the dessert bar on fire. 

Well, if I had longer to think about it, I 
could have come up with that. n  

Check out tank tops at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

Bully
w/Best Coast

Thurs June 4, Showbox, 9 pm, 
$20 adv/$23 DOS, all ages

“I don’t know what  
goes on in a guy’s  

mind when it comes 
 to women getting 

 their periods.”

DANIEL TOPETE

http://thetripledoor.net/
http://thestranger.com/MUSIC
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1

NEW MUSIC FROM 
CHANCE THE RAPPER 
AND SAX G
Last week, gifted Chicago oddball 
Chance the Rapper—who saw his pro-
file skyrocket after the release of 2013’s 
Acid Rap—released his anxiously awaited 
follow-up, Surf, for free on iTunes. Given 
that the album is actually credited to 
Donnie Trumpet & the Social Experi-
ment, it’s not just another rap tape from 
Chance. He and his bandmates have 
extrapolated Acid Rap’s broader instincts 
(with dashes of BK’s Phony Ppl and To 
Pimp a Butterfly) into a guest-heavy, 
carefree black pop/R&B/jazz album that’s 
bound to be emulated. (Erykah Badu, 
Jeremih, Quavo from Migos, among 
plenty of others, all fold into the batter.) 
Chance was already low-key, one of the 

most emu-
lated rappers 
of his genera-
tion, and that 
isn’t always 
a bad thing. 
(See our city’s 
up-next tal-
ent Dave B, 
who’s clearly 

inspired by him.) But if you’re not put off 
by Chance’s voice straight out the gate—
it’s cool, I see y’all—this is another much-
needed breath of fresh air. And we’re all 
here for it. So there’s that to be grateful 
for, right?

I’m always thankful for new music from 
Seattle’s Sax G, too. His new instrumental 
EP, Lullaby of the Forbidden Dancer, fur-
ther pushes his watery ASM R&B aesthetic 
(last glimpsed on his exquisite 2013 Tu Me 
Manques album) into the ether, achieving 
an expansive, womb-like electronic chill in 
less than 10 minutes’ running time. I’d love 
to hear Sax rap again, but this is a lovely 
respite from the chaos.

And speaking of chaos: RIP, Antonio 
Zambrano-Montes—an unarmed orchard 
worker shot from behind and killed by 
police in Pasco back in February after al-
legedly throwing rocks at the police. RIP, 
Daniel Covarrubias, who was killed by 
Lakewood cops last month after he was 
caught running through a lumberyard. 
(Covarrubias allegedly pointed his phone 
“like a gun” at the officers.) My thoughts 
are with the Olympia brothers Andre 
Thompson and Bryson Chaplin—two 
shoplifting suspects shot by an OPD officer 
after they allegedly assaulted him with a 
skateboard. (Thompson and Chaplin are 
reportedly in stable condition.) As it gets 
closer and closer to home, ask yourself: 
What will your loved ones be doing to 
justify the state-sanctioned lead they’re 
force-fed?

Not using this column as a bully pulpit 
to scream about this war is not repre-
sentative of some kind of editorial man-
date, or even an indication that I find rap 
music more important than this constant 
Bull Connor fire hose of misery. (I fucking 
don’t.) Rather, it’s a concession to my 
mental health and general well-being. 
That’s no exaggeration. I hope and pray 
that all of you out there who think (or do) 
something about a ll this ugliness on the 
daily are doing what you need to do to 
keep yourselves together through all of 
the trauma, pain, and (quite literal) trig-
gers. Stay safe, stay sane, we need you. n

MY 
PHILOSOPHY 
HIPHOP YA DON'T STOP

BY LARRY MIZELL JR.
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Wednesday 6/3
White Lung, So Pitted, And And And
(Crocodile) Is avant-grunge a thing yet? Because I 
can think of no better term to describe the scowl-
ing, impressionistic skree bellowed forth by Se-
attle scum lords So Pitted on their latest release, 
1. Slowly but surely, So Pitted have become some-
thing of an institution in Seattle’s ink-black noise-
rock scene, their live shows an unremitting blast of 
bowel-busting bass and rigidly funky breakdowns, 
their recorded output a post-punk gray scale of dis-
affection and ennui. What sets the group apart is 
their tight sense of dynamics and economy: They 
grasp the power of holding back, making the in-
evitable outbursts of sonic shrapnel seem all the 
more violent when they come. Tonight, they open 
for lauded Canuck punks White Lung. KYLE FLECK

Thursday 6/4
Neutral Milk Hotel
a (Paramount) There are certain records that, 
from their very first notes, all but guarantee to sear 
themselves into your memory for life: Think of the 
plangent alien keyboards of “Everything in Its Right 
Place” off of Kid A, or the screeching subterranean 
howl from The Score’s “How Many Mics.” The first 
track off of Neutral Milk Hotel’s revered 1998 album 
In the Aeroplane Over the Sea is such a song. It’s 
called “The King of Carrot Flowers, Part One,” and 
it is perfect. Over the course of two minutes, front-
man Jeff Mangum details a budding adolescent ro-

mance, an abusive family, alcoholism, and suicidal 
thoughts, all over springy, elegant guitars and a kill-
er accordion line. The miracle is that the rest of the 
album sustains this otherworldly feeling: the nigh-
impossible emotional balancing act among whimsy, 
terror, earnest hope, and utter loneliness. There are 
a million reasons why this show is sold out, but let’s 
start with that. KYLE FLECK

Drenge, Specters, Born of Ghosts
(Sunset) A little garage-y, a little bluesy, a tad punk, 
and more than a bit grunge, the Sheffield, UK, duo 
Drenge writes big-hook, distortion-cranked rock 
songs fit for the main stage. Composed of broth-
ers Eoin and Rory Loveless on guitar and drums, 
respectively, Drenge doesn’t necessarily break new 
ground as they synthesize their influences into a 

fresh-faced package. The band’s second album, 
the recently released Undertow, wisely turns down 
the blues riffing in favor of more hooky, composed 
melodies (which are helped along with the addi-
tion of a bassist on three songs). The brothers may 
not have achieved Nirvana-level greatness yet, but 
one gets the sense they’re just getting started. 
KATHLEEN RICHARDS

UP&COMING
Lose your avant-grunge every night this week!
For the full music calendar, see page 41 or visit thestranger.com/music
For ticket on-sale announcements, follow twitter.com/seashows   a = All Ages.

Kinski, Fungal Abyss, Gold Fronts
(Chop Suey) Seattle quartet Kinski have been go-
ing for 17 years, yet show few signs of sag. Their 
new album for Kill Rock Stars, 7 (or 8), rocks with 
the invigorating speed and girthful power of their 
mid-’00s output, and its epic finale, “Bulletin of the 
International String Figure Association,” finds them 
stretching out with a spacey contemplativeness 
that splits the difference between Terry Riley and 
Slint. Problem is, Kinski have been so consistent and 
good for so long, many folks round here have sort 
of taken them for granted. Mistake. As for fellow 
locals Fungal Abyss, they go on mushroom-pow-
ered improvisations of darkest psychedelic splen-
dor, which are like staycations for these guys, who 

also toil in heavy-metal savants Lesbian. If you like 
your jams dark and serpentine, Fungal Abyss will 
hit that sweet spot all night long. DAVE SEGAL

Cosmonauts, JJUUJJUU & 
Dahga Bloom, LA WITCH, 
Brain Fruit, DJ Explorateur
(Lo-Fi) Fullerton-based Cosmonauts have been 
known to put a little kosmische kraut on their Burg-
er Records–approved psych rock, crafting twangy 
little numbers with a surprising sense of forward 
motion. Like-minded Californians JJUUJJUU swing 
heavier, kicking up dust devils of reverb and distor-
tion, while Dahga Bloom up the tempo and boogie 
quotient. The leather-clad roach rock of LA WITCH 

WILL WESTBROOK

NEUTRAL MILK HOTEL Better than Mouse Rat. Thurs June 4 at Paramount.
If you like your jams dark 

and serpentine, Fungal 
Abyss will hit that sweet 

spot all night long.

http://thestranger.com/music
http://twitter.com/seashows
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NECTAR LOUNGE

412 N 36th St
206.632.2020

www.nectarlounge.com

6.4 Thursday (Rap/Hip-Hop)
TWISTA (w/Live Band)
Hosted by Neema w/DJ Gerze,
Certified Outfit, Eddie Grandpre,
BCole, Dafugadaheer
$17adv/$22dos, 8pm, 21+

6.5 Friday (80’s New Wave Tribute)
NITE WAVE
Best 80’s Party Ever (So Far)
DJ Boom Box Kid
$10adv/$15dos, 8pm, 21+

6.6 Saturday (Reggae)
CLINTON FEARON &
THE BOOGIE BROWN BAND
w/ Selecta Raiford
$12adv/$15dos, 8pm, 21+

6.8 Monday (Weekly Jam)
MO’ JAM MONDAYS
Where Seattle Musicians Come To Jam
NO COVER, 9pm, 21+

6.10 Wednesday (Rock)
SEBASTIAN BACH
Fox and The Law
$20-$25adv, 8pm, 21+

6.11 Thursday (Rock)
BLACKBURN
Life as Cinema, Black Plastic Clouds,  
The Idle Tyrant
$6adv/$8dos, 8pm, 21+

6.17 Mike Pinto 6.18 HONK! Benefit 6.19 
ALO w/ Flowmotion 6.21 The Expanders 6.23 
Mike G. & Left Brain 6.25 Fayuca 6.26 Living 
Daylights 6.28 Black Milk 6.29 Orgone w/ The 
Nth Power 6.30 M.O.P. 7.1 Twisted Insane 7.2 
Kutt Calhoun 7.3 Jai Ho! Dance Party 7.4 Total 
Request Live 7.5 Blueprint 7.7 Black Slate 

Wednesday, June 3rd
THE HARMS
Heartwarmer 

The Cosmopolites
9PM, $8-$10

Friday, June 5th
THE VONNEGUTS

Strange Lovers
Mirror Ferrari

9:30PM, $7

Saturday, June 6th
WREKMEISTER 

HARMONIES
Bell Witch
Princess
9PM, $10

Sunday, June 7th
VHS Uber Alles presents:

C.H.U.D.
6PM, FRE

Monday, June 8th
CHURCH

Swampheavy
Audrey Horne
Dura Madre

9PM, $8

Thursday, June 11th
2015  

U.S.AIR GUITAR 
CHAMPIONSHIP

9PM, $10

www.highlineseattle.com
210 Broadway Ave E • 21+

Dinner service Sun - Tues 4pm-8pm

and hypno-synth motorik of Brain Fruit offer up 
further variations of the psych-scape, with DJ Ex-
plorateur’s far-flung crates providing necessary 
guidance up front. KYLE FLECK

All Them Witches, Weeed, 
Fox and the Law
(Barboza) Have you ever tried the weed tincture they 
sell at Uncle Ike’s Pot Shop? I guess normally you put 
two or three drops of oil under your tongue. Yester-
day I was at a pool party and a guy named Kevin, 
who was floating with two hot-pink pool noodles, 
handed me a dropperful of oil. Never having done 
this, I squirted the whole contents into my mouth—
probably eight or nine drops. Duuuuudes. I was 
high for HOURS. Pleasantly, ooey-gooey stoned for 
what seemed like forever. We listened to Nashville’s 
All Them Witches after we got out of the pool. Their 
music goes perfectly with weed oil. The psychedelic 
desert rock rambles on and on, and you just gently 
float around in it, not caring for much—not even 
checking your cell phone. KELLY O

Hugh Cornwell, Vaporland, the Tom 
Price Desert Classic, F-Holes
(El Corazon) It’s rare for musicians who surfaced 
during punk’s initial insurrection to still sound in-
teresting and vital this far into the 21st century. 
Count the Stranglers’ guitarist/songwriter Hugh 
Cornwell among the few in that select circle. He 
was integral in manifesting that group’s rewarding 
evolution in the ’70s and ’80s from pub rock to punk 
rock to new wave to art rock, all garlanded with a 
five o’clock–shadowy sleaziness. Cornwell’s recent 
work shows that his guitar tone has retained its 
astringency and his mordant voice—think a glum-
mer Robyn Hitchcock—has weathered the decades 
better than most in his age bracket (he’s 65). Ami-
ably bittersweet songs like “Gods Guns and Gays” 
and “God Is a Woman” from 2012’s Totem and Ta-
boo should irritate conservatives—probably not his 
primary demographic—and that album’s title track 
might be the epitome of aging-English-guy rock 
that’s still taut and frisky, abetted by a beat that 
recalls that of Magazine’s classic, “The Light Pours 
Out of Me.” Unlike many of his sexagenarian peers, 
Cornwell’s still got it. DAVE SEGAL

Friday 6/5
Shania Twain
a (KeyArena) When I was a kid making up choreo-
graphed dances to “Man! I Feel Like a Woman!” I 
didn’t quite grasp what a feminist masterpiece Sha-
nia Twain’s 1997 album Come on Over really was. 
Relistening as an adult to what was one of the first 
CDs I owned (and the best-selling country album of 
all fucking time), I was shocked and delighted by the 
Canadian country singer’s sexual politics, especially 
compared to the “get-in-the-truck, babe” themes 
that pervade pop-country radio. Twain is full of 
lady-power anthems, from calling out overgrown 
dudebro egos in the delightfully bratty “That Don’t 
Impress Me Much” to subverting gender roles in 
“Honey, I’m Home” to even explaining consent in 
“If You Wanna Touch Her, Ask!” Part of her farewell 
tour, this show is one of the last chances to see pop 

country’s own riot grrrl and queen of the world play 
the hits. She’s still the one. ROBIN EDWARDS

Seattle Pops: A Tribute to Ray Charles
a (Benaroya Hall) Here’s the thing: I can easily 
imagine how the tunes of Bill Withers can thrive 
in the context of a symphonic treatment, but I 

can’t do the same with those by Ray Charles. The 
former’s work was far more melodic and less soul-
driven than the latter’s. So the interesting thing 

about Seattle Symphony’s tribute to Ray Charles—a 
musician who spent an important part of his career 
in Seattle—is how the players will pull it off while 
sitting down and not getting down. The show, con-
ducted by Jeff Tyzik and featuring vocalist Ellis Hall, 
will take on the pop legend’s most popular tunes—
including “Georgia on My Mind” and the eternal 
“Hit the Road Jack.” All of this sounds like a lot of 
fun. June 5–7. CHARLES MUDEDE

Saturday 6/6
Wrekmeister Harmonies, 
Bell Witch, Princess
(Highline) The title of Wrekmeister Harmonies’ sec-
ond album, the single-song, 33-minute epic Then It 
All Came Down, is a reference to a Truman Capote 
essay about Bobby Beausoleil, a former member 
of the Manson family who’s currently serving a life 
sentence for murder. Wrekmeister’s JR Robinson ex-
plains this context in an elaborate, 1,300-word essay 
about spirituality, pre-Christian Eleusinian rites, sex, 
drugs, and the Spahn Ranch. But you don’t necessar-
ily need to know all that to get into this visceral mu-
sic, which is composed by Robinson and performed 
by an ensemble of musicians. Described as an “ex-
ploration of existential deterioration,” Then It All 
Came Down is alternately light and dark, beautiful 
and menacing, ethereal and crushingly heavy. It’s 
the type of music that submerges you. How deep 
you go is up to you. KATHLEEN RICHARDS

Seinabo Sey, James Davis
(Showbox Sodo) The music of rising Swedish star 
Seinabo Sey puts me in a bind, critically. Do I dig her 
grandiose pop gestures on their own terms or sim-
ply because she offers an alternative to the Ariana 
Grandes and Rihannas clogging up our native air-
waves? Do I forgive her occasionally clunky lyricism, 
given that English is her second language? Does it 
bother me that she so nakedly lusts after stardom 
and by all accounts has the vocal chops, production, 
and look to get it? As far as I can gather, she’s got 
one single on par with Grande’s best (“Younger”) 
and the ambition and songwriting partners to top 
it sometime soon, but I’m torn. Between the wholly 

SEINABO SEY Grandiose pop gestures. Sat June 6 at Showbox Sodo.

Shania Twain is full  
of lady-power anthems, 
calling out overgrown 

dudebro egos.

http://www.highlineseattle.com/
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2200 2ND AVE H CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOX OFFICE
H MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM H

6/3
WEDNESDAY

Red Bull Sound Select Presents: Seattle - Curated by Sub Pop:

White Lung
So Pitted, And And And
$3 w/RSVP, 21+

6/4
THURSDAY

STG Presents::

Jon Bellion “The Definition Tour”
Rhetorik  All Ages

6/4
THURSDAY

KEXP & The Crocodile Present::
Drenge @ The Sunset
Born of Ghost, Specters
21+

6/5
FRIDAY

The Guessing Game
Blackie (Blondie tribute)
21+

6/5
FRIDAY

Great Lake Swimmers @ Chop Suey
The Weather Station, The Royal Oui
21+

6/6
SATURDAY

Decibel Proudly Presents::

Rone
214
21+

UP & COMING EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY LIQUID COURAGE KARAOKE  6/6 WARLOCKS @ LOFI 6/9 DELTA 
SPIRIT 6/10 JONATHAN RICHMAN 6/11 SURFER BLOOD 6/12 VAN EPS 6/13 TODD RUNDGREN 6/14 CEDELL DAVIS 
6/16 7 SECONDS 6/17 AGALLOCH 6/18 GOATWHORE 6/19 MEWITHOUTYOU 6/20 JEDI MIND TRICKS 6/20 SCHOOL OF 
ROCK 6/21 DENZEL CURRY 6/21 THE EXPANDERS @ NECTAR 6/25 GRIEVES 6/26 INSPIRED TOGETHER 6/27 SON LUX

FE
AT

UR
ED Tue 7/14

BAND OF 
HEATHENS 

Sat 8/1 

KEHLANI

Sun 8/16

LOTUS 
CRUSH

BATTLECROSS, LORD DYING, DEVILS HUNT ME DOWN & THREE CHORD KILLER

http://thecrocodile.com/
http://www.thecrocodile.com/
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TIMES LISTED ARE SHOW TIMES. 
DOORS OPEN 30-60 MINUTES BEFORE.

6 3 SAN AN  6 4 THE OWL ARLIAMENT 
6 6 AMES MCM RTRY 6 8 S ARE DANCE 
W  THE TALLBOYS 6 11 ELLEN EWELL 
6 12 ST BBORN SON  6 15 RHETT MILLER 

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK,
TWITTER & TUMBLR

 

Sat Jun 13
ALT ROCK/NEW WAVE TRIBUTE

THIS CHARMING BAND
(MORRISSEY/THE SMITHS)

FOR THE MASSES (DEPECHE MODE)
LOVE VIGILANTES (NEW ORDER)

9PM - $12

Fri June 5
VINTAGE POP ROCK

HAMILTON 
LEITHAUSER
JACK & ELIZA

9PM - $16/$18

Sun June 7
EAST COAT SINGER/SONGWRITER

HOWIE DAY 
W/ GUESTS

8PM - $15/$18

Tue June 9
NORTH CAROLINA COUNTRYGRASS

MANDOLIN 
ORANGE
DAVID WAX MUSEUM

8PM - $10/$12

Wed June 10
BROOKLYN INDIE ROCK

THE DAMNWELLS
MATT JAFFE & THE DISTRACTIONS
THE NATIVE SIBLING

8PM - $12/$14

FOR ANY & ALL USED
CDs, DVDs & VINYL

NEW & USED

CDs, DVDs & VINYLINYL

MORE THAN A RECORD STORE! WE HAVE TURNTABLES, 
VINYL ACCESSORIES, POSTERS, HEADPHONES & MORE.

MELODY GARDOT
Currency Of Man

$10.95-cd/$15.95-dlx cd

WILLIE NELSON
MERLE HAGGARD

Django & Jimmie
$11.95-cd

JAMIE XX
In Colour

$12.95-cd/$17.95-reg. lp

FLORENCE & THE MACHINE
How Big How Blue How Beautiful

$13.95-reg. cd/$25.95-lp

A$AP ROCKY 
At.Long.Last.A$AP 

$13.95-cd

Sale prices good thru 6/14/15

SUN KIL MOON
Universal Themes

$13.95-cd

SUN KIL MOON

GET ‘EM ON SALE

www.everydaymusic.com

BELLINGHAM
115 E. Magnolia • 360.676.1404

Open everyday 9 a.m.-10 p.m. 

CAPITOL HILL
1520 10th Ave. •  206.568.3321

Open everyday 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

predictable club remixes, the arty but weightless 
music videos, and now a world tour without so 
much as a proper album out, her whole career feels 
a bit prefab, you know? Am I too cynical or not 
cynical enough? KYLE FLECK

Fungi Girls, Los Cripis, 
Display, Ssnackss
(Victory) Fort Worth, Texas, psych-garage punks Fun-
gi Girls emerged in the “summer of chillwave” (sigh) 
with Seafaring Pyramids’ shimmery, sun-soaked surf-
punk and blog hit “Dystopic Vision.” Although the 
group’s still hazed ’n’ dazed six years later, its latest 
releases are more blown-out, fucked-up psychede-
lia. Argentine bedroom-punk/ramshackle-core out-
fit Los Cripis channel early ’80s DIY spirit with their 
dreamy, minimalist jams, setting them somewhere 
between Beat Happening and Kleenex. I’m excited 
for the return of Display, the Everett-based post-
punk trio, originally active 2000–2003 but now play-
ing shows again. Their sound is chock-full of skronk 
and dance-ably weird grooves, with vocals almost as 
perpetually antagonistic as Mark E. Smith’s. New lo-
cals Ssnackss play raw, ’77-style punk with the proto-
grunginess of the Stooges and the arty, feral power 
of the Flesh Eaters, and that’s also a very good thing. 
BRITTNIE FULLER

Deicide, Disciples of 
Dissent, Entombed A.D., 
Hate Eternal, Devilation
a (Studio Seven) Need a primer on death metal’s 
trajectory? Familiarize yourself with the debut al-
bums by Deicide and Entombed. Deicide and Left 
Hand Path demonstrate the stylistic differences be-
tween the genre’s two early epicenters—Florida and 
Sweden. Deicide thrived on musical and conceptual 
ugliness. On the other side of the pond, Entombed 
A.D. clung to discernible elements of the New Wave 
of British Heavy Metal’s groove and melody. Today 
Deicide sound less like a bunch of instruments thrown 
into a commercial dryer and more like a meticulously 
vicious version of their younger selves. Meanwhile, 
Entombed A.D. prioritized groove to the point where 
they ended the ’90s sounding like a steroid-fed cross-
breed of early ZZ Top and Pentagram. So if you wan-
na know where deathcore came from, look to Dei-

cide. And if you wanna know where vest metal came 
from, thank Entombed A.D. BRIAN COOK

The Warlocks, Birdstriking, 
Tokyoidaho
(Lo-Fi) The Chinese rock invasion continues apace with 
Beijing’s Birdstriking, another band from that country 
worth investigating. On their 2012 self-titled debut 
album, Birdstriking sound like one of those slashing, 
effusively psychedelic British or New Zealand groups 
from the ’80s/early ’90s, like Ride, the Clean, or Strait-
jacket Fits. Birdstriking’s manic propulsion and gush-
ing, sing-along melodies are simply exciting and fresh 
as hell, and not just because it’s still somewhat novel 
to hear this sort of music from China. On the other 
hand, the Warlocks have come off as a poor person’s 
Brian Jonestown Massacre for the last 15 years or so, 
which means they’re an adequate psych-rock unit 
who sometimes lock into overfamiliar genre moves 

established in the mid/late ’60s, without adding much 
spice to the template. DAVE SEGAL

Gretta Harley
(Royal Room) For the title of her new song cycle El-
ement 115 (Uup), Seattle singer-songwriter Gretta 
Harley chose an esoteric entry in the periodic table, 
a synthetic super-heavy element with an upper-lim-
it half-life of 220 milliseconds. Fitting for a work ad-
dressing, as Harley puts it, “a short lived but intense 
romantic relationship that is obliterated before it’s 
fully realized. Attraction and love is chemical… The 
way in which this breakup happened, the devasta-
tion I felt and the subsequent emotions I experi-
enced in myself because of it all led to this title for 
me. Also, while recovering from a broken heart, 
you struggle to know which side is ‘up.’” Harley’s 
record of the cycle is out soon, but for this new 
chamber-pop incarnation, she recruited coarranger 
Andrew Joslyn, who’s worked with Macklemore 
and the Seattle Rock Orchestra, and Justin Roberts, 
who provides video accompaniment. Is there a tour 
to follow? She told me, “It’s an expensive prospect 
to tour with an orchestra, but with the right finan-
cial interest, yes!” ANDREW HAMLIN

Sunday 6/7
UFOMAMMUT, USNEA
(Chop Suey) Italian trio UFOMAMMUT sound like 
a psilocybin-dream convergence of Monster Mag-
net’s post-Hawkwind interstellar brutality and 
Electric Wizard’s monstrous, molasses-y metal. For 
my money, UFOMAMMUT make some of the most 
satisfying heavy music in the world right now. 
(The fact that VICE gave their indomitable new 
album, Ecate, the vomit face only confirms that 
UFOMAMMUT are on the righteous path.) At their 
best, their music sounds like a methodical series 
of explosions that conjure feelings of apocalyptic 
doom, which they make seem like the most harrow-
ing acid trip you’ll ever experience. What separates 
UFOMAMMUT from heavy-metal’s swarming mass-
es is that they know how to generate compelling 
suspense by easing back and allowing chasms of 
solar wind and sonar bleeps to emerge—before, of 

course, they’re engulfed again in tsunamis of mol-
ten rock that make Black Sabbath sound like the 
1910 Fruitgum Company. For UFOMAMMUT, it’s all 
about the mighty riff that relentlessly drills down-
ward. Their tracks are mantras of abject oblitera-
tion that paradoxically induce feelings of omnipo-
tence. DAVE SEGAL

Monday 6/8
Amen Dunes, Ryley Walker
(Barboza) Compared to Ryley Walker, 34-year-old 
Damon McMahon, aka Amen Dunes, is a griz-
zled veteran. The irony comes from the fact that 
25-year-old Illinois native Walker seems older, due 
not only to his resonant voice, but to his second 
album, Primrose Green, which plays like a prod-
uct of the early 1970s (Walker defines “primrose 
green” as a whiskey-based cocktail). It’s Walker’s 
biggest strength and weakness, because it’s a beau-
tiful record, but he sings so much like Tim Buckley 
and plays guitar so much like Bert Jansch, that it’s 
a little eerie. Unlike McMahon, he’s also prone to 
folk-rock clichés, like “belly full of wine,” but he’s 
young enough that a more individual style is sure to 
emerge. Until then, his talent and passion help to 
paper over the imperfections. KATHY FENNESSY

Tuesday 6/9
Bob Log III
(Sunset) Bob Log III started as one-half of blues-ca-
cophony shredders Doo Rag, a duo which—accord-
ing to lore—Log says first played at a party when 
he “had a snare drum with a guitar bolted onto 
it, and I was playing Fred McDowell songs when 
a friend jumped up and started banging a cheese 
grater with a spoon.” While it’s unclear what hap-
pened to drummer Thermos Malling after the two 
split in the mid ’90s, Log continues to tour heavily. 
He now dons a human cannonball suit and a mo-
torcycle helmet that’s wired to a telephone receiver 
wired to a mic. This arrangement allows him to con-
tinue shredding blues-cacophony with half as many 
people. GRANT BRISSEY

ANDREA TOMAS PRATO

UFOMAMMUT Satisfying heavy music. 
Sun June 7 at Chop Suey.

http://www.everydaymusic.com/
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Music

Movie Times

Theater&Dance

Comedy

Art

Readings&Talks
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Festivals

Sports
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Weed
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THINGS TO DO

Members of local funk band, 
Planet Fly, get down with a 
packed house at Fremont’s 
Stone Way Cafe on May 16th.  
Photo Credit: John Rogers

http://thestranger.com/events
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COMING UP

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
MOE BAR AND ETIX.COM

925 E. PIKE STREET,  SEATTLE, WA  
NEUMOS.COM  THEBARBOZA.COM

PIKESTFISHFRY.COM

WEEKLY FRIDAY & SATURDAY DANCE 
NIGHTS FROM 10:30PM TO CLOSE

THURSDAY 6/4

ALL THEM WITCHES
WEEED + FOX AND THE LAW

SATURDAY 6/6

LONELY MOUNTAIN 
LOVERS + 

PREACHER’S WIFE
EACH & ALL

MONDAY 6/8

AMEN DUNES + 
RYLEY WALKER

XANDER DUELL

WEDNESDAY 6/10

HOLIDAY MOUNTAIN
EVER SO ANDROID + BLACK GIRAFFE

THURSDAY 6/4
LIGHTS & MUSIC PRESENTS

PROM UNDER THE 
SEA: RAPTURE 

FROM 80S & 90S
FRIDAY 6/5

THE DUSTY 45S + 
COUNTRY LIPS

EVENING BELL + ANNIE FORD BAND

TUESDAY 6/9

UNWRITTEN LAW
TEN FOOT POLE + HILL TOP RATS

SATURDAY 6/13

ELECTRIC SIX
WHITE REAPER

THURSDAY 6/18

SNAKEHIPS
LOUIE LASTIC

FRIDAY 6/19

HOUNDMOUTH
SATURDAY 6/20

RYAN HEMSWORTH
TOMMY KRUISE

TUESDAY 6/23

A TRIBE CALLED RED
KING SNAKE + TANG & TOAST

WEDNESDAY 6/24

MONO
HOLLY HUNT

MONDAY 6/29

ICEAGE
LOW LIFE

6/6 Starsailor + Embrace • 6/12 Haerts + 
Pickwick (SOLD OUT) • 6/12 Sam Prekop • 6/13 
The Life And Times • 6/14 Nightmare Fortress 
• 6/15 Ex Cops • 6/16 Until The Ribbon Breaks 
• 6/17 Blood Drugs • 6/18 DMA’s • 6/20 Tor 
Miller • 6/21 Lenka • 6/23-6/24 Beneath The 
Block (Local Fest) • 6/25 Gender Blender 
Annual Drag Show • 6/27 Queer Central: The 
Soul of Pride • 6/27 Eyelids • 6/28 Sannhet 
• 6/29 Andrew W.K. (SOLD OUT) • 7/1 Sub 
Pop Cover Night • 7/1 Christopher Owens 
• 7/3 Beenie Man • 7/5 OnCue • 7/7 Toe 

Wed
6/3 
8pm

LEVITATION Spilloff:
Joel Gion (BJM),
Elephant Stone,
Federale,  
Kingdom of  
the Holy Sun
$10/12

Thu
6/4
9pm

COSMONAUTS,
JJUUJJUU & Dagha
Bloom, LA WITCH,
Brain Fruit

Fri 
6/5
9pm

DUG RARE FUNK
DANCE PARTY
$7

Sat 
6/6
9PM

FTHE WARLOCKS
Birdstriking (China),
Tokyoidaho, 
Ricky Maymi  
(The Brian  
Jonestown Massacre),  
Resident DJs  
Chrispo, Vodka Twist,
& Special Guests

 = Recommended    a = All Ages
For the complete, searchable, constantly updated calendar, go to thestranger.com/music

For ticket on-sale announcements, follow twitter.com/seashows

WED  
6/3
LIVE

a 88 KEYS Musicians’ Jam: 
Jens Gunnoe, guests, 8 
pm, free
BARBOZA Blackbird 
Blackbird, the Spider Ferns, 
IG88, 8 pm, $10
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Jeremy Loops, Budo, Aaron 
Mark Brown Band, 8 pm, 
$15/$18

 CROCODILE White Lung, 
So Pitted, And And And, 
8 pm, $3 with RSVP/$10 
without
a EL CORAZON Boy Hits 
Car, the Mad Ones, guests, 
8 pm, $10/$12
a FIX COFFEEHOUSE Open 
Mic: Guests, 7 pm, free
HIGHLINE The Harms, 
Heatwarmer, 9 pm, $8/$10
KELLS Liam Gallagher
LO-FI Joel Gion, Elephant 
Stone, Kingdom of the Holy 
Sun, Federale, $12
a MACHINE HOUSE 
BREWERY Ben Hunter and 
Joe Seamons, 7 pm, free
NECTAR Dee Lyle, Project 
Wonder Bread, guests
NEUMOS The Glamour & 
the Squalor Premiere Party: 
Sir Mix-A-Lot, Cataldo, 

Hobosexual, Ayron Jones, 
8:30 pm, $15
OBSIDIAN Hitori Tori, Loot 
Canal, Phoxii, Hanford Acid, 
9:30 pm, $5
OWL N’ THISTLE Justin and 
Guests: 9 pm, free
PARAGON Two Buck Chuck, 
8 pm, free
SHOWBOX SODO Yelawolf, 
9 pm
THE SHOWBOX Anuhea & 
Etana: 8 pm
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Open Mic: 8:30 pm, free
TRACTOR TAVERN San 
Juan, Susy Sun, Snowblind 
Traveler, 8 pm, $8
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Eli Meisner Trio: 8:30 pm, 
free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Robben Ford, 
9:30 pm, $30/$32
a XFINITY ARENA Celtic 
Woman, 7 pm, $48-$62

JAZZ

a JAZZ ALLEY Benny Green 
Trio,
a TULA’S Smith / Staelens 
Big Band: 7:30 pm, $10

 VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Michael Owcharuk 
Trio: 9 pm, free

DJ

BALTIC ROOM Bollocks
CONOR BYRNE Rainier Soul 
Sounds: 9 pm, free
CONTOUR NuDisco
FOUNDATION SUBstance 
Wednesdays: Guests, 9 pm
HAVANA Wicked & Wild
KREMWERK Chinga Su 
Renta
NEIGHBOURS Pulse: DJ 
Trent Von, DJ Dirty Bit
PONY He’s a Rebel: Guests
Q NIGHTCLUB Big 
Chocolate, Shawn Wasabi

THURS 
6/4
LIVE

 BARBOZA All them 
Witches, Weeed, Fox and 
the Law
BLUE MOON TAVERN The 
Blends, Hungry Skinny, 9 pm

 CHOP SUEY Kinski, Fungal 
Abyss, Cold Fronts, $8/$10
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
31: Songs of REM: Brite 
Lines, the Jesus Rehab, Levi 
Fuller & the Library, guests, 
8:30 pm, $8/$10
CONOR BYRNE Solvents, 
Wind Burial, Moon Dial, 9 
pm, $8
a CROCODILE Jon Bellion, 
Rhetorik, 8 pm, $14

a CROSSROADS SHOPPING 
CENTER Open Mic: 6 pm, 
free
DISTRICT LOUNGE Cassia 
DeMayo Quintet, 8 pm, free
a DOWNPOUR BREWING 
Open Mic Night: Guests, 5 
pm, free

 EL CORAZON Hugh 
Cornwell, Vaporland, the 
Tom Price Desert Classic, 
F-Holes, 8 pm, $12/$15
HIGH DIVE Marmalade, 
8:30 pm, $6
KELLS Liam Gallagher

 KREMWERK Pole, MFO, 
$12/$18

 LO-FI Cosmonauts, 
JJUUJJUU & Dahga Bloom, 
LA Witch, Brain Fruit, DJ 
Explorateur, $12/$15
a MARKET THEATER 
Stations, 6 pm, free
THE MIX Yada Yada Blues 
Band, 9 pm, free
MONKEY LOFT Quarry, 
Eastgoast, Kozmo, Little 
Weather, guests, 10 pm, $5

 NECTAR Twista, guests
a NEPTUNE THEATRE The 
Weepies, the Silent War

 a PARAMOUNT 
THEATRE Neutral Milk Hotel: 
8 pm
THE ROYAL ROOM 
Wartimes Blues:
THE SHOWBOX Best Coast
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Traverdan, Marshall Catch, 
Brian Marshall Band, 9 
pm, $7
a SPACE NEEDLE Sunset 
at SkyCity: Jason Coult, 
5:30 pm
a STUDIO SEVEN Tony 
MacAlpine, 7 pm, $20/$25
SUBSTATION Kings of 
Cavalier, MKB Ultra, the 
New Method Blasters, 
Shades of Static, 8 pm, $8

 SUNSET TAVERN Drenge, 
Specters, Born of Ghosts
TRACTOR TAVERN The Owl 
Parliament, Exohxo, Cloud 
Person, 8 pm, $8
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
The Vexations: 9 pm, free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Ari Hest, Wesley 
Stace, 7:30 pm, $16/$18
VERMILLION Nick Hilden, 
Serena Elisheva, 9 pm, free

JAZZ

 BARCA Jazz at Barca
a JAZZ ALLEY Spyro Gyra
a SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO 
Chris James Quartet, 7 
pm, free
a TULA’S Thomas Marriott & 
Tumbao: 7:30 pm, $35
VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Tim Kennedy Trio: 
Casey MacGill, 5:30 pm, 9 
pm, free

DJ

BALLROOM Throwback 
Thursdays: DJ Tamm of 
KISS fm, 9 pm
BALTIC ROOM Sugar Beat: 
DJ Bret Law, $3
CONTOUR Jaded: DJ Jades, 
Morgueanne

 HAVANA Sophisticated 
Mama: DJ Nitty Gritty, DJ 
Sad Bastard, free

 MERCURY Sex.Wave: 
Guests, 9 pm, $3/$5
NEIGHBOURS Tinder: DJ 
Bret Law
NEUMOS Prom Under the 
Sea: 9 pm, free
OHANA Get Right: ‘80s 
Ladies Night: DJ Sosa, 10 
pm, free
Q NIGHTCLUB Sonny 
Fodera, 9 pm, $12
SAINT JOHN’S BAR AND 
EATERY Peel Slowly
THERAPY LOUNGE DUH.: 
DJ Omar, guests
TRINITY Space Thursdays: 
Deaf!N!t, Chris Herrera, 
Christyle, free
THE WOODS Jobot, PressHa

CLASSICAL

a THE NEW FOUNDATION 
Lori Goldston, Greg 
Campbell, Stuart Dempster, 
Eyvind Kang, Jessika 
Kenney, 7 pm, free

READER SUBMISSION OF THE WEEK:  
CHINOOK

F orgive the cell-phone quality of this picture, submitted 
by Anne and Darlene, superstar bartender of the Smoke 

Shop. Just look at Chinook! I’m told Chinook is a pixie-bob and 
has SEVEN TOES on each foot. I guess Chinook is a fan of the 
Seahawks AND sneaking sips from the drinks Darlene makes for 
owner-mom Sonia. I say, only in Ballard. And I love the Smoke 
Shop 4-ever and ever! KELLY O

DRUNK OF THE WEEK

DRUNK OF THE WEEK…BELOW 
THE HOMOSEXUAL AGENDA…43 
DATA BREAKER…44   POSTER OF THE WEEK…46  

MUSIC CALENDAR
See The Stranger’s online THINGS TO DO calendar  
for complete music listings.

http://etix.com/
http://neumos.com/
http://thebarboza.com/
http://pikestfishfry.com/
http://thestranger.com/music
http://twitter.com/seashows
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POCKET 
ROCKETS 
REGULAR PRICE $16.95

NOW $9.95

XXX DIGEST 
MAG PACKS 
$19.00 VALUE 
NOW ONLY $6.99

SUPER PENIS PUMPS
GREAT FOR ERECTILE 
PROBLEMS 

$19.95
Regularly $69.95

NEW DVDS 2015 
$9.95 SMASHED

LEGEND FEATURE 
XXX DVDS 
$4.95

DONUT 
COCK RING 
REGULAR PRICE $15.99

NOW 3 FOR $6.99

HUSTLER/PLAYBOY/
PENTHOUSE  
MAG PACKS 
3 FOR $5.99
$19.95 VALUE

SUPER RUSH/
RUSH/JUNGLE 
JUICE/AMSTERDAM
$3.00 OFF 
WITH COUPON 

10% OFF 
ALL LOTIONS

50% OFF  
SOME LINGERIE

$2.00 OFF SEXUAL 
ENHANCEMENT PILLS 

COME SWING WITH OUR SWING. OPEN 24 HOURS. 
Check us out at www.hollywoodnovelties.com
12706 LAKECITY WAY NE, SEATTLE  206-363-0056

CLEAN • PRIVATE • FOUR ADULT THEATRES
NEW MOVIES DAILY

WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF ADULT PERIOD!

HOLLYWOOD EROTIC BOUTIQUE 
GIGANTIC COCK RING SALE

WITH

HOLLY HUNT

WEDNESDAY JUNE 24

NEUMOS
$16 ADV // 8PM // 21+

http://www.hollywoodnovelties.com/
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FRI  
6/5
LIVE

88 KEYS Dueling Piano 
Show: 8 pm, free
BLUE MOON TAVERN Duke 
Evers Band, the Quick & 
Easy Boys, Foxy Lemon
CENTRAL SALOON Year 
of the Dragon, Re-Ignition, 
Wiscon, 9 pm, $10/$12
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Friction Quartet, 
Christian Pincock, 8 pm
CHINA HARBOR Orquesta 
la Solucion, 9:30 pm, $15
CHOP SUEY Great Lake 
Swimmers, the Weather 
Station, the Royal Oui
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Zebra Hunt, No Grave, Acid 
Tongue, 9 pm, $8/$10
CONOR BYRNE the Western 
Red Penguins, Wooky, 
Asher Deaver, 9 pm, $8
a CROSSROADS SHOPPING 
CENTER Alice Stuart & the 
Formerlys: 7 pm, free
DANTE’S Comedy/Hiphop 
Show: ReaLife, Frankie 
Hustle, Influential Minds, 
guests, $10/$12
DARRELL’S TAVERN the 
Colt Kraft Band, Shakey 
Blankets, Darci Carlson
a EL CORAZON Least of 
These, Hearts Like Lions, 
Redeem the Exile, guests
HIGHLINE The Vonneguts, 
Strange Lovers, Mirror 
Ferrari, 9:30 pm, $7

 a KEYARENA Shania 
Twain

 KREMWERK Shifted, 
Black Hat, guests, 9 pm
NECTAR Nite Wave
a NEPTUNE THEATRE Tori 
Kelly, 8 pm, $20.50
NEUMOS The Dusty 45s, 
Country Lips, Evening Bell, 
Annie Ford Band, 8 pm, $10
RENDEZVOUS the Thoughts, 
Hooves and Beaks, DonCat, 
9:30 pm, $7
THE ROYAL ROOM Crack 
Sabbath:

SEAMONSTER Live Funk: 
Guests, 10 pm, free
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Joshua Powell, guests
SLIM’S LAST CHANCE 
Pinned Red, the Devil Bores 
Me, Die Die Die, 9 pm, $7
a SOUTHGATE ROLLER 
RINK Pig Snout, Tuff-Shet
a SPACE NEEDLE Sunset at 
SkyCity: Jason Coult, 6 pm
SUBSTATION Blackbeatblue, 
Rachelle Debelle, Zach 
Strawn
SUNSET TAVERN Mystic 
Braves, Mr. Elevator & the 
Brain Hotel, Acapulco Lips
TRACTOR TAVERN Hamilton 
Leithauser, Jack & Eliza
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Eric & 
Encarnacion’s Flamenco De 
Riaz: 8 pm, $35/$40
a TULA’S Jacqueline Tabor 
Jazz Band: 7:30 pm, $16
UNCLE SAM’S BAR 
AND GRILL 2nd Annual 
Liberation Through Music 
Festival: Fallen Kings, Rain 
City Rebels, guests
VERMILLION Fatlip, the 
X Presidents, Mic Flont, 
Wizdumb, 8 pm, $5
VICTORY LOUNGE Pot 
House Shindies, Ardent 
Vein, guests, 9 pm

JAZZ

a THE ISLAND 
GALLERY Ranger and the 
Re-Arrangers, 6 pm, free
a JAZZ ALLEY Spyro Gyra
SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO Nicolas 
Bearde: 8:30 pm, $10
VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Jovino Santos 
Neto, 8 pm, free

DJ

ASTON MANOR #AstonMob 
Fridays: Guests
BALLARD LOFT Eric Nelson
BALLROOM Rendezvous 
Friday: Guests, 9 pm
BALMAR Top 40
BALTIC ROOM Fundamental 
Fridays: Guests
CUFF DJ Night

THE EAGLE Black Friday 
Reloaded: DJ Kobalt Severa, 
9 pm, $5 before 11 pm/$7 
after
FOUNDATION Resonate 
Fridays: Guests, 9 pm
FUEL DJ Headache, guests
HAVANA Viva Havana & 
Havana Social
MERCURY Gasp
NEIGHBOURS Absolut 
Fridays
PONY Beefcake
Q NIGHTCLUB DJ Henski, 
DJ Kutt, guests, 9 pm, $12
R PLACE Swollen Fridays

 RE-BAR Re-Locate
RUNWAY CAFE Vinyleaters’ 
First Fridays: The Vinyleaters
THERAPY LOUNGE Rapture: 
Guests, 9:30 pm
TRINITY Playday: Guy, 
VSOP, Tyler and DJ Phase

CLASSICAL

 a BENAROYA HALL 
Seattle Pops: A Tribute to 
Ray Charles
a MEANY HALL UW 
Symphony Orchestra, 
Seattle University Choirs
a ST. STEPHEN’S 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
Ekstasia: The Esoterics

SAT  
6/6
LIVE

88 KEYS Dueling Piano 
Show: 8 pm, free
THE ANGRY BEAVER The 
Seattle Houserockers, free
BARBOZA the Lonely 
Mountain Lovers, Preacher’s 
Wife, 7 pm, $6
a THE BIG BUILDING Big 
Bldg Bash: Lemolo, Cabana, 
Kithkin, Newaxeyes, Fauna 
Shade, guests, 3 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Hibou, Fruit Juice, Sloucher
CLUB HOLLYWOOD 
CASINO Johnny and the Bad 
Boys, DJ Becka Page
CONOR BYRNE Blackheart 
Honeymoon, the Goodwives, 

Nevada Backwards, 9 pm
CONWAY MUSE Whateverly 
Brothers, guests, 7 pm, $7

 CROCODILE Rone, 214, 
Lusine, 9 pm, $15
a CROSSROADS SHOPPING 
CENTER Sounds of Swing: 
7 pm, free
DARRELL’S TAVERN the Jilly 
Rizzo, Lemmon, Joe Reinke
a EGAN’S JAM HOUSE 5th 
Annual Tribute to Bruce 
Cockburn: Rob Kneisler & 
Friends, 9 pm, free
a EL CORAZON Teenage 
Bottlerocket, the Copyrights, 
Loud Eyes, guests, 8 pm
HIGH DIVE Seacastle, 
Something in the Trees, 
Roaming Herds of Buffalo

 HIGHLINE Wrekmeister 
Harmonies, Bell Witch, 
Princess
a HOLLOW EARTH RADIO 
Ostraca, Quieter, Mordant
JAZZBONES Scooter, Donald 
Glaude, 9 pm, $15

 LO-FI The Warlocks, 
Birdstriking, Tokyoidaho
MONKEY PUB Winnebago, 
Vacationeer, Made of Boxes
NECTAR Clinton Fearon
a NEUMOS Starsailor, 
Embrace, 8 pm, $25
a OM CULTURE Dirtwire: 8 
pm, $15
RENDEZVOUS The Love 
Markets, Oranges from 
the President, Listen Lady, 
Encourager

 THE ROYAL ROOM 
Gretta Harley

 a SHOWBOX SODO 
Seinabo Sey, James Davis
THE SHOWBOX Neon Trees, 
Yes You Are, Alex Winston, 
8 pm
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Lo-Fi Eyed, Long Knives, 
Charlatan, 9 pm, $7
a SOULFOOD 
COFFEEHOUSE AND 
FAIR TRADE EMPORIUM 
Soulfood Open Mic: Guests, 
6 pm, free
a SPACE NEEDLE Sunset at 
SkyCity: Emily Weston, 6 pm
a STONE WAY CAFE Alice 
Howe, Jacob Greenleaf, 

THURSDAY 6/4
SIFF GETS GAY
Tonight is that magical night of the year 
when SIFF casts its SIFF-ly gaze upon the 
gays, and throws a great big party in 
honor of all things us. It begins with a 
movie, of course, so let me just boil the 
specifics down a bit. It’s called Tangerine, 
and it’s a sassy-ass comedy about two 
teenage transsexual besties who also 
happen to be big whores… literally. Hilar-
ity ensues. Fun fact: The entire thing was 
filmed on an iPhone 5. We live in the fu-
ture! Now, we all know the real fun is the 
big after-party, which promises to delight 
our twisted souls with a debauch of 
music, dancing, food, and booze-fueled 
elbow rubbings with the screenwriter 
Chris Bergoch. And what’s more glamor-
ous than a good screenwriter? I ask you. 
Egyptian Theatre (film), 7 pm, Baltic 
Room (party), $25.

FRIDAY 6/5
PSYCHEDELIC SHAME
Among the miraculous freaks roaming 
these mean streets wanders the notable 
nightmare called Monikkie Shame, 
Seattle’s Premier Shock Queen. She’s not 
like other queens. If you’ve ever seen 
her, you’ve definitely woken up scream-
ing from a dream where she’s chasing 
you down a dark alley throwing a bloody 
tampon at your head. It’s not a bad thing! 
As the man behind the mask, Nathan 
Wayne, explains: “And then God threw 
up Monikkie on the fourth day. Actu-
ally, Monikkie started out as a joke. I was 
into the club/rave scene and always loved 
getting bloody, ’cause that’s my thing. 
One night, I heard of Butch Queen, so I 

went to Forever 21 and bought a romper, 
threw a T-shirt over my face and cut the 
holes out for eyes, and people really liked 
it!” Thus, Monikkie Shame was born. 
Tonight, we have the opportunity to revel 
in her bloodstained weirdness at a “psy-
chedelic cyber disco costume party” 
(dress the theme!), also featuring Seattle’s 
favorite go-go girl Kiki D and live sounds 
from big name and hard-hitting bass men 
Bleep Bloop and Yheti! Baltic Room,  
9 pm, $15 adv/$20 DOS, 21+.

SATURDAY 6/6
CRUSHING ON THE NIGHT
Alea Mahone, better known as DJ Riff-
Raff, is a cherished Seattle institution. 
Night Crush is her signature event, always 
guaranteed to make your queer little 
booty shake itself to pieces. She spins 
a satisfyingly eclectic mix of hiphop, 
house, and Top 40. Tonight she is bringing 
the talents of General Meow to the party. 
Re-bar, 10:30 pm–3 am, $7, 21+.

BY ADRIAN RYAN

Tangerine

SEATTLE INTERNATIONAL BEERFEST 
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS JULY 10 - 12.  
seattlebeerfest.com

for more info.

WORK FOR 
BEER! 

WORK FOR 
BEER!  

(Really good beer)

http://seattlebeerfest.com/
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➢ LIVE MUSIC ←
NEVER A COVER!

All Shows @ 9:30 PM

June 4
GOODY BAGG

June 5
LOGAN ULAVALE

June 6
FIASCO

Every Tuesday
Open-Mic hosted by Levi Said

Every Wednesday
Two Buck Chuck

2125 Queen Anne Ave N
206.283.4548

LIVE MUSIC • FOOD • BOOZE
No Cover until 1 Hour before show!

513 N 36th | Fremont | 632.0212
WWW.HIGHDIVESEATTLE.COM

THU
6/4

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: FUNK/SOUL/GROOVE
MARMALADE  
FT. ARTIST OF THE MONTH:  
COLE SUMMER   $6/8 PM

SAT
6/6

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: INDIE/ROCK]
SEACASTLE
SOMETHING IN THE TREES
ROAMING HERDS OF BUFFALO 
$8/9:30PM

SUN
6/7

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: ROCK/ALTERNATIVE
ADVENT HORIZON
HIGH WATER PASSAGE, 
JOSEPH HEIN
$6/8 PM

MON
6/8

ABSOLUTE KARAOKE
WITH KJ-NOMI! $5 JAMESON DRINKS 
ALL NIGHT LONG!
SINGING STARTS AT 9 PM!  FREE/7 PM

TUE
6/9

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: ROCK
VET ANSLINGER
THE DECOYS, 
ECHO TEXTURE
$6/8 PM

WED
6/10

JAZZ & GENEVER SALUTE TO RAY CHARLES
BREAKS AND SWELLS
$3 GENEVER COCKTAILS  
IN CELEBRATION OF  
RAY CHARLES’ BIRTHDAY
FREE/7-11 PM

109 S. WASHINGTON ST. 
(ON OCCIDENTAL PARK) 
(206) 628-0303

WWW.COMEDYUNDERGROUND.COM

Andy Haynes is a comedian 
from Seattle who grew up 
on salmon and caffeine. 
He now lives in New York, 
working as a mover despite 
the fact he went to college 
so as not to be a mover. If 
he lied more, he’d also say 
writer, actor, fi lm maker 
and good father. He has 
appeared on “Late Night 
with Jimmy Fallon.”

FRI, 6/5 - SUN, 6/7

ANDY HAYNES
with BRETT HAMIL

THURSDAY 6/4
GERMAN DUB MAVERICK POLE 
PRESENTS NEW ALBUM WALD
Oh, this could be special. Seattle 
hasn’t hosted German producer 
Pole (aka Stefan Betke) since 2003. 
He was something of an electronic-
music icon, getting indie-rock fans 
into off-kilter and glitchy Teutonic 
dub via Matador Records’ release 
of his 1, 2, and 3 LPs. A dozen years 
later, Pole’s profile has slipped in the 
United States, but he’s maintained 
high quality control, especially with 
the unusually playful and relatively 
up-tempo 2007 full-length Steingar-
ten. Now Pole is previewing his upcoming 
album Wald with visual help from MFO. 
(The title may also obliquely refer to the 
Waldorf 4-Pole filter that Betke used to 
achieve the staticky, spaced-out feel of his 
early releases.) You can get an inkling of 
what Wald—an elaboration of the three 
excellent Waldgeschichten EPs he put out in 
2011–12—will sound like at pole-music.com.  
Wald’s inspired by the photos and films 
Betke took in the woods over the last 
five years. If the pastoral, mesmerizing 
dub workouts of those previous EPs are 
indicative, it’ll be a work of contemplative 
beauty. With Randy Jones and Nordic 
Soul. Kremwerk, 8 pm, $12 adv/$18 for 
Pole and Shifted’s 6/5 show, 21+.

FRIDAY 6/5
UK PRODUCER SHIFTED HEADS AN 
EPIC NIGHT OF SUBTERRANEAN 
TECHNO 
Besides being cofounder of Avian 
Records, one of the world’s foremost bas-
tions of sandblasted, cerebral techno, 
Shifted (aka UK producer Guy Brewer) 
is one of the most skilled artists in this 
subterranean milieu. His two EPs—under 
the title Arrangements in Monochrome—
hint at Shifted’s sound palette, but within 
those strictures he conjures profoundly 
pitiless, grayscale vistas that beg for 
dystopian cinematic treatments. 
Tonight’s organizers, the MOTOR and 

secondnature crews, have stacked the bill 
with some of the city’s leading purveyors 
of electronic-music brutality and severity, 
including former Seattle/current Oakland 
synthesist Black Hat (aka Nelson Bean), 
who has a 12-inch due soon on the MO-
TOR label. Bean’s fascinating mutations of 
experimental techno, IDM, industrial, and 
ambient music make his departure from 
our town painful, but it’s good to know 
he’s still part of the MOTOR family. With 
Fugal, Josef Gaard, Nick Bartoletti, 
Knifecream, and DJ Degenerate. Krem-
werk, 9 pm–4 am, $10 adv/$15 DOS, 21+.

SATURDAY 6/6
RONE AND LUSINE’S ELEGANT  
ELECTRO-HOUSE
French producer Rone (aka Erwan Castex) 
creates richly melodic electro-house tracks 
that swell to elegant peaks. His subtle, 
celebratory dance music makes for an 
entirely logical pairing with Seattle’s Lusine. 
The latter—aka Jeff McIlwain—has been re-
fining his increasingly accessible dance-pop 
productions over the last six years, culminat-
ing with 2013’s The Waiting Room, which 
includes a suave cover of Electronic’s 
“Get the Message” sung by McIlwain’s 
wife, Sarah. For tonight’s set, Lusine enlists 
drummer/Stranger contributor Trent Moor-
man to boost his sleek rhythms. World-class 
electro musician 214 (Chris Roman) opens. 
Crocodile, 9 pm, $15 adv, 21+.

BY DAVE SEGAL

FILIPE-MARQUES

Humor & Heart, Burgundy 
Pearl, Silver Lining, 7 pm

 a STUDIO SEVEN 
Deicide, Disciples of 
Dissent, Entombed, Hate 
Eternal, Devilation, $25
SUNSET TAVERN Lindstrom 
and the Limit, Alki, Arthur 
James, 6 pm, $5; Bread 
and Butter, Wimps, Jackson 
Boone, 9 pm
TRACTOR TAVERN James 
McMurtry, Max Gomez
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Si Limon: 9 pm, free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Eric & 
Encarnacion’s Flamenco De 
Riaz: 8 pm, $35/$40
UNCLE SAM’S BAR 
AND GRILL 2nd Annual 
Liberation Through Music 
Festival: Fallen Kings, Rain 
City Rebels, guests
a VERA PROJECT The 
Herstory of Rock: 7 pm, $12

 VICTORY LOUNGE Fungi 
Girls, Los Cripis, guests

 a VOLUNTEER PARK 
Parke Diem 2015

JAZZ

BRASS TACKS Triangular 
Jazztet, 7 pm, free
a JAZZ ALLEY Spyro Gyra
a MANOR HOUSE AT 
PLEASANT BEACH George 
Colligan, 6 pm, $40
a ROLLING BAY HALL 
McTuff: 8 pm, $10/$12
SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO Nicolas 
Bearde: 8:30 pm, $10
a TULA’S Jason Yeager 
Quartet: 7:30 pm, $16
VITO’S RESTAURANT & 

LOUNGE The Brad Gibson 
Trio, the Tarantellas, 6:30 
pm, free

DJ

ASTON MANOR NRG 
Saturdays: Guests
BALLARD LOFT 
Pheloneous:
BALLROOM Sinful 
Saturdays: Guests, 9 pm
BALMAR Top 40 Night: 
Guests, 9:30 pm, free
BALTIC ROOM Crave 
Saturdays: McClarron, Swel
BARBOZA Inferno: DJ 
Swervewon, guests, 10:30 
pm, $5 before midnight/$10 
after
CHOP SUEY Dance Yourself 
Clean
CORBU LOUNGE Saturday 
Night Live
CUFF DJ Night
a FADO IRISH PUB Fado 
Saturdays: DJ Doogie, free
FOUNDATION Progression 
Saturdays: Guests, 9 pm
HAVANA Viva Havana & 
Havana Social
NEIGHBOURS Seattle 
Inferno White Out Party
Q NIGHTCLUB Lenno
R PLACE Therapy Saturday
REVOLVER BAR Jazz Brunch
RUNWAY CAFE DJ David 
N, free
TRINITY Reload Saturdays
THE WOODS Juicebox: Sean 
Cee, Blueyedsoul

CLASSICAL

 a BENAROYA HALL 
Seattle Pops: A Tribute to 
Ray Charles

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Sound Me Out: 
Seattle Modern Orchestra, 
8 pm
a HOLY ROSARY 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Ekstasia: The Esoterics, 
8 pm

SUN  
6/7
LIVE

AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Brothers Gow:

 CAFE RACER The Racer 
Sessions, 7:30 pm, free

 CHOP SUEY 
UFOMAMMUT, Usnea, UN, 
9 pm, $12/$15
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
General Mojo’s Key Project, 
Kate Copeland, Scarlet 
Parke, 8 pm, $8/$10
a EL CORAZON Black Sky, 
City of the Weak, guests, 
7:30 pm, $8/$10; Eikthyrnir, 
Ghost Blood, Xoth, guests, 
7:30 pm, $8/$10
HIGH DIVE Advent Horizon, 
High Water Passage, 
Joseph Hein, 8 pm, $6
NARWHAL Gladiators Eat 
Fire, Fearless Leader
a NECTAR School of Rock 
Performs Michael Jackson 
& Prince
a NEUMOS Blackbear, 
guests, 8 pm, $12
RENDEZVOUS They Might 
Be Fake, Werebearcat!, 
9:30 pm, $5
THE ROYAL ROOM Tom 
McDermott and Aurora 

Nealand:
SHOWBOX SODO Scars on 
45, 9 pm
a SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 

Bella Fariñas, Miles Wide, 
Gully, 6 pm, $5
a SPACE NEEDLE Sunset 
at SkyCity: Emily Weston, 
5:30 pm
a STONE WAY CAFE Keith 
Larson Duo, 5 pm, free
SUBSTATION Waking 
Things, In Cahoots, Sarah 
Pasillas, 8 pm, $6
TIM’S TAVERN Kirsten 
Silva’s Seattle Songwriter 
Showcase: Guests
TRACTOR TAVERN Howie 
Day: 8 pm, $15
TRIPLE DOOR 

MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 

RL Heyer, Friends, 8 pm, 
free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 

THEATER Tommy Simmons, 
Kara Hesse, Tim Rose, 7:30 
pm, $12/$15

JAZZ

THE ANGRY BEAVER The 
Beaver Sessions: Guests, 
free
DARRELL’S TAVERN Sunday 
Night Jazz Jam: Guests, free
a JAZZ ALLEY Spyro Gyra
a SEATTLE FIRST BAPTIST 

CHURCH Seattle Jazz 
Vespers

 a TULA’S Jim Cutler Jazz 
Orchestra, 7:30 pm, $8

 VITO’S RESTAURANT & 

LOUNGE Ruby Bishop, 6 
pm, free; the Ron Weinstein 
Trio, 9:30 pm, free

Pole

http://www.highdiveseattle.com/
http://www.comedyunderground.com/
http://pole-music.com/
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On Sale Now at StrangerTickets.com

Friday, 
June 12-27
Raisbeck 
Hall

Seattle International 
Dance Festival 2015

Deltron 3030
Ra Scion
Ayo Dot  
& the Uppercuts

The Presidents of the 
United States of America

Ayron Jones and the Way
Fox and the Law

An evening of Seattle's finest performing 31 tunes 
from REM's expansive discography

Rick Araluce  
with Juan Alonso-Rodriguez:

Journey Into  
the Mind of  

A Visual Artist

Friday, June 5 
 Town Hall

YEAR OF  
THE DRAGON  

(Feat. Dirty Walt  
of FISHBONE)  
+ Re-Ignition 

(Bad Brains Tribute) 
+ Wiscon

Friday, June 5
@ �e Central Saloon
  

High Ambitions Tour:  
Concrete, Steel,  
Glass, and Egos

Saturday, June 6 @  Smith Tower

Sunday, June 21
The Comedy Womb Presents

Aparna 
Nancherla
Theatre Off Jackson 

http://strangertickets.com/
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ALL SHOWS / ALL AGES BAR W/ID UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 

 JUST OFF 1ST AVE SOUTH - 110 S. HORTON
More Info 206-286-1312 or www.studioseven.us

ALL EVENT TICKETS AVAILABLE THR   WWW.ETI .COM AND ST DIO  BO  OFFICE

6/13 FRISKIES 6/19 ZORCH RADIO’S PSYCHOBILLY  BRAWL 7/7 DISENTOMB 7/13 
PSYCROPTIC / ARKAIK / OVID’S WITHERING / THE KENNEDY VEIL 7/16 SLAUGHTER 
AND THE DOGS 7/17 RIOT 7/26 AUTOGRAPH 8/9 WED 13 / HOLY GRAIL 10/3  
SOULFLY / SOILWORK / DECAPITATED 11/17 BLIND GUARDIAN / GRAVE DIGGER

UP & COMING   UP & COMING  

COCKTAILS • TASTY HOT DOGS • LOTSA PINBALL FROSTY BEER
2222 2ND AVENUE • SEATTLE 
206-441-5449
BETWEEN BELL AND BLANCHARD

CANS OF OLY 
& HAMMS 
4-8 PM
PBR DRAFT 
12-4 PM
PBR PINT & 
WELL SHOT 
4-8 PM

DAILY HAPPY HOUR 
SPECIALS!

RESERVE THE TROPHY ROOM FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT

3510 STONE WAY N   SEATTLE, WA 
(206) 420-4435 • stonewaycafe.com

Thu 6/4 - 7pm

OPEN MIC
FRI 6/5 - 8PM

ART WALK
Sat 6/6 - 7pm

VICTORY MUSIC
SPRING ORIGINALS:

ALICE HOWE,
JACOB GREENLEAF,

HUMOR & HEART,
BURGUNDY PEARL,

& SILVER LINING
Sun 6/7 - 5pm

KEITH/� RSON DUO

O kay, this is not rock ’n’ roll, and 
it’s still a few months away. 

However, it’s a very cool event with a 
very cool poster, and the deadline for 
applications is fast approaching. Go to 
makerfaireseattle.com for more info. 
AARON HUFFMAN

Seattle Mini Maker Faire
Application deadline: July 1

Sept 19–20, EMP

DJ

BALTIC ROOM 
Resurrection Sundays
CONTOUR Broken 
Grooves: Guests, free
CORBU LOUNGE Salsa 
Sundays: DJ Nick, 9 pm
NEIGHBOURS Noche 
Latina: DJ Luis, DJ Polo
PONY TeaDance
R PLACE Homo Hop

 RE-BAR Flammable

CLASSICAL

 a BENAROYA HALL 
Seattle Pops: A Tribute to 
Ray Charles
a TRINITY PARISH 
CHURCH Stars: Seattle 
Bach Choir, 3 pm, $15/$18

MON  
6/8
LIVE

88 KEYS Blues On Tap
a AMERICANA Open Mic

 BARBOZA Amen Dunes, 
Ryley Walker, 8 pm, $12
CAPITOL CIDER 
EntreMundos, 9:30 pm
CONOR BYRNE Bluegrass 
Jam: 8:30 pm, free
a EL CORAZON Sapient, 
Coolzey, J. Rawls, Void 
Pedal, 8 pm, $15/$20
HIGH DIVE ‘80s Invasion
HIGHLINE CHURCH, 
Swampheavy, Audrey 
Horne, Dura Madre, 
Labyrinth and the Desert: 
9 pm, $8
a THE ROYAL ROOM 
Father Daughter Presents: 
Salon No. 3
SUBSTATION Open Mic
SUNSET TAVERN John 
Dillon, Fine Prince, Ida 
Bay, $8
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Crossrhythm Sessions
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Oz Noy, Jeff Sipe, 
James Genus, 7:30 pm

JAZZ

a TULA’S David Marriott 
Big Band: 7:30 pm, $5

DJ

BALTIC ROOM Jam Jam
 BAR SUE Motown on 

Mondays
 a FREMONT ABBEY No 

Lights No Lycra
 THE HIDEOUT Industry 

Standard: Guests, free
MOE BAR Moe Bar Monday

 RE-BAR Collide-O-Scope

TUE  
6/9
LIVE

CAFE RACER Jacobs Posse
CHOP SUEY Mr. Night Sky, 
Christopher Byrne, Sun 
Dummy, Rabia Shaheen 
Qazi, 8 pm, $5
CONOR BYRNE Country 
Dancing Night: 9 pm
a CROCODILE Delta Spirit
a EL CORAZON Crowbar, 
Battlecross, guests
HIGH DIVE Vet Anslinger, 
the Decoys, Echo Texture, 
8 pm, $6
KELLS Liam Gallagher
NARWHAL Dead Bars, 
Worriers, Caves, Cumulus
NECTAR Willie B, Vakseen, 
Keyboard Kid
NEUMOS Unwritten Law, 
Ten Foot Pole, Hill Top Rats
PARAGON You Play 
Tuesday: Guests, 8 pm, free
SEAMONSTER McTuff Trio
SHOWBOX SODO 
Halestorm, Rival Sons, 
Royal Thunder
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Baby Ketten Karaoke

 SUNSET TAVERN Bob 
Log III: 9 pm, $12
TIM’S TAVERN Open Mic
TRACTOR TAVERN 
Mandolin Orange, guests
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
March to May, Wren, 
Hierophant, 8 pm, free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Ron Sexsmith, 
Alice Phoebe Lou, 7:30 pm
a VERA PROJECT Pillow 
Talk, Sinai Vessel, Great 
Grandpa, Trashlord, 7 pm

JAZZ

a JAZZ ALLEY Justin 
Kauflin Quartet, 7:30 pm, 
$28.50
THE ROYAL ROOM Folks 
Trio, Hopscotch, 8 pm, free
a TULA’S Emerald City Jazz 
Orchestra: 8 pm, $8

DJ

BALTIC ROOM Drum & 
Bass Tuesdays
BLUE MOON TAVERN Blue 
Moon Vinyl Revival
CORBU LOUNGE Club NYX 
Wave & Goth: 10 pm, $5; 
free before 10:30 p.m.
DARRELL’S TAVERN DJ 
Wade T, free
HAVANA Real Love ‘90s
NEIGHBOURS Pump It Up
ROB ROY Analog Tuesdays

 SUBSTATION Basetan 
Spin Funk and Soul: Mike 
Nipper, 8 pm, free

http://www.studioseven.us/
http://stonewaycafe.com/
http://makerfaireseattle.com/
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“Bronzed God of Dimples and the People’s 
Eyebrow,” is San Andreas. This could be the 
end of my review, as I’ve said everything that 
needs to be said about this film. But I’m paid 
by the word.

When you tell friends that you are going 

to see San Andreas, they will likely try to 
talk you out of it. Do not let them deter you—
you need to smell what The Rock is cooking. 
Go see the film that wins all the awards for 
the most The Rock in a motion picture. Go 
one-on-one with the great one, as The Rock 

FILM

S an Andreas is an amazing movie. Shut up. I’m serious. It’s 
fucking amazing. Before you try to argue with me, let me 

say two words: The Rock. Dwayne Johnson, aka “The Rock,” aka

Okay, this promotional photo. It’s stupid, 
and it’s part of the problem. Movies 

about fat people, of which there are like three, 
ever, often come with imagery like this—hey 
everyone, look at the dopey, stuck, hated fat 
person! Because fat people, right? 
No matter that she is Melissa Mc-
Carthy, Hollywood’s Resident 
Tolerated Fat Person. The three 
other people in the photo are like, 
“Oh god, if that fat person would get out of 
our photo already!”

Fortunately, the joke in this photo is en-
tirely unlike the jokes in the film.

Spy is not a movie about a dopey, stuck, 
hated fat person. It’s about an agile, clever, 
lightning-fast fat person who gets all the best 
jokes and outsmarts everyone in scene after 
scene after scene. As a former very fat per-
son, I felt breathless watching it—because it’s 
a perfect pop confection, but also because it’s 
so character driven and convincing you don’t 
even realize it’s inverting over and over again 

all the presumptions you didn’t even realize 
were built into every other physical depiction 
of action heroes.

Contrary to what a photo of Melissa Mc-
Carthy stuck in concrete with a grin on her 

face suggests, her character in 
Spy is an incredibly skilled motor-
cyclist. She’s a national security 
secret weapon. She whips homicid-
ally through a crowd of bad guys 

more effectively than Bond or Batman. At 
one point, she’s dangling from a helicopter by 
her hand. You don’t realize how starved for 
images like these you are until some brilliant 
director like Paul Feig comes along and gives 
them to you like it’s no big thing, like these 
have always existed in the mainstream, like 
it’s easy to convince big studios to do this.

Feig also gave us Bridesmaids, brilliant 
Bridesmaids, which capitalism filed away as 
Movie with All Women in It That Was Unexpect-
edly a Big Hit, which has enabled Feig to keep 
making smart, hilarious films starring Melissa 

McCarthy. It seemed like a 
mark of civilization’s progress 
that Bridesmaids was such 
a hit, and Spy deserves to be 
just as big. (There’s more of 
it to love. It’s big boned. Now 
in wide release.) Bridesmaids 
was hilarious, but the edge of 
its social critique was blunt, its 
world more naturalistic. Spy’s 
commentary is razor sharp, its 
parody laser focused on the in-
trinsically exclusionary nature 
of movie iconography, and I 
think that makes it the bet-
ter movie. It’s certainly every 
bit as funny. I wasn’t taking 
good notes because I was too busy losing my 
mind with laughter and identification. I went 
with one of the most critical people I know, a 
person I enjoy hating things with, and I kept 
saying to her, “This is so good,” and she kept 
saying, “So good.”

I don’t want to give anything away, because 
it’s so good and dumb and smart and perfectly 
built that retelling its jokes feels like stealing 
a celebrity’s tweets, but okay fine, here’s one 
thing: 10 minutes into the movie, Jude Law 
gives McCarthy an object. The shape of the 
box makes it perfectly clear to the audience 
and to McCarthy’s character what the object 
is, and then it is so not what any of us thought 
it was going to be, and by such a huge margin, 

that I still can’t stop cracking up. Every time 
I think about it, I snort.

One more thing: It’s not really a spoiler 
to disclose that the film involves spying. Be-
cause it does, McCarthy’s superspy character 
changes identities a few times, as genre con-
ventions dictate. This means we get to see her 
amazing, smarter-than-everyone-else, fat ac-
tion hero, but it also sets up all these other 
jokes about fat-people caricatures and ste-
reotypes within the story, embedded into the 
overall über-clever commentary on the invis-
ibility of fat people’s bodies in the context of a 
Hollywood action movie. (Also, Rose Byrne is 
perfect as a rose-thin, gorgeous, cold, kind-of-
dumb villain. Skinny people, right?) n

himself would say. I feel so passionately about 
this that I’ve compiled a list of responses to 
the most likely criticisms of this fine piece of 
American cinema. You’re welcome.

All of the dialogue is cliché and heavy-
handed: As it should be. This is a movie 
about The Rock and things exploding around 
The Rock and The Rock using his muscles to 
pry doors off of things (so many doors). This 
movie is not about words.

You don’t care about anyone 
in this movie: Thank goodness for 
that! There are 500 earthquakes 
rocking California in like three 
hours. Millions of people have died. If you 
care about any of them, this becomes a very 
depressing film.

Ugh, why do they try to shove romantic 
story lines in the middle of disaster films? 
You’re just jealous that it’s not you that The 
Rock is rescuing from burning buildings, 
collapsing buildings, tsunamis, helicopter 
crashes, plane crashes, gunshots, and floods.

Nothing that happens in this film is sci-
entifically possible: At what point did the 
child inside you die?

There are so many special effects it 
makes me dizzy: Oh, I’m sorry—did you pay 
$10 to watch The Rock sit on a couch for two 
hours? Just buy your-
self a cardboard cutout 
of The Rock like a nor-
mal human and stay 
home. The rest of us 
paid $10 to watch The 
Rock jump off things, 
jump on things, be 
more handsome than 
everybody, lift things, drive fast things, raise 
eyebrows at people, wear sunglasses, lay the 
smackdown on all the things, and flex. You 
can’t do that if nothing is blowing up or falling 
down or crashing. You can’t understand how 
brave and awesome The Rock is if you can’t 
see how easily the rest of us mere mortals are 

SAN ANDREAS Biceps clearly visible. Remain calm. 

Spy
dir. Andy Goddard

Grand Illusion

Though He Keeps His 
Shirt on in San Andreas, 

Dwayne Johnson Is 
Still The Rock to Me

BY IJEOMA OLUO

Paul Feig’s Spy Is So Good,  
I Don’t Know Where to Start
But I Hate This Promotional Photo of Melissa 

McCarthy, So I Guess I’ll Start There
BY CHRISTOPHER FRIZZELLE

constantly crushed by falling skyscrapers.
Kalinda from The Good Wife is in this 

movie, and she doesn’t do anything badass 
or sexy: Okay, this is a valid argument. This 
movie is an inexcusable waste of the ass-kick-
ing talents of Archie Panjabi. They will have 
to make this up to us with a sequel.

Nobody works through their marital prob-
lems while trying to survive nonstop disaster 

and save their daughter from cer-
tain death: Oh really? At what point 
would you give up on your chance 
at happiness with The Rock? If 
you’d let something as simple as 

the biggest earthquake in history get between 
you and true love, you obviously don’t love him 
enough and he deserves someone better.

The Rock doesn’t take his shirt off once 
during this film: While on the surface this 
seems like a legit complaint, we have to remem-
ber that we’re talking about The Rock here. The 
Rock has to wear a shirt in this film because it 
adds authenticity to his fatherhood story line. 
But mere clothing cannot mask his bronze 
muscled glory. Every shirt, every jacket is just 
a hopeless bystander trying to cling desper-
ately to bulging pecs and biceps. You’re always 
aware that his muscles are there. They’re just 
under the surface of that irrelevant fabric—

taunting you.
The Rock can’t act: 

As The Rock would say, 
“Know your role and 
shut your mouth.” The 
Rock doesn’t need to 
act. Acting is for mor-
tals who do not have 
the ability to pack more 

muscle mass into every square inch of tanned 
body than should be possible while somehow 
not looking like they’re going to snap some-
one’s head off in a ’roid rage. If you are in a 
movie and you have to do things like have facial 
expressions or vocal inflection, it’s probably 
because you are not The Rock. n 

San Andreas
dir. Brad Peyton

Wide release

Oh, I’m sorry—did  
you pay $10 to watch 

The Rock sit on a couch 
for two hours?
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5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

ON SALE THIS WEEK  Also available for rent 

ALSO NEW THIS WEEK  For a full list of New Releases for rent + sale, visit scarecrow.com

1776
How Come They Don’t Sing About  
All That Hemp They Grew?
Blu-ray $16.95

JUPITER ASCENDING
Bizzare Outer Space Fairy Tale from the Wachowskis
DVD $22.95  Blu-ray or 3D Blu $36.95

LI’L QUINQUIN
Bruno Dumont’s Weirdo Murder Mystery
Blu-ray $21.95

MAN WITH THE MOVIE CAMERA
And Other Newly Restored Works by Dziga Vertov
Blu-ray $31.95
MAGICIAN: THE ASTONISHING  
LIFE & WORK OF ORSON WELLES
The Citizen Kane of Welles Documentaries
Blu-ray $23.95 
THE POPE OF GREENWICH VILLAGE / 
DESPERATE HOURS
A Double Dose of Mickey Rourke
Blu-ray $19.95 

SCARECROWS
Bankrobbers vs. Demons!
Blu-ray $19.95

KILLER COP
More Vintage Italian Nastness from Raro
Blu-ray $21.95

THE JOHN WAYNE WESTERN COLLECTION
Five of The Duke’s Best Bullets
Blu-ray $41.95

Sign Up for a 

Membership for 

Discounts &  

Rental Deals!  

see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

Get A Scarecrow Project Membership!
For Discounts on Rentals,  
Special Deals, and More!

Get A Scarecrow Project Membership!

HBO’s THE WIRE!  
All 5 Seasons  

Remastered on Blu-ray
$134.95

The Greatest Show  
in the History of Television!
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THE LIFE, LOVE AND GENIUS OF

BRIAN WILSON
CO-FOUNDER OF THE BEACH BOYS

“A TOUR DE FORCE.
LOVE & MERCY is a creative triumph for director Bill Pohlad.”

“MIRACULOUS. AWE-INSPIRING.”

“EXTRAORDINARY. VISIONARY.  
 BRILLIANCE ON BRILLIANCE.

Paul Dano and John Cusack mesmerize in a groundbreaking dual performance as Brian Wilson.”

“HHHH 
RIVETING IN EVERY THRILLING MUSICAL DETAIL.

Paul Dano and John Cusack are superb as Brian Wilson.”

BELLEVUE 
Cinemark Lincoln 
Square Cinemas 
(425) 450-9100

LYNNWOOD 
AMC Loews 
Alderwood Mall 16 
amctheatres.com

REDMOND 
Regal Bella Bottega 
Stadium 11 
(844) 462-7342 #422

SEATTLE 
Regal Meridian 16 
(844) 
462-7342 #808

SEATTLE 
Regal Thornton Place 
Stadium 14 & IMAX 
(844) 462-7342 #1311

SEATTLE 
Sundance 
Cinemas Seattle 
(206) 633-0059

TUKWILA 
AMC 
Southcenter 16 
amctheatres.com

STARTS 
FRIDAY 
JUNE 5 CHECK DIRECTORIES FOR SHOWTIMES • NO PASSES ACCEPTED

PRESENTED BY

B E S T 
O F 
S I F F 
2 0 1 5

J U N E
1 2 - 1 4

AWARD WINNERS &  
AUDIENCE FAVORITES

CINEMA UPTOWN

SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE JULY 1JULY 1

Call 206-323-7101 or email 
adinfo@thestranger.com

to advertise!to advertise!
adinfo@thestranger.com

to advertise!
adinfo@thestranger.com

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.scarecrow.com
http://scarecrow.com/
http://all.lam.0604.ts/
http://amctheatres.com/
http://amctheatres.com/
mailto:adinfo@thestranger.com
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6009 SW 244TH ST  21+
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE WA 98043

(425) 672-7501 - MOVIELINE

1490 NW 11TH AVE  All Ages!
ISSAQUAH, WA 98027

(425) 313-5666 - MOVIELINE

4329 University Way NE Seattle, WA 98105
MOVIE LINE: 206-632-7218

www.farawayentertainment.com

 FREE PARKING!

EVENINGS & W
EEKENDS

Wed June 3 & Thu June 4
TOMORROWLAND (PG) 

4:35pm, 7:10pm, 9:45pm

GOOD KILL (R) 
4:15pm, 7:05pm, 9:20pm

CLOUDS OF SILS MARIA (R) 
4:30pm, 7:00pm

Fri June 5 - Thu June 11
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL: ONE NIGHT FOR 

ONE DROP (UR)  Wed  7:30pm

INSIDIOUS CHAPTER 3 (PG13)
Fri - Sun  2:20pm, 4:40pm, 7:20pm, 10:00pm

Mon - Thu  4:40 pm, 7:20pm, 10:00pm

CLOUDS OF SILS MARIA (R)
Fri-Thu 4:30pm, 7:00pm

TOMORROWLAND (PG) 
Mon-Thu  4:35pm, 7:10pm, 9:45pm

Plus 2:00pm Fri-Sun, No 7:10pm show Wed

GOOD KILL (R) 
Fri-Sun  2:10pm, 9:30 pm, Mon-Thu 9:30 pm

FILM SHORTS
See The Stranger’s online THINGS TO DO calendar for complete movie times.

LIMITED RUN
THE DARK KNIGHT

Christopher Nolan’s Batman Begins was The Godfather 
of superhero movies. And while The Dark Knight is no The 
Godfather: Part II, it’s still miles above other comics’ adapta-
tions. A posse of citizen vigilantes is dressing up like Batman 
and trying to clean up the streets; a Chinese industrialist is 
about to launder mob money through Hong Kong; and the 
Joker (Heath Ledger) blows into town with a meticulous plan 
to create anarchy. Ledger delivers a riveting performance. But 
Christian Bale’s Bruce Wayne, the beating heart of the first 
film, gets crushed under the weight of all the flashy villainy. 
(PAUL CONSTANT) Central Cinema, Fri-Tues 9:30 pm.

A FEW CUBIC METERS OF LOVE
Screw the Romeo and Juliet comparison. Here’s the 
deal: You’re wandering through a smog-filled wasteland, 
lost. Suddenly, you spot something impossibly beautiful 
nearby. Your face gets flushed, your heart beats fast, and 
you think: This is it. This is my way out. SPOILER ALERT: 
Sometimes the wasteland wins! This film will destroy you. 
(SYDNEY BROWNSTONE) Pacific Place, Thurs at 9:30 
pm. SIFF Cinema Uptown, Sat at 8 pm.

THE KIDNAPPING OF MICHEL HOUELLEBECQ
Michel Houellebecq, a literary provocateur known for making 
indelicate statements about Islam, plays himself 
in Guillaume Nicloux’s improvised imagining of 
a rumored 2011 kidnapping. In the film’s early 
stages, Michel wanders around Paris with a 
Deputy Dawg expression, cigarette dangling 
from his lips as he hobnobs with friends and 
relatives (The Mother and the Whore’s François Lebrun 
plays his sister). One day, three men (all nonactors) follow 
him into his flat and tape his mouth shut. Once the MMA 
fighter, the bodybuilder, and the ex-soldier who looks like 
Hurley from Lost receive instructions from their boss, they 
load the little man into a trunk and drive him to the sticks. 
At the home of a gracious Polish couple, Michel drinks, 
smokes, and noisily chews his food as the kidnappers pep-
per him with questions about literature. Suffice to say: this 
is a very French film. Soon, the fighter and bodybuilder are 
sharing workout tips, Hurley is sharing smokes, and Michel 
is disabusing them of the “facts” they’ve gleaned about his 
life—that he’s rich, that his brother is a diplomat—concluding, 
“You seem to think journalists tell the truth.” If Jean Eustache 
returned from the dead to direct a 92-minute episode of 
Curb Your Enthusiasm, it would look like The Kidnapping 
of Michel Houellebecq. (KATHY FENNESSY) Grand 
Illusion, Fri 7, 9 pm, Sat-Sun 5, 7, 9 pm, Mon-Tues 8 pm.

LA SAPIENZA
Swiss-born architect Alexandre Schmidt (Fabrizio 
Rongione) has reached a peak in his career. He has some 
amount of fame and big plans for a new direction in design. 
He wants to make buildings for an age of climate change; 
he is going to challenge himself and the system. But he and 
his wife, Aliénor (Chistelle Prod Landman), a sociologist 
and humanitarian, are utterly soulless people. They have 
everything, but the core of their marriage is empty and cold. 
They are entering the last half of their lives with really nothing 
interesting to say to each other. The director of this movie, 
Eugene Green (an American who lives in France), makes it 
his mission to bring a little warmth and life into their frozen 
world; and he does this by sending the Parisian couple on 
a trip to Lake Maggiore, in Italy. There they meet, in a park, 
a young brother and sister. It turns out the brother wants to 
be an architect; as for the sister, she has fainting spells. The 
ambitious brother goes to Rome with the architect to look 
at old buildings, while the sister receives regular visits in her 
bedroom from the sociologist. The film is filled with lots of 
really excellent conversations about European architecture 

and literature. Everything is very classical, and the acting 
is deliberately unnatural and flat. If architecture aspires to 
the condition of music, the acting in La Sapienza aspires 
to the condition of architecture. You will love the ending of 
this very original and elegant and arty work. (CHARLES 
MUDEDE) Northwest Film Forum, Fri 8 pm, Sat 4, 8 pm, 
Sun 8 pm, Mon 3, 8 pm, Tues 8 pm.

MEAN GIRLS
American cultural icon and avant-garde performance art-
ist Lindsay Lohan stars in this Tina Fey–scripted comedy 
about high-school bitchery.  Central Cinema, Fri 7 pm, 
Sat-Sun 3, 7 pm, Mon 7 pm.

NOW PLAYING
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON

Things go boom, lasers go kapow, Captain America 3 
is up next. Joss Whedon, who has announced that he’s 
bowing out after this installment, makes the most of having 
too full of a plate, expanding the action scenes while also 
ensuring that the quippy wealth is much better distributed 
among the characters this time around. (Jeremy Renner’s 
Hawkeye gets the best lines, which even he seems pleas-
antly surprised about.) Two hours and change is a long time 
to mainline anything, really, and Age of Ultron definitely loses 
some of its juice by the third act, especially when it starts 

laying the groundwork for all of the Marvel mov-
ies down the road. Even at its most cosmically 
overstuffed, however, the fun everyone seems 
to be having up there remains infectious. Yes, 
comic-book movies are crowding out everything 

else, are the eventual heat death of cinema, and so forth. 
But, man, there’s just so much neat stuff here. Boom. 
Kapow. (ANDREW WRIGHT) Various locations.

MAD MAX: FURY ROAD
If there has ever been a more astonishing display of a film-
maker’s prowess with kinetic action sequences than this 
late-career Gesamtkunstwerk by George Miller, I haven’t 
seen it. And neither have you, because there isn’t one. 
The Mad Max reboot is a staggering, stunning, sweeping, 
astonishing, literally breathtaking exercise in the defiance 
of physics. It moves so fast, and for such sustained peri-
ods, that “visionary” isn’t really the word. (“Glimpsarian”?) 
Regardless, you’ve never seen anything remotely like it. 
See it on the biggest screen you can find, in 3-D if pos-
sible. It’s noticeably dumb in certain ways, but its visual 
intelligence and wit vastly outweigh its concessions to the 
genre (which, PS, Miller basically invented and is now, at 
the age of 70, content to massively subvert). Even calling 
it Mad Max is kind of a misnomer. Max isn’t really the lead 
character—though the fantastic Tom Hardy certainly does 
his best to pull focus, effortlessly sweeping away the legacy 
of Mel Gibson as he goes. Charlize Theron matches Hardy 
blow for beautiful, postapocalyptic action-hero blow, but 
she’s not the star either. Neither are the supermodels, nor 
the hundreds of pasty mutant extras (this Aussie produc-
tion clearly kept a lot of members of the Orc Actors Guild 
in post-Lord of the Rings paychecks), nor any actor or set 
or prop or thing. The costars of Fury Road are velocity 
and momentum, in concert with elaborate, magnificent 
pyrotechnics and choreographed violence that registers 
as martial dance. The action sequences are so enraptur-
ing that they seem to warp your perception. Driving home 
from the theater is a bizarre reentry. In the nearly 30 years 
since the original Max trilogy ended (disappointingly), Miller 
has directed one kinky commercial project (The Witches 
of Eastwick), two excellent children’s films—Babe: Pig in 
the City and Happy Feet—and the emotional wrencher 
Lorenzo’s Oil. From the looks of Fury Road, however, he 
has spent every minute since Thunderdome wrapped plan-
ning this triumphant return to the wasteland he created in 

Tons more  
reviews online!

thestranger.com/fi lm

http://www.farawayentertainment.com/
http://thestranger.com/film
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4500 9TH AVE NE • 206-633-0059
SEATTLE

TWO WAYS TO SAVE AT
SUNDANCE SEATTLE

MONDAY IS $6 ORCA DAY SHOW YOUR ORCA CARD ALL 
SEATS ARE $6** ($7.50 FOR 3D)   NOT GOOD ON HOLIDAYS.

TUESDAY IS GIRLS MOVIE NIGHT OUT! TWO OR MORE 
LADIES GET $5 ADMISSION ($6.50 FOR 3D) ALL DAY

FULL BAR & BISTRO FARE • RESERVED SEATS
$2 PARKING AFTER 5PM AT ADJACENT LOT*

+21 AT ALL TIMES

FOR SHOWTIMES VISIT:

SUNDANCECINEMAS.COM

ENTOURAGE SPY

LOVE & MERCY THE MAFIA KILLS ONLY 
IN SUMMER

RESULTS MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 
in 2D / 3D

EX MACHINA ALOHA

SAN ANDREAS  
in 2D / 3D

FAR FROM THE  
MADDING CROWD

* PAY AND VALIDATE AT OUR BOX OFFICE
** TIX AVAIL AT BOX OFFICE ONLY

THE STRANGER

WED: 06/03/15    BLACK & WHITE

4.75” x 3.25”                   HR

ALL.OVN-P.0603.TS

IN SELECT THEATRES

JUNE 26TH

One entry per person. While supplies last. 

No purchase necessary. Limit one admit-two per person. 

Employees of participating sponsors are ineligible.

INVITES YOU TO ENTER TO WIN 

ADVANCE SCREENING PASSES TO 

EMAIL SEATTLE@43KIX.COM 

TO ENTER. PLEASE USE THE OVERNIGHT
IN THE SUBJECT LINE. 

1979 and now has the chance to perfect. And does. Not 
that the film is perfect—there are dramatic issues, dialogue 
issues, etc. But the world is perfect. (In terms of pure 
expression of a filmmaker’s distinctive vision, Mad Max: 
Fury Road makes James Cameron look like Brett Ratner.) 
If Miller, at 70, still isn’t satisfied that he has finally made 
his mark, then I personally dare him to make another one 
of these films, right now, today. I double dare him. (SEAN 
NELSON) Various locations.

SPY
In Paul Feig’s Freaks and Geeks, Linda Cardellini spent 
a year lusting after James Franco. Spy, Feig’s third com-
edy with Melissa McCarthy, may look different—explo-
sions! exotic locales!—but it employs a similar dynamic. 
McCarthy’s CIA analyst nurses a crush on Jude Law’s 
secret agent, but when Rose Byrne’s bad gal gets her 
hands on him, McCarthy takes his place and finds her 
inner Wonder Woman. It’s action movie as empower-
ment manifesto. (KATHY FENNESSY) Various locations

TOMORROWLAND
The great promise of the Space Age—an era Tomorrowland 
gleefully fetishizes—was a combination of optimism and 
humanism. The Space Age asserted that science could, 
and would, solve the world’s problems. While there are 
bits of that philosophy in Tomorrowland, they’re hard to 
find, and harder still to piece into anything coherent. For 
all its ambition, Brad Bird’s adventure film feels like a movie 

where entire scenes have gone missing, even as others blur 
by in a jumble of technobabble. By the time Tomorrowland 
ends, the only thing that’s clear is that George Clooney 
might want to fuck an eight-year-old robot. Besides robots, 
there are other sci-fi trappings: jet packs and rocket ships, 
ray guns and chrome cityscapes, all glued together with 
slapstick pratfalls and clever visuals. (Because it’s a Disney 
production, there’s also product placement: Disneyland, 
Coke, and Disney’s latest $4 billion acquisition, Star Wars, 
all get screen time.) There are evil androids who get as 
bludgeoned as a PG rating will allow, while lip service is 
paid to climate change, overpopulation, and war. All of it 
tumbles by—exhaustingly, bewilderingly, disappointingly. 
And of Tomorrowland—a place where Tomorrowland spends 
surprisingly little time—there’s something that hurts about 
the place, at least for those of us who still want to believe 
in the ideals of the Space Age. Not only is Tomorrowland 
an Ayn Randian haven where only the elite are welcome 
(this utopia is strictly off-limits for those of us who aren’t 
geniuses), but it’s only through a kind of magical think-
ing, not science, that its example might save our planet. 
Toward the end of the film, the villainous Nix (Hugh Laurie) 
lectures about how humanity, out of laziness and cynicism, 
has embraced dystopia. It’s the most heartfelt and true 
moment of the film—and yet Tomorrowland offers nothing, 
aside from some hollow catharses, to argue against it. That 
doesn’t feel like optimism. That feels like cynicism. (ERIK 
HENRIKSEN) Various locations.

HANNIBAL THE CANNIBAL
Here’s a public-service reminder that your 
name shouldn’t rhyme with what you do 
for a living. For example: the titular char-
acter in NBC’s Hannibal… who’s a cannibal! 
Now, this is an entirely awesome show, and 
I’ll tell you much more about it in a min-
ute—but this “rhyming” thing has got 
to be addressed! It’s never a good idea to 
rhyme your name with who you are—for 
the same reason you don’t pair floral shirts 
and pants, dye your head and pubic hair 
the same color, or elect presidents who are 
related to former presidents. IT’S UNSEEM-
LY. And worse? It’s “matchy-matchy”!

For example, no one respects a piranha 
named Donna, a mare named Claire, or a 
layman named Damon. Similarly distrustful 
is a picnic ham named Sam, a tsunami 
named Tommy, or a Virgin Mary named 
Sherry. Or a meter reader named Peter, or a 
Kevin Spacey named Lacey, or… okay GOD-
DAMNIT, YOU GET THE POINT.

That being said, naming a cannibal 
“Hannibal” is an especially terrible idea. And 
just so we’re all on the same page, I am TO-
TALLY AGAINST CANNIBALISM. (Feel free to 
congratulate me on my brave stance.) How-
ever, if you’re going to be a cannibal, there 
are certain expectations involved: eating 
human flesh is one. Being Rick Santorum is 
possibly another. But most important of all is 
being TERRIFYING. Let’s imagine a cannibal 
has kidnapped me, surgically removed my 
liver, and is sautéing it in a pan along with 
some fava beans. “Oh, you’re a terrifying 

person,” I scream in agony. “Before I die, the 
least you can do is tell me your name!” “My 
name is… Hannibal.” “Wait… what? Your 
name is Hannibal… the cannibal? (Pause) 
HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HAAAAAA!”

As you can see, it kind of ruins the mood.
Other than that, Hannibal (the show) is 

really good and you should totally watch 
it when it returns for its third grotesquely 
beautiful season (NBC, Thurs June 4, 10 
pm). For those just joining us, Hannibal is 
based on Thomas Harris’s book Red Dragon, 
which documents the friendship between 
FBI profiler Will Graham (Hugh Dancy) and 
forensic psychiatrist Hannibal Lecter 
(Mads Mikkelsen)—that is until Will figures 
out Hannibal kills and eats people… thereby 
putting a damper on their bowling nights.

At the end of season two, Will and his 
team have figured out (in a particularly pain-
ful way) that Hannibal is the killer they’ve 
been searching for, but it’s too late! Hannibal 
has escaped to Paris with personal psycho-
therapist Dr. Bedelia Du Maurier (Gillian 
Anderson)—who does, and at the same time 
doesn’t, participate in Lecter’s evil schemes.

And in season three, we can expect to 
see Hannibal and Bedelia in Paris, mas-
querading as a normal married couple 
(HA!), as Will and his team recover from last 
season’s shocking ending and get ready to 
stop Hannibal the cannibal from eating his 
way through Europe.

Trust me when I say that Hannibal is one 
of the most sickeningly gorgeous, stylish 
shows on television—and it’s amazing this 
graphic horror show is on NBC rather 
than HBO or Netflix. So watch it! You’ll 
love it or my name isn’t Wm.™ Steven… the 
heathen Elizabethan Polynesian. n

Read Humpy’s weekly TV listings at
THESTRANGER.COM

I ♥
TELEVISIONTM 
BY WM. TM STEVEN 
HUMPHREY

50% OFFSHOP LOCAL. 
SAVE MONEY.

STRANGERPERKS.COM
Want your business in StrangerPerks?

E-mail StrangerPerks@thestranger.com or call 206-323-7101

http://sundancecinemas.com/
mailto:SEATTLE@43kix.com
http://thestranger.com/
http://strangerperks.com/
mailto:StrangerPerks@thestranger.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

1000s more free classified ads online at 

thestranger.com/classifieds
To place an ad over the phone call: 206-323-7101

EMPLOYMENT RENTALS HEALTH & SERVICES MUSICIANS & SERVICES

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON COUNTY OF KING
In re:
Rhonda Beth Burcell, Petitioner
And Thomas Gregory Burcell, Respondent.
No. 15-3-03085-3KNT
Summons by Publication (SMPB)
TO THE RESPONDENT: Thomas Gregory Burcell

1. The petitioner has started an action in the above court requesting that  
your marriage or domestic partnership be dissolved.

3. You must respond to this summons by serving a copy of your written 
response on the person signing this summons and by filing the original 
with the clerk of the court. If you do not serve your written response 
within 60 days after the date of the first publication of this summons 
(60 days after the 21st day of May, 2015), the court may enter an order 
of default against you, and the court may, without further notice to you, 
enter a decree and approve or provide for other relief requested in this 
summons. In the case of a dissolution, the court will not enter the final 
decree until at least 90 days after service and filing. If you serve a notice 
of appearance on the undersigned person, you are entitled to notice 
before an order of default or a decree may be entered.

4. Your written response to the summons and petition must be on form 
WPF DR 01.0300, Response to Petition (Marriage). Information about 
how to get this form may be obtained by contacting the clerk of the 
court, by contacting the Administrative Office of the Courts at (360) 
705-5328, or from the Internet at the Washington State Courts homep-
age: http://www.courts.wa.gov/forms

5. If you wish to seek the advice of an attorney in this matter, you should 
do so promptly so that your written response, if any, may be served 
on time.

6. One method of serving a copy of your response on the petitioner is to 
send it by certified mail with return receipt requested.

7. Other: Order for Service of Summons by  Publication.

This summons is issued pursuant to RCW 4.28.100 and Superior Court 
Civil Rule 4.1 of the state of Washington.

Dated: 5/18/15
Rhonda B. Burcell

Signature of Petitioner or Lawyer/WSBA No..

File original of your response with the Clerk of the Court at: 
Maleng Regional Justice Center
401 - 4th Avenue N. 
Kent, Washington 98032

Serve a copy of your response on: Petitioner (you may list an ad-
dress that is not your residential address where you agree to accept 
legal documents. Any time this address changes while this action 
is pending, you must notify the opposing parties in writing and file 
an updated Confidential Information Form (WPF DRPSCU 09.0200) 
with the court clerk.)

Rhonda B Burcell
2223 Benson Rd S #E102
Renton, WA 98055

@ CenturyLink Field 
Housekeeping Job Fair

June 9th & 10th

12pm-2pm
Come to the NE VIP located on  
the north side of the stadium.

All Cleaning Positions Available
Questions call 206-381-7570

McMENAMINS is now hiring a  
FACILITIES COORDINATOR for our 

Washington properties! Requirements of 
the Job: Valid driver license and have a 

clean driving record; Able to work a flex-
ible schedule - will vary upon need; Must 
be willing to travel (region stretches from 
Mill Creek to Centralia); Basic repair and 
maintenance knowledge/skills; Ability to 
perform the physical requirements of the 
job such as lifting, climbing, using power 

driven tools, working with cleaning 
agents, solvents, and sharp objects; 

Good maintenance aptitude and previous 
commercial maintenance fieldwork a 

plus; Willingness to learn; Must have a 
GREAT attitude. This position is based 
out of Seattle. We offer opportunities 

for advancement as well as an excellent 
benefit package to eligible employees, 
including vision, medical, chiropractic, 

dental and so much more! 

Please apply online 24/7 at  
www.mcmenamins.com or kick it old-
school and pick up a paper application 

at any McMenamins location.  
Mail to 430 N. Killingsworth, Portland 

OR, 97217 or fax: 503-221-8749.  
Call 503-952-0598 for info on other 
ways to apply. And, people, please 

no phone calls or emails to individual 
locations! E.O.E.

SEARCHING  FOR  
WITNESSES

Did you witness an incident 
on the 101 bus from Seattle to 

Renton on February 28th, 2014 
approximately between  

4 and 5 pm?
If so please call 206-290-3786.  

I need your help.

GENERAL HELP WANTED

MAKE $1000 WEEKLY!!  Mailing 

Brochures From Home. Helping 

home workers since 2001. Genuine 

Opportunity. No Experience 

Required. Start Immediately. 

www.theworkingcorner.com (AAN CAN)

NEED A JOB?  Call Today. Food 

Service & Light Industrial. 206-587-

5360 HALLMARK TEMPS

START YOUR HUMANITARIAN  

career! Change the lives of others while 

creating a sustainable future. 1, 6, 9, 

18 month programs available. Apply 

today! www.OneWorldCenter.org 269-

591-0518 info@oneworldcenter.org 

AAN CAN)

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ENTRY LEVEL CUSTOMER  ser-

vice/security. Star is going through a 

growth spurt. We are hiring for multiple 

positions working in Seattle. Apply at 

www.starprotection.com.

PAID RESEARCH

ALCOHOL STUDY THROUGH  UW - 

Men 18-20 needed for a study on health 

behavior. Earn up to $150 if eligible. 

Email dartuw@uw.edu for more info.

SEVERE FOOD OR  Environmental 

Allergies? Autoimmune Disease? Earn 

$185 - Donate Plasma 425-258-3653 

plasmalab.com

RESTAURANT/HOTELS/CLUBS

BARTENDER

BARTENDER Farmer’s Market. Come 

work at Pike Place Market. Bartender 

needed for fun, busy lounge. Apply in 

person at Pike Place Bar & Grill, 90 

Pike St., corner of First Ave & Pike 

St. or email to pikeplacebarandgrill@

hotmail.com

PIZZA COOK WANTED.  West Seattle 

Sicilian pizzeria hiring. 206-272-0831

SERVERS & 

COCKTAILERS

Pike Place Market. Always wanted to 

work in the Farmers’ Market? Come 

join our team in a fast paced, fun loca-

tion. Apply in person at Pike Place Bar 

& Grill, 90 Pike St., corner of First Ave 

& Pike St. or email to 

pikeplacebarandgrill@hotmail.com

ROOMMATES

ALL AREAS ROOMMATES.COM.  

Lonely? Bored? Broke? Find the perfect 

roommate to complement your person-

ality and lifestyle at Roommates.com! 

(AAN CAN)

U OF W  big room available now. 5 

blocks north on 17th NE. Completely 

renovated old home. New plumbing, 

wiring, alarms, granite counters, big 

kitchen, wide halls, tall ceilings, 24 

hour lights, 5 bathrooms. Cable, tv to 

every room & business class comcast 

wireless. House computer, tv room w/

comcast on demand, commercial laun-

dry & lots of hot water. We do not rent 

to smoker or take pets. Avail now is a 

13X15’ room on main floor with new 

Ikea queen bed. 6 ceiling lights & fan. 

9’ ceilings & a bay window + built in 

dresser & shelves. $625 + $80 for all 

utilities and yard care. Zone 6 parking 

is available for $80 per yr. Call T.H. 

Monroe 206-229-8853 10am-7pm

CRYSTAL TAROT READINGS  & 
Angel Message Sessions w/ AriElle, 
Spiritual Mentor @ East/West 
Bookshop Thursdays & Saturday June 
20th 10am-3pm Receive answers, 
guidance, direction, reassurance, 
validation. Practical intimate insight to 
transform challenges in your life. Call 
206.523.3726 or Walk-In. Cash/Checks 
Accepted

OPEN THE POSSIBILITIES  in your 
world! Access Bars® Session, bal-
ance your bodies energetic Chakra 
centers. Book your appointment today! 
Mention The Stranger & receive $25 
off initial session. (206)395-9520 www.
designedtolive.com It’s your life, Own it, 
Design it, Live it!

MASSAGE
DREAMSCAPE MASSAGE 
/  Capitol Hill Enjoy a massage at 
Dreamscape Massage!We are located 
at 619 Broadway Ave. E on Capitol 
Hill. Please visit our Web site at 
DreamscapeMassage.com / 206-568-
3771

GREEN LOTUS MASSAGE  – 
Bodywork from the Heart. Experience 
powerful, magical, therapeutic massage 
on Capitol Hill. JOHN HANRON, LMP, 
brings a sense of presence, intention 
and love to the table. Deep tissue, Reiki, 
craniosacral. cell/text 509.341.4411. 
w w w. g r e e n l o t u s m a s s a g e . c o m . 
WashLic#MA60101600

LAURIE’S MASSAGE 

(206)919-2180

LIKE A JAPANESE  Hot Springs - At 

The Gated Sanctuary you can soak 

naked outside among soaring cedar 

trees in jetted hot pools. Dip in our 

Alaskan cold plunge. Get an amaz-

ing massage. Enjoy our eucalyptus 

steam room. (425)334-6277 www.

TheGatedSanctuary.com

CREATIVE

PHOTO BOOTH OPEN  Fun & Formal 

Portraits; not just snapshots Instant 

prints, giant display; CD + online within 

48 hours. www.joeldamesphotography.

com Contact: info@joeldamesphotog-

raphy.com

FINANCIAL/LEGAL

CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYER.  

Located in north Seattle, serving King 

& surrounding counties. Contact Kern 

Cleven, 206.359.1163 or kerncleven@

justice.com. Free initial consultation; 

reasonable, flat rates.

MISC.

AUTO INSURANCE STARTING  AT 

$25/ MONTH! Call 855-977-9537 

(AAN CAN)

RETAIL
ECO ELEMENTS 
METAPHYSICAL 
BOOKS & GIFTS

Immed opening for PT sales person. 

Energetic, flexible, committed, EXP. & 

knowledgeable in metaphysical. Also 

looking for an experienced Psychic 

Tarot Reader. Drop off resume in 

person & book list to: 1530 1st Ave 

(serious inquiries only)

SKILLED TRADE/CRAFT
TATTOO ARTIST

Cicada Tattoo is looking for another 

tattoo artist. Artist run shop, back 

patio, private parking, machine shop, 

large collection of vintage handpainted 

tattoo flash, talented crew, and a 

spacious work area. If interested call 

206-327-9309. 10309 Aurora Ave N. 

Facebook.com/cicadatattoo

CARS/TRUCKS

CASH FOR CARS:  Any Car/Truck. 

Running or Not! Top Dollar Paid. We 

Come To You! Call For Instant Offer: 

1-888-420-3808 www.cash4car.com 

(AAN CAN)

LESSONS
SING!  206-781-5062  
FREETHEVOICEWITHIN.COM

THE VOCALIST STUDIO
We Train Vocal Athletes 

www.thevocaliststudio.com 
Scream technique, 5 Octave range. 

Eliminate Tension. 
Downtown Seattle studio. 

425.444.5053

MUSICIANS AVAILABLE
OPENED FOR

JEFF BRIDGES!
Legendary Pianist Available. I’m 

Richard Peterson, 66 year old com-
poser, arranger, and pianist. I play 

weekly at KOMO Plaza. I’m available to 
play parties, weddings, clubs, shows, 
etc. $200/gig. Covers and originals. 

Please call 206-325-5271, Thank You! 
CD available. Must have a piano.

MUSICIANS WANTED
GEAR DRIVER SEEKS  Bassist With 
Lead Vocals. Hard rock versions of a 
bunch of popular bar covers. http://
geardriver.50megs.com/epk.html 
http://www.facebook.com/geardriver 
geardriver@hotmail.com

I’M LOOKING FOR  ELECTRONIC 
MUSICIANS/PROGRAMMERS/DJs 
WHO ARE WILLING TO WORK HARD 
AND MAKE SUCCESSFUL MUSIC 
& VIDEOS: I’M AN EXPERIENCED 
MUSICIAN/VOCALIST. TEXT 
2068603534. THANKS.

ROCK DRUMMER WANTED  

Recently formed Cult cover band seeks 

reliable drummer with great sense of 

timing to complete line-up. We have 

a kit, Fremont rehearsal space, weekly 

Tuesday evening practice and full-time 

jobs outside of the band. 253-279-1169

RECORDING/REHEARSAL

ONE SHARED REHEARSAL  room 

@ $220/month including 36hr/month 

& private closet. One $500/month pri-

vate rehearsal room.Visit wildersound-

studios.com. Located in SODO Seattle. 

Contact Samantha 425-445-9165. 

s.wilder@wildersoundstudios.com

ROCK ROOMS BALLARD-HOURLY  

($20-$30)/Monthly Rehearsal Rooms 

($225-$1,100) private/shared avail-

able (24-7, heated, security, parking). 

Recording at Birdhouse Studio. Dave 

206-369-7588 attackodave@yahoo.

com

STARLODGE STUDIOS (206)  287-

1615 Hourly rehearsal with PA or fully 

backlined rooms, able to accommodate 

orchestras, Air-conditioned (HVAC), 

kitchenette, easy load-in, 3-phase 

power, truck or bus parking available. 

ADA/wheelchair accessible.

Place Your Legal Notice Here!

Call 206-323-7101
or email 

thestranger.com/classifieds

SEATTLE
INTERNATIONAL

BEERFEST
NEEDS

VOLUNTEERS

July 10 - 12
seattlebeerfest.com

for more info.

WORK FOR 
BEER! 

WORK FOR 
BEER!  

(Really good beer)

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.courts.wa.gov/forms
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.mcmenamins.comor
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.theworkingcorner.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.OneWorldCenter.org
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=mailto:info@oneworldcenter.org
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.starprotection.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=mailto:dartuw@uw.edu
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http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.TheGatedSanctuary.com
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http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=http://www.thevocaliststudio.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=88274&ReturnUrl=mailto:s.wilder@wildersoundstudios.com
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DOCTOR (NURSE?) DAVID
You used to come to my old job at a 
natural foods store in Queen Anne for 
an 8oz latte before your night shift. I 
was bummed that we were never able 
to connect, so let’s get in touch. :) 
When: Thursday, May  1, 2014. 
Where: Queen Anne. You: Man. 
Me: Woman. #921129

FOR TAYLOR & BINDI
We met at the OHS Doggie Dash at 
Waterfront park, I thought you (and 
Bindi) were great and wanted to 
get know you better. When I turned 
around to ask, you were gone.  Drinks?  
Happy hour?  No expectations. When: 
Saturday, May  9, 2015. Where: 
DoggieDash. You: Woman. Me: 
Man. #921128

JOSH DES MOINES RED 
ROBIN
5/30/15 Your eyes are beautiful.  
Whoever is on your mind is one 
lucky person. You: Man, long blonde 
hair, server Me: patron, woman, 
flowered dress, trying not to stare 
When: Saturday, May 30, 2015. 
Where: Des Moines, WA Red 
Robin. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#921127

GIRL WITH HEIRLOOM 
EMERALD RING
Maggie, You had on an exquisite 
emerald ring that has been in your 
family for generations. At the end of 
the day, you bought a carnelian for 
you sister for becoming a physical 
therapist & a sapphire for yourself. 
When: Saturday, May 23, 2015. 
Where: Folklife. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #921126

CARMINA BURANA FINAL 
DRESS REHEARSAL
You: tall, dark hair, light blue button 
down, and great smile, with your par-
ents (?). Me: dark hair in pony tail in 
all black staring at you. You smiled 
at me and stared on the way out. 
When: Thursday, May 28, 2015. 
Where: McCaw Hall Carmina 
Burana ballet dress rehears-
al. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#921125

UDISTRICT FARMERS 
MARKET THE AVE
parked across from The Joint after 
I passed you near the exit of the 
market. Noticed you linger outside 
my car to take a picture?  I will give 
you a ride somewhere fun if you like. I 
would! When: Saturday, May 23, 
2015. Where: University District 
Farmers Market. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #921124

GOLF
Me - w/family.  You, shaved head, 
great gruesome beard, sweet smile, 
seemingly genuine friends, motorcy-
cle.    Sorry didnt pass my phone # to 
you.   if it was meant to be, it would 
regardless.  the universe is funny 
that way When: Sunday, May 24, 
2015. Where: interbay miniture 
golf. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#921123

BARBARA @ CHARLIE’S
You dated my friend Jed for a short 
time. I never told you this but at the 
time I had a massive crush on you. I 
hope you see this. I’d do anything to 
talk you again! Surprise me! When: 
Sunday, May 23, 2010. Where: 
In dreams.. You: Woman. Me: 
Man. #921122

PEETS-A DELIVERY GUY
U: An apparition in the Harrison 
Safeway early on a Friday morning, 
wearing the lilac-striped cream 
sweatshirt we share. Me: Longing for 
an a.m. lip lock. Left with a great 
deal on Peet’s and a breakfast burrito 
instead. Raincheck? When: Friday, 
May 22, 2015. Where: Safeway 
on Harrison in Olympia. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #921119

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
bus #16 going downtown we both got 
off at the Virginia St stop. You were 
wearing grey sweat pants, a white 
shirt, and black jacket with colorful 
purse, you’re white with really short 
brown hair.i was lost in your eyes. 
When: Thursday, May 21, 2015. 
Where: Downtown Seattle. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #921117

ALICE PUT HEART IN CHAINS
Tim’s Tavern Saturday. You: beau-
tiful hair and beautiful laugh. Not 
sure if laughing at me or with me. 
I was wasted and obnoxious. Your 
“boyfriend” was annoyed. But I only 
wanted to annoy you, and I think you 
liked it. When: Saturday, May 16, 
2015. Where: Tim’s Tavern on 
105th, Seattle. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #921116

PURPLE DREADS ON #2 BUS
Sitting on the #2 bus toward Queen 
Anne, listening to No Doubt’s “Just 
a Girl” when you got on. You had 
bright purple dreads that were in 
two buns and a stunning face. I 
should have sat next to you. When: 
Wednesday, May 13, 2015. 
Where: #2 Bus (Toward down-
town/Queen Anne). You: Woman. 
Me: Woman. #921115

ABSOLUTELY ADORABLE 
SKATER AT VITA
You: Dark hair, black arm tattoos, 
beige-ish button-up shirt, carry-
ing skateboard and leather jacket. 
I stared intently at the floor when 
you turned around. You fumbled your 
change. I wanted to pick up your 
pennies for you. You’re too cute. 
When: Wednesday, May 20, 
2015. Where: Caffe Vita (on 
Pike). You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#921114

CELEBRITY PSYCHIC AT 
OCCULT BOOKSTORE
Me: Tarot reader. You: Janeane 
Garofolo. You came into my work, 
our eyes met. Your role in “Now and 
Then” inspired the comic psychic I 
am today. Come back for a free read-
ing. You can sign my ten of swords. 
When: Thursday, May 14, 
2015. Where: Pike Place. You: 
Woman. Me: Woman. #921113

BEACH BLUES
You were at the beach, blonde.  You 
carried a camera to the water and 
it was inspiring. I was sitting on a 
bench above the rocks, listening to 
music. Me: also blonde, wearing jeans 
and a baseball cap. When: Monday, 
May 18, 2015. Where: Golden 
Gardens. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#921111

MANBUN AT TRUE VALUE
West Seattle True Value sandpaper 
isle. You: tall, manbun, beard. You 
turned to me and said, “I like your 
hair.” I said thanks. You stood there 
for a moment and walked away. 
When: Sunday, May  3, 2015. 
Where: True Value. You: Man. 
Me: Woman. #921110

PIONEER SQUARE LUNCH 
COUNTER 5/20/15
You apologized for startling me and 
said “I just wanted to tell you, you’re a 
real cutie.” Me: long ponytail,  green/
blue dress w/black leggings. All could 
do was blush and then you were gone. 
Been wondering about you ever since. 
When: Wednesday, May 20, 
2015. Where: Flame Catering 
Cafe, 3rd & Jefferson around 
noon. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#921121

MASSAGE THERAPIST FROM 
CAPITOLHILL 2007
Your name like “jamie” ? I saw you 
on two buses the same night (to 
Fremont &back) Arrived to Ave, I 
missed Bus#71, tried Bus#72 and 
saw you again. I believe something 
called tome all three times. Continue 
our conversation? When: Friday, 
December 10, 2010. Where: 
Capitol Hill bus. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #921109

QFC TALL, BROWN HAIR, 
GLASSES
We locked eyes at the QFC on 
Broadway near the wine dept. We 
both stepped aside to let someone 
pass. You were tall w/cute glasses, 
wavy brown hair. I was the 5’ girl in 
a blackraincoat and rainboots,dark 
hair,blue eyes. When: Wednesday, 
May 13, 2015. Where: Qfc 
on Broadway. You: Man. Me: 
Woman. #921106

REAL FRIENDS ZIGGY TO 
ASHLEY
Met you at the Real Friends show 
April 15th. You: blue dress. Me: green 
vest. I gave you the wrong phone 
number. I’m sorry, and I want to 
correct that mistake. Your red hair 
ensnared my soul. Wanna get tea? 
When: Wednesday, April 15, 
2015. Where: El Corazon. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #921105

ON THE BUS
On the bus heading north, we talked 
about horses and injuries.  You were 
hilarious.  Want to hang out some 
time? When: Tuesday, May 12, 
2015. Where: Bus heading to 
Northgate. You: Woman. Me: 
Man. #921101

CUTE GUY 4TH & 
BLANCHARD
You: Cute guy, black jacket, jeans, 
waiting for bus. Me: Blue track jacket, 
demin skirt, sunglasses. You smiled. 
I smiled. I crossed 4th. Smiled. You 
smiled. I crossed Blanchard. You 
were looking. I waved. You waved! 
And...I KEPT WALKING. Ugh. When: 
Monday, May 11, 2015. Where: 
4th & Blanchard, Belltown. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #921100

BEAUTY WITH THE BIRD 
TATTOO
To the beautiful lady!  Admired your 
bird tattoo on  left arm. We talked 
about your tattoos,family and dating 
in Seattle. I liked talking with you!  
I was to shy to ask you for your 
phone # When: Sunday, May 10, 
2015. Where: North bound bus 
stop at 3rd and Pine. She was 
waiting for the #5 bus and I was 
waiting for the #24 bus.. You: 
Woman. Me: Transsexual (male 
to female). #921098

GREENLAKE FIX - SATURDAY
You, on a laptop w wine, dark hair, 
blue top with pink sandals. Felt a 
moment with you as you smiled at 
me and regret not saying hi. Can you 
give me another chance? Me and my 
brown dog When: Saturday, May  
9, 2015. Where: Greenlake Fix 
Coffeehouse. You: Woman. Me: 
Man. #921097

HANDSOME BIKER WITH 
AWESOME SUNGLASSES
I first saw you a year ago but now I 
see you everywhere. It’s fantastic and 
I love it every time. You: walking your 
french bulldog; looking sharp. Me: 
short, dark-haired, be-glassed beauty. 
Let’s keep running in to each other. 
When: Saturday, May  3, 2014. 
Where: Poggie’s and envi-
rons. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#921096

NORTHACRES OFF-LEASH 
PARK
You have a yellow lab. You were wear-
ing a white shirt and jeans. I was just 
leaving when you arrived, you asked if 
we wanted to play with you. I  go there 
each weekend. Let’s meet before then 
for drinks? When: Sunday, May 
10, 2015. Where: Northacres 
off-leash dog park. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #921095

SEATAC TO HAWAII FLIGHT
We waited for our flight to Hawaii. 
You’re beautiful. You checked 
something on your ticket, then sat 
elsewhere. I saw you getting on the 
flight, I was 30 rows back. You: 
Brunette, freckles, beautiful. Me: 
Tan, black hair, black hoodie When: 
Thursday, May  7, 2015. Where: 
SeaTac. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#921094

EX-MANCHESTER GIRL AT 
PACIFIC SUPPLY
You- girl, short brown hair, 20’s-30’s. 
We used to talk, this time I was pre-
occupied. I left the store and you’ve 
been on my mind ever since. Bruce. 
When: Saturday, April 18, 2015. 
Where: Pacific Supply. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #921092

FEMALE BIKE COURIER
Female bike courier with dark hair, 
and arm band tattoo. I see you sev-
eral times a week, you make my day 
every time. You are very pretty, and 
you are my biggest crush. When: 
Wednesday, May  6, 2015. 
Where: Downtown. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #921091

H.P. LOVECRAFT: STAND-UP 
COMEDIAN
Tuesday night, we flirted in line for 
the bathroom. We agreed that even a 
blood sacrifice required major clean-
up, the theater was still nicer than the 
streets below. Buy you a drink? Let’s 
enjoy ourselves before Cthulhu rises... 
When: Tuesday, May  5, 2015. 
Where: Annex Theater. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #921090

WHITE SOCKS & 
HUARACHES
On the 49 morning commute to 
downtown, You: blonde male, white 
socks & huaraches. Me: brown hair, 
female, paisley jacket across from 
you. I liked your sock & shoe combo, 
and I guess you’re pretty cute too. 
Drinks? When: Wednesday, May  
6, 2015. Where: Broadway & E 
Republican. You: Woman. Me: 
Woman. #921089
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Cooking with 
Cannabis Classes

maryjwhite.com

New Hours! 
Tues-Sat 8PM-2:30AM
5220 Roosevelt Way NE
206-526-5653
Now hiring dancers, lowest rent in town!

CHECK US OUT!

Exotic Dancers 
& FULL BAR

ADMIT 2 
FREE ADMISSION
With this coupon. Expiration date 6/13/15.

Test positive for
genital herpes?

learn more and reduce the stigma 

Call us to hear
about our
paid research
opportunities

UW Virology Research Clinic
206-520-4340

I’m a 35-year-old divorced man. I’ve been on 
plenty of dates since my marriage ended, but I 
invariably get asked this question on or before 
date #2: “Why did you get divorced?” This is 
where everything goes to shit. I’m honest: “We 
got divorced because I cheated 
on my wife. A lot.” This usu-
ally catches my date off guard 
because I’m “not the kind of guy 
I’d have thought could do that.” 
But I can hardly get past date 
#2 after this, because this infor-
mation is “too much to handle.” 
Sometimes my dates will admit 
to having cheated too. Not even 
other cheaters are interested in 
seeing me again. I was a good 
husband and father for seven 
years. But after four sexless 
years of marriage, I strayed. Crying myself to 
sleep every night took its toll, and I self-med-
icated with casual sex with attractive women. 
Two years and 20 women later, I got caught. 
I don’t hide the facts; I own my mistakes. I’ve 
grown and learned from my mistakes. But it’s 
hard for most women to see past “cheater.” In 
my mind, anything less than complete honesty 
would validate the belief that I’m still a lying 
cheat. But complete honesty is kicking my ass 
and ruining potential relationships.

Forthright About Cheating, Then Silence

I’m going to give you the benefit of the doubt, 
FACTS, and assume that mistreatment, 
neglect, and stress didn’t extinguish your wife’s 
libido. (You weren’t shitty to your wife, right? 
You were helping with the kids, right?) I’m also 
going to assume that you made a good-faith 
effort to address the sexless state of your mar-
riage before you began self-medicating with all 
those beautiful women. (You sought counsel-
ing and got medical checkups, right?) And I’m 
going to allow for the possibility that your wife 
may have married you under false pretenses, 
i.e., she wasn’t into sex or you or both, but she 
wanted marriage and kids and figured you 
would do. (I’m going to allow for that because 
that shit happens.)

These favorable assumptions—of the kind 
typically extended to persons seeking advice 
in a format like this—don’t exonerate you of 
all responsibility for cheating on your wife. But 
if they’re accurate, FACTS, they do put your 
cheating in a particular guilt-mitigating context.

And that’s what you need to do when you 
answer that question about why your marriage 
ended: Put your cheating in context. Most peo-
ple intuitively understand that wedding vows 
aren’t sexual suicide pacts and are capable of 
feeling sympathy for those who find themselves 
in sexless marriages. But instead of empha-
sizing the context in which you cheated—the 
emotional dynamics of your marriage, those 
long sexless years—you’re emphasizing the 
breakdick pace at which you cheated and the 
quality of the pussy you landed.

“I cheated! A lot! With 20 beautiful women!” 
is one telling of the truth, FACTS, but it’s not 
the most f lattering telling of the truth (for 
you) or the most comforting telling of the truth 
(for your date). Instead of saying, “I cheated 
with 20 women, all of them babes. I banged 
the living shit out of each and every one of 
them!” which makes you sound more boastful 
than remorseful, try saying something like 
this: “After four sexless years of marriage, I 
strayed. It was the wrong thing to do, but I was 
desperate. The cheating ended my marriage, 
which obviously needed to end, but it’s not 
something I ever want to do again.” Omit the 
detail about the number of women you cheated 
with while emphasizing your determination to 
avoid making the same mistake in your next 
committed relationship. Tell your date that you 
are looking for a strong sexual connection (and 
other things) with someone you can communi-
cate with about sex (and other things). Because 
you’re not a cheater—not anymore.

I’m a 36-year-old heterosexual female who 
has been reading you for the better part of 20 
years. That’s why when my formerly lovely 
husband descended into a hellish depression 
that turned our 10-year marriage into a love-

less, sexless, miserable thing 
that I didn’t recognize, I knew 
what I had to do. I couldn’t get 
out for various financial, per-
sonal, and practical reasons, so 
I began an emotionally fulfill-
ing, sanity-saving affair with a 
married man in the same situ-
ation. My emotional and sexual 
needs are getting met for the 
first time in years. The problem 
is that when we are together, my 
mind goes to how much I wish 
we could both chuck our mar-

riages and be together all of the time, and I 
feel more miserable in my marriage because 
I can’t help comparing the two men in my 
life. Do you have any advice for keeping from 
mentally going to “happily ever after” when 
you are trying to stay balanced in marriage-
saving-affair land?

Secret Affair Necessary Escape

 An affair doesn’t come bundled with the same 
crap that a marriage does, SANE, so your 
time with Happy Affair Man isn’t burdened 
by mental and/or physical health crises, just 
as it’s not roughed up by ever-festering con-
flicts about money or chores or kids or all of the 
above. So let’s say you left Depressed Husband 
Man for Happy Affair Man, and he left his wife 
for you. How long would it be before you and 
Second Husband Man were facing down some 
similar crap or brand-new crap? Probably not 
long. You might be happier, but you won’t be 
happily-ever-after happier because no one ever 
is. The subject is moot, of course, if you’re not 
in a position to end your marriage and Happy 
Affair Man isn’t either.

I have been in a gay relationship for almost 
six years, and we are getting married in Sep-
tember. We are both predominantly tops, so 
we’ve been having threesomes for the major-
ity of the time we’ve been together. About eight 
months ago, we had a threesome with someone 
who has since become a good friend. I have 
developed a strong bond with our third. My 
fiancé is not an overly affectionate person, and 
while I’ve had issues with that in the past and 
overlooked it, these past months have shown 
me how much I long for physical affection. 
My fiancé is threatened by the two of us show-
ing affection. I reassure him as best I can, but 
nothing I say makes him feel less threatened by 
my wanting to have alone time with our third. 
I do not want to give up the bond I have with 
our third, and I have zero intention of leav-
ing my fiancé. If we could help him get more 
comfortable, it could be a perfect situation for 
everyone, with all of our needs being met.

Sincerely Perplexed Lad In Triad

Seeing as your third sounds like a better match 
for you than your fiancé in several important 
ways—bottom to your top, more physically 
affectionate—I’m wondering why you wouldn’t 
want to dump the fiancé to run off with your 
third. Your fiancé is probably wondering the 
same thing. Unless your fiancé is willing to 
enter into a polyamorous triad, SPLIT, you’ll 
probably have to pick one or the other. And 
seeing as how you employ “we” in your last 
sentence—in reference to you and the third, 
not you and the fiancé—it sounds like you’ve 
already made your choice. n

  On the Lovecast, Dan chats with Seattle 
author Jason Schmidt about his memoir,  

A List of Things That Didn’t Kill Me.

mail@savagelove.net
@fakedansavage on Twitter

SAVAGE LOVE
The Affairs   BY DAN SAVAGE

JOE NEWTON

Your sex life demands it. 

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

http://maryjwhite.com/
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thehopeclinic.com

S E A T T L E   |   T A C O M A   |   S H O R E L I N E

SEATTLE’S PREMIER

MMJ AUTHORIZATIONS CLINIC

(206) 283-4673(206) 283 4673
TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT CALL

( )
info@thehopeclinic.com

DO YOU QUALIFY FOR MEDICAL CANNABIS?

SEATTLE
1818 Westlake Ave. N

Seattle, WA 98109
Tues & Thurs  |  2pm-5pm

TACOMA
4051 Tacoma Mall Blvd

Tacoma, WA 98409
Mon & Wed  |  2pm-5pm

SHORELINE
18820 Aurora Ave, #104B

Shoreline, WA 98133
Fri & Sat  |  9am-4pm

REVIEW US ON YELP!

@thehopeclinic

$75
ONE YEAR 
MEDICAL CANNABIS 
RECOMMENDATIONS

T I G E R H E A LT H  C L I N I C
$100 NEW MEDICAL MARIJUANA AUTHORIZATIONS*
Regular price $150, mention this ad for above price*

RENEWAL $75 FOR 12 MONTHS* 
*With qualifi ed medical records

Assists with: 
Pain management, Energy Level,
Chronic illnesses, Appetite,
And More!

Provides: 
General Wellness Exams, 
Sports Physicals, 
Nutrition Consultations 

Professional & Discreet!

(206) 853-5165 
11680 Renton Ave S. Seattle WA 98178

 Just for the fun of it 
405 E. Steuben / SR 14

Bingen, WA 98605
10am-7pm Daily

509-493-0441• margiespot.com

Margie’s Pot Shop

• POT • WAX• SHATTER • VAPE PENS • GLASS  • EDIBLES

Specialized 
in 

Removing 
Black 
Magic, 
giving 

protection 
and 

performing 
prayers for 
all types of 
problems

GRAND OPENING
 POT SHOP

10861 1st AVE S 
Seattle, WA 98168

206.241.0420
New Recreational Store!

WIDE SELECTION,  
TESTED

No Rx  |  21+
Open 7 Days A Week!
First store to serve White Center,  
Burien, SeaTac and West Seattle

DISCLAIMER: This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination,  
and judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with  

consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one or older. Keep out of the reach of children.

I-5

509

Burien

White 
Center

Sea Tac

West
Seattle

ACCESSORIES
VIRGIN VAPOR GO  Electric! Our 
award-winning, ultra premium organic 
e-liquids taste just like the real thing, 
because they are made from the 
real thing! Electrify your tastebuds! 
www.virginvapor.com

COOPERATIVES
PEOPLE’S CHAMPZ MEDICINAL  
Cannabis Products. Now open in 
SoDo! 2224 1st Ave S. Seattle, WA 
98134. Over 30+ Strains Available! 
FREE DAB & GRAM FOR NEW 
PATIENTS!

DELIVERY
FREE LEAF DELIVERY.  7 days a 
week. Cash only, $50 minimum. 21+ 
.Text your order to 206-601-0506.

SEATTLE CANNABIS EXPRESS-
-WE  proudly focus on delivering 
to Downtown, West Seattle & South 
King County. 206-556-6925. Visit us 
online to view our amazing prices. 
www.SeattleCannabisExpress.com / 
Seattlecannabisexpress@gmail.com

SEATTLE’S BEST CANNABIS  
Delivery. SeattlesBestCannabisDelivery.
org Check out our menu online. 
We have the best prices in town. 
Delivering to most areas. 425-
238-2812 or 206-939-3074. 
M M J D E L I V E R Y S E A T T L E
@GMAIL.COM

TOP TIER DELIVERY  $60 min.
delivery. Serving Seattle, Bellevue, 
Lynnwood. Flowers, Concentrates, 
Edibles. Open 7 days 10am-
12midnight. 206-946-5524 21+ 
PHOTO I.D. REQUIRED.

DOCTORS

HOPE CLINICS BOTANICAL  

healTHCare with 7+ clinics. 

Offering primary care and com-

prehensive hemp CBD and mari-

juana treatment plans! 206-466-1766. 

www.thehopeclinics.com

MEDICINE MAN WELLNESS  Center 

4021 Aurora Ave N Seattle WA 98103 

632-4021 medicinemanwellness.com 

Best service in town! Medical autho-

rization and card for $99. Walk-ins 

welcome. Verification provided 7 days 

a week.

THE ORIGINAL HOPE  Clinic. 

Medical Cannabis Authorizations $75 

for qualified patients. Clinics located 

in Seattle & Tacoma. 206-283-4673 or 

www.thehopeclinic.com

TIGER HEALTH CLINIC.  

Professional and discreet medical 

marijuana authorizations with qualified 

medical conditions. 11680 Renton Ave. 

S. 206-853-5165

RECREATIONAL

HERB HAS GOT  your herb at 

Ballard’s first recreational marijuana 

store for 21 and over.Come visit our 

friendly staff at Herbs House. 716 NW 

65th St. 206-557-7388 

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. Recreational marijuana is for use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

716 NW 65th St
herbshouse.org

206.557.7388

  Sun - Thur 11 - 9
Fri - Sat 11 - 10

21 & OVER

Marijuana has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. It can impair concentration, 

drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. For use only by 
adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

Ballard’s
Original
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Hope a Botanical HealTHCare System. Patients for patients 
medical group here for your comprehensive botanical therapies 
and to serve your entire family. A community focused education 
and cannabis therapy healTHCare option. Because you have the 

right to choose your own healTHCare. 
 We have several locations to serve you & offer in home and 

hospice services. 

Membership Options  
Cash Sliding Scale 
Low Income Options 
Comprehensive 

Call for an appointment today 206-466-1766

Botanical Care

Memberships start at $200.  Most plans include 
doctor visits, lower monthly botanical medicine 

pricing and cold & flu season coverage.

FREE WILL  
ASTROLOGY
BY ROB BREZSNY

For the Week of June 3
ARIES (March 21–April 19): The Persian 
scholar Avicenna was so well-rounded in his 
knowledge that he wrote two different ency-
clopedias. Even as a teenager, he was obsessed 
with learning all he could. He got especially 
consumed with trying to master Aristotle’s 
Metaphysics, which did not easily yield its se-
crets to him. He read it 40 times, memorizing 
every word. When he finally understood it, he 
was so excited that he celebrated by giving 
out money and gifts to destitute strangers. I 
suspect you will soon be having an equivalent 
breakthrough, Aries. At last you will grasp 
a truth that has eluded you for a long time. 
Congratulations in advance!

TAURUS (April 20–May 20): When it’s rush 
hour in Tokyo, unwieldy crowds of commuters 
board the trains and subways. They often 
need help at squeezing in. Railway workers 
known as oshiya, or pushers, provide the nec-
essary force. Wearing crisp uniforms, white 
gloves, and neat hats, they cram the last strag-
glers into each car. I foresee the possibility 
of you being called on to perform a meta-
phorical version of the service these pushers 
provide. Is there a polite and respectful way 
for you to be indelicate in a worthy cause? 
Could you bring lighthearted tact to bear as 
you seek an outcome that encourages ev-
eryone to compromise?

GEMINI (May 21–June 20): Nobel Prize–win-
ning physicists Wolfgang Pauli and Niels Bohr 
were both amused at how counterintuitive 
their innovative theories seemed. Once Pauli 
was lecturing a group of eminent scientists 
about a radical new hypothesis. Bohr got out 
of his seat in the audience and walked up to 
the front to interrupt his colleague. “We all 
agree that your theory is crazy,” Bohr told 
Pauli. “The question that divides us is whether 
it is crazy enough to have a chance of being 
correct. My own feeling is that it is not crazy 
enough.” Pauli defended himself. “It is crazy 
enough!” he said. But Bohr was insistent. “It’s 
not crazy enough!” he argued. I’m going to 
pose a comparable query to you, Gemini. Are 
your new ideas and possibilities crazy enough 
to be true? Make sure they are.

CANCER (June 21–July 22): You’ve wan-
dered into an awkward phase of your cycle. 
Missed connections have aroused confusion. 
Disjointed events have led to weirdness. I’ve 
got a suggestion for how you might be able 
to restore clarity and confidence: Make a 
foray into a borderland and risk imaginative 
acts of heroism. Does that sound too cryptic 

or spooky? How about if I say it like this: Go 
on an unpredictable quest that will free your 
trapped vitality, or try a mysterious experi-
ment that will awaken your sleeping magic. 
P.S. For best results, ask for help every step 
of the way.

LEO (July 23–Aug 22): Gesamtkunstwerk is a 
German word that can be translated as “total 
art work” or “all-embracing art form.” It re-
fers to a creative masterpiece that makes use 
of several genres. The 19th-century composer 
Richard Wagner had this in mind when he 
produced his opera cycle The Ring of the Nibe-
lung, which included orchestral music, singing, 
theater, and literature. I’m invoking the spirit 
of Gesamtkunstwerk for your use, Leo. The 
coming weeks will be an excellent time to syn-
thesize and coordinate all the things you do 
best, and express them with a flourish.

VIRGO (Aug 23–Sept 22): Defender was 
a popular video game that young people 
played in video arcades during the 1980s. 
Fifteen-year-old Steve Juraszek was profiled 
in Time magazine after he racked up a record-
breaking 16 million points while playing the 
game for 16 hours straight. But when his high-
school principal found out that Juraszek had 
skipped classes to be at the arcade, he was 
suspended. I’m wondering if there may soon 
be a similar development in your own life, 
Virgo. Will you have to pay a small price for 
your success? You should at least be prepared 
to risk an acceptable loss in order to accom-
plish an important goal.

LIBRA (Sept 23–Oct 22): People I meet are 
sometimes taken aback by the probing ques-
tions I ask them. Recently an acquaintance 
said to me, “Why don’t you feel driven to 
talk about yourself all the time, like everyone 
else?” I told him the truth: “Being curious is 
just the way I was made. Maybe it’s because of 
my Mercury in Gemini, or my seventh-house 
sun, or my three planets in Libra.” I suspect 
that you are due to go through a phase 
similar to the mode I’m so familiar with. If it 
doesn’t happen naturally, I suggest you coax 
it out. You need to be extra inquisitive. You’ll 
benefit from digging as deeply as you dare. 
The more information you uncover, the better 
your decisions will be.

SCORPIO (Oct 23–Nov 21): I love to watch 
an evolved Scorpio get his or her needs met 
by helping other people get their needs 
met. It’s thrilling to behold the paradoxical 
Scorpio assets in action: the combination of 
manipulativeness and generosity, the animal 
magnetism working in service to the greater 
good, the resourceful willpower that carries 
out hidden agendas and complex strategies 
designed to make the world a better place. I 
expect to see a lot of this idiosyncratic wisdom 
from you in the coming weeks.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22–Dec 21): “Would that 
life were like the shadow cast by a wall or 

a tree,” says the Talmud. “But it is like the
shadow of a bird in flight.” That’s a lyrical 
sentiment, but I don’t agree with it. I’ve come
to prefer the shimmering dance to the static
stance. The ever-shifting play of light and dark
is more interesting to me than the illusion of
stability. I feel more at home in the unpredict-
able flow than in the stagnant trance of cer-
tainty. What about you, Sagittarius? I suggest
that in the immediate future you cultivate an
appreciation for the joys and challenges of the
shimmering dance.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22–Jan 19): The core of
your horoscope comes from the poem “A
Color of the Sky” by Tony Hoagland. Imagine 
that you are the “I” who is saying the fol-
lowing: “What I thought was an end turned 
out to be a middle. What I thought was a
brick wall turned out to be a tunnel. What
I thought was an injustice turned out to be 
a color of the sky.” Please understand, Cap-
ricorn, that speaking these words might not
make total sense to you yet. You may have 
to take them on faith until you gather fur-
ther evidence. But I urge you to speak them
anyway. Doing so will help generate the trans-
formations you need in order to make them 
come true.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20–Feb 18): Lessons in luck 
are coming your way. Will they help you at-
tract more luck? Maybe. Will they show you
how to make better use of your luck? Maybe. 
A lot depends on your ability to understand 
and love the paradox of luck. I’ve assembled
a few enigmatic teachings to prepare you.
(1) “Luck is believing you’re lucky.” —Ten-
nessee Williams. (2) “It is a great piece of skill 
to know how to guide your luck even while
waiting for it.” —Baltasar Gracián (3) “Some-
times not getting what you want is a brilliant
stroke of luck.” —Lorii Myers. (4) “The harder 
I work, the luckier I get.” —Samuel Goldwyn. 
(5) “You’ve got to try your luck at least once 
a day, because you could be going around 
lucky all day and not even know it.” —Jimmy 
Dean. (6) “Go and wake up your luck.” —Per-
sian proverb.

PISCES (Feb 19–March 20): The word 
“boudoir” means a woman’s bedroom. But 
hundreds of years ago, it had a more specific 
definition. It was a room where a well-bred
girl was sent when she was pouting. “Bou-
doir” is derived from the French verb bouder, 
which means “to sulk.” If it were in my power, 
Pisces, I would send you to the sulking room 
right now. In fact, I would encourage you to 
sulk. In my opinion, a good long sulk would 
be just the right prescription for you. It would
trigger brainstorms about how to change the
soggy, foggy conditions that warranted your 
sulking in the first place.

Homework: I dare you to bestow a blessing
on a person you’ve considered to be beneath
you. Testify at freewillastrology.com.

Black Box Festival
ART Through June 7, various locations

Black Box—the art, film, and technol-
ogy festival—features works from more 
than 70 ultratalented international artists 
and is free and open to the public! I spent, 
oh, I don’t know, four hours (seven hours? 
Forty minutes? Who could know?) having 
my brain melted by the Fullscreen portion 
of Black Box—the online program that 
features one new work per day on the 
homepage. Get to it.

Nearby Snack: Have you been to Uwa-
jimaya (600 Fifth Ave S) recently? Its snack 
aisles are legendary and fully worth spend-
ing an afternoon perusing, but don’t leave 
without a box of the adorably delicious 
mushroom-shaped cookies—little chocolate 
caps on biscuit stems! (Hot tip: hard pass on 
the shrimp chips.)

Queer Vision 20/20: ‘Different 
from the Others’
FILM Thurs June 4, Northwest Film  
Forum (1515 12th Ave)

Let’s take a moment to thank dog that 
we’re able to be more gay and more stoned 
than ever before. While weed is cool and 
all, rights for each and every one our 
queer friends should still be prioritized and 
celebrated. This Pride month, Queer Vision 
20/20 brings you four Thursday screenings 
honoring 20th-century queer cinema. The 
first is Different from the Others, which 
was filmed in Germany in 1919 and is 
one of the first sympathetic depictions of 

homosexuality on film. This screening will 
feature live accompaniment by local musi-
cian Jess Wamre.

Nearby Snack: Octo Sushi (1620 12th 
Ave) for not-too-fancy-but-definitely-not-
gross sushi served by very friendly people.

Weeed, All Them Witches, Fox 
and the Law
MUSIC Thurs June 4, Barboza (925 E Pike St)

A band on this bill is called Weeed. Three 
Es. What more do you neeed? Get your 
stoned ass into Barboza and then get that 
very same ass blown away by an evening of 
stoner rock. From beginning to end, this bill 
will get you where you want to go.

Nearby snack: Get a hot dog on the 
corner of Pike and 10th, why don’t you? It’s 
right there.

‘Rhythm Repetition Ritual’
ART Reception Fri June 5, Pottery North-
west (226 First Ave N), through June 27

“Artists selected for this exhibition 
were aligned in various ways with the 
themes of rhythm, repetition, and ritual. 
Most ceramic processes require a capacity 
for persistent repetition. While repeti-
tion is the main vehicle for developing 
skill with the hands, it may also provide 
a sense of comfort and control or even 
deliver transcendence through an al-
tered state of being.” I know what you’re 
thinking—Ghost, Ghost, Ghost—but the 
detail, precision, and strangeness in these 
pieces are actually more satisfying than 
Patrick Swayze’s upper body. Maybe they’ll 
play “Unchained Melody” at the gallery, 
though?

Nearby snack: The Old Spaghetti Fac-
tory (2801 Elliott Ave) for Italian food you 
don’t have to look nice for because “fac-
tory” is in the name. 
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TURN THE PAGE FOR POT!
Recreational, Medical, Delivery, etc.

Axiom Logistics Cannabis Delivery
Seattle’s Premier Free Delivery Service

call or text for menu • 425.273.5987 

Do you have PTSD  

and alcohol problems?   

Seeking free treatment? 

Paid research opportunity.   

Call the APT Study at  206-764-2458.

  FREE PIMP BOOK AT

WWW.PIMPINGDD.COM 

SEX OFFENDER REGISTRATION 
GOT YOU DOWN?

We may be able to help to remove that requirement.

The Meryhew Law Group, PLLC (206)264-1590 

www.meryhewlaw.com 

WeedBus.Club
Call for details (206) 423-9603 

You Could be an Egg Donor
Are you a healthy, compassionate

woman in your 20’s?

Generous compensation, apply today!

Email DonorEggBank@pnwfertility.com

or Text us at 206-877-3534

Seattle's 
Premier 

FREE Delivery 
Service

AXIOM

21+

425-273-5987
CALL OR TEXT TODAY FOR A FULL MENU

LARGEST LOCAL DELIVERY AREA • 7 DAYS A WEEK!

DAILY SPECIALS • BHO • GLASS PIPES

LAWYER FOR THE LITTLE GUY

DRUG & FINANCIAL CRIMINAL DEFENSE
FIREARM RIGHTS RESTORATION

CRIMINAL HISTORY CLEAN-UP
SEIZED PROPERTY RETURN

Serving All of WA – Your Location Doesn’t Matter

You Can Call Collect 360-853-8368 Day or Night

billie@LawyerfortheLittleGuy.com
9805 Sauk Connection Rd, 98237

SEATTLE 
CANNABIS 
EXPRESS

We proudly focus on  
delivering to Downtown,  

West Seattle and South King County.

206.556.6925
Visit us online to view  

our amazing prices
www.SeattleCannabisExpress.com
Seattlecannabisexpress@gmail.com

+21 ONLY

MMJDELIVERYSEATTLE@GMAIL.COM

Seattle’s Best Cannabis Delivery
SeattlesBestCannabisDelivery.org

CHECK OUT OUR MENU ONLINE

WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES 
IN TOWN, DELIVERING TO 

MOST AREAS - 
CALL TO CHECK

AVAILABILITY

425-238-2812 206-939-3074

PART TWO
THE SORRENTO HOTEL IS HAVING 

ANOTHER GARAGE SALE

MUSIC, BAR, AND ALL KINDS OF THINGS 
YOU NEVER KNEW YOU NEEDED

SATURDAY, JUNE 06   11AM – 5PM
LOCATE D AT THE SORRE NTO GAR AG E D IREC TLY B E H IND THE HOTE L

900 MADISON STRE ET •  SE AT TLE ,  WA 98104

MORE SOFAS  CHAIRS  TABLES  LAMPS  DESKS  DRAPES  MIRRORS  
“ARTWORK”  PATIO STUFF & RANDOM TCHOTCHKES

FREE LEAF  
RECREATIONAL DELIVERY

Adults Delivering to Adults 
$50 MINIMUM ORDER.

7-DAYS A WEEK • (206)601-0506 
TEXT US YOUR ORDER  

21+. Delivery to King & Snohomish Counties. Cash Only.
RAW King-Size joint $10
Vape Cartridges (1ml) $50
Vape Battery $25
Hash Oil 1g $50
Tincture $40
HoneyBear $25
Lollipops, Brownies & Blondies  
$5-$10

Indicas: BlackberryKush & Phantom 
Sativas: J1 & SourDiesel
Hybrids: BlueDream
Prices: 1/8 $35, 1/4 $65,  
              1/2 $125, 1oz $240
Top Shelf: BlueBerryCheesecake &      
                   Super Silver Haze
Prices: 1/8 $50, 1/4 $80  
              1/2 $140, 1oz $260

MMJ card 
starts at $50

206-359-0094
GREENLEAFHEALTHCARE.ORG

NEED YOUR TEETH CLEANED?  WANT TO GET PAID FOR IT?
Has it been more than 5 years since your last cleaning?  Are you over 18?  You could earn up to $400!!! (If you qualify and we use you).

Dental Hygiene students looking for potential board exam patients.  Contact us at 253-271-9676 or email dhstudents13@gmail.com
Walk in hours  Tues. 1:30pm-4pm, Tue/Thurs 8:30am-11:30am and Wed 1:30pm-4:00pm  • 16101 Greenwood Ave N. (Shoreline Dental Hygiene Bldg 2500)

FREE DAB & GRAM TO NEW PATIENTS!

Mon-Sat 11-8, Closed SUN  •  2224 1st Ave S, Seattle
PEOPLESCHAMPZ206�GMAIL.COM  •  206-829-9751

FLOWER, CONCENTRATES, EDIBLES, 
JUICE, TOPICALS, GLASS & MORE

$25 1/8th ALL STRAINS
OVER 30+ STRAINS AVAILABLE

TOP TIER
DELIVERY

$60 min. delivery
21+ PHOTO I.D. REQUIRED
Serving Seattle - Bellevue - Lynnwood

• Phenomenal Flowers! 70-100/qtr
• Concentrates 40-50/g
• Brownies/Edibles 10-20
• Open 7 days 10am-12midnight

206-946-5524 

‘A Tier Above’
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